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SUMMARY
Recent investigations by Butcher have co-ordinated several
aspects of the theory of, and techniques for the derivation of,
numerical methods for ordinary differential equations, and
further have yielded several significant classes of new methods.
It appears that the fruitfulness of this research is, in part, a
result of the generality with which this author has approached
his subject. Using the same sort of general approach, several
applications and generalizations in this field of research are
developed as the subject of this thesis.
Initially a system of explicit differential equations of
arbitrary orders for initial value problems is considered, and a
suitable notation is used to express a general class of numerical
methods for such problems. Stability and consistency are defined
for methods of this class, and it is shown that a method satisfying
these conditions is convergent.
Several important existence theorems are based on the con¬
struction of certain numerical solutions. Indeed several authors
have proved existence of solutions to first order systems using
particular subclasses of methods. Here Peano* s existence theorem
for first order systems is derived, using a general class of methods.
Several new results are then proved for particular subclasses
of the general class of methods. An examination of a particular
group of explicit Runge-Kutta methods of order six (jointly with
G.J. Cooper) has yielded a corresponding group of methods of order
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eight. Certain implicit methods for a system of equations of
arbitrary orders are shown to be of maximum orderj this is a
generalization of a result proved by Butcher for first order
systems. A similar result is given for a more general class of
methods (to be referred to as "quadrature" methods in this thesis)
in which weight functions may be used to compensate for difficult
behaviour. A recursion is developed to generate stable hybrid
methods for a system of differential equations of arbitrary orders
from corresponding methods for a first order system. A comparison
shows that, in general, such new methods do not improve on the
technique of reducing a system of equations of arbitrary orders
to one of first order, and then using a method for a first order
system.
Quadrature methods are applied to find numerical solutions for
certain systems of implicit differential equations. This approach
yields a useful reformulation of an existence theorem for implicit
problems. Further, it appears that the numerical results obtained
for problems with certain difficult behaviour may not be obtained
by other known techniques.
Finally (in less generality) consideration is given to the
error in numerical solutions for explicit differential equations.
An efficient algorithm for the adjustment of steplength to control
error is developed for certain classes of single step methods, and
several examples are given for explicit methods. Finally, an easily
computed error bound for a certain class of problems is given for
explicit single step methods.
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INTRODUCTION
The first method for the numerical solution of a differen¬
tial equation was developed by Euler in 1768. Fifty years later
Cauchy used this method in proving the existence of solutions for
a certain class of differential equations. Indeed the use of
numerical solutions in existence theorems has stimulated research
in both directions. (The history and development of existence
theorems for ordinary differential equations is discussed by
Sarafyan [371 •) The basic existence theorems for initial
value problems were developed during the nineteenth century,
while more recent research has been concerned with the quali¬
tative behaviour of solutions.
Interest in numerical solutions was established with the
development of a multi-step method by Adams* [3] in 1883, and
of single step methods by Runge [35» 36] and Kutta [27]# at the
turn of the century. Since then, many new methods have been
proposed. Although some of these methods are suitable for
special problems, there are, as yet, no entirely adequate general
purpose methods. Indeed even now the Adams-Bashforth and
classical Runge-Kutta methods form the basis of standard routines
on many digital computers for obtaining numerical solutions of
differential equations.
x This is traditionally referred to as the Adaras-Bashforth method.
It was developed for a particular problem investigated by the
latter.
Recent investigations in this field have been more fruitful.
Dahlquist [20] was the first to treat a class of (multi-step)
methods as such, and defined conditions under which a multi-step
method was convergent. Then there appeared a number of monographs
which included analyses of methods for ordinary differential
equations. Notable among these are Henrlci* s books [23, 2UJ
which give an excellent account of the results known for initial
value problems at the time. Subsequent research has yielded
several new classes of methods including implicit single step
methods and hybrid methods. Butcher's contributions [6-13] are
fundamental. Indeed the generality of his approach has co¬
ordinated much of the analysis and derivation of numerical methods
and further led to the development of several new subclasses of
methods.
It appears that the fruitfulness of this research is par¬
tially due to the generality of approach taken by the various
authors. Indeed, many results in this thesis are derived by
considering classes of methods as such, and could not have been
otherwise developed easily.
The problems to be considered are classified at the beginning
of Chapter I. This chapter further includes statements of basic
existence and uniqueness theorems for initial value problems.
Using a general class of numerical methods, an existence theorem
for first order systems is proved at the end of Chapter II.
Chapter II commences with a notation for a general class of
numerical methods. Conditions under which such methods yield
unique numerical solutions are given. Stability and consistency
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are defined for these methods, and it is shown that a stable,
consistent method is convergent. The use of a convergent method
is as fundamental to solving a differential problem numerically
as is the requirement that there exists a solution to the
differential problem.
Each of tne next four chapters is concerned with a par¬
ticular subclass of the general methods. We begin with explicit
Runge-Kutta methods, for which parameter constraints are derived
to determine order. A recursion is given from which parameters
for a method (of the same order) for a system of differential
equations of arbitrary orders may be generated from those of a
method for a first order system. Then the parameters for a group
of methods of order six, given by Butcher [71 , are examined in
detail, and the existence of an associated subclass of methods
of arbitrary even orders is proposed. The method of order four
for the class is given, and a group of methods of order eight is
derived. It appears that methods of higher orders of this
subclass do not exist, although no proof is given.
In a similar way, parameter constraints to determine the
order of implicit Runge-Kutta methods are given in the next
chapter. Butcher [8, 91 has shown that certain subclasses of
implicit methods for first order systems are of maximum order.
This result is proved here for associated implicit methods for
systems of equations of arbitrary orders. Cooper [16] has shown
that parameters for some of these methods may be generated by the
recursion given for explicit methods. In a numerical example,
the explicit methods derived in Chapter III are compared with
closely related implicit methods.
Quadrature methods form a more general class of implicit
methods in which weight functions may be used to compensate for
difficult behaviour (Cooper Cl7l). Again parameter constraints
to determine the order of a method are expressed in an appro¬
priate form. It is then shown that certain of the methods are
of maximum order.
Hybrid methods form a recently derived class in which the
virtue of the stability* of single step methods of maximum order
is combined with that of a minimum of function evaluations re¬
quired for multi-step methods. Two recursions are derived which
are similar in purpose, but more general in nature than that
given for explicit Runge-Kutta methods. It is indicated that
the first of these recursions is inferior; indeed, for problems
in which fourth or higher order derivatives are included, the
corresponding methods generated are unstable. Fortunately,
methods generated by the second recursion are completely stable,
and further have the same stability characteristics as the
associated methods for first order systems. In general, it
appears that methods derived by either recursion do not improve
on the classical technique of reducing a system of equations of
arbitrary orders to one of first order, and using a method for
as Stability of a method is defined later; all consistent
single step methods are stable.
first order systems. However., these methods are often more
efficient in the solution of problems in which one or more
lower order derivatives do not appear explicitly in the system.
It appears that only a few investigators have attempted
the numerical solution of a system of implicit differential
equations - that is a system in which the derivatives of
highest order do not occur explicitly. In Chapter VII an
apparently useful application of quadrature methods is made
to find numerical solutions for implicit differential equations
directly. As a result of this investigation a basic existence
theorem for implicit differential equations is reformulated to
include a larger class of problems. Convergence of the methods
is proved, ana several numerical examples indicate that certain
methods (based on quadratures) may be of maximum order.
Recently special techniques have been developed for
obtaining numerical solutions to problems in which a rapid
variation of the solution or a derivative occurs, within a
sub-interval of the interval on which the solution is required.
In such problems an attempt is made to control error by
appropriately adjusting the steplength whenever a significant
change occurs in a local error estimate. It appears that multi-
step methods are, in general, unsuitable In any sub-interval
where the variation is extreme. Indeed, the adjustment itself
is often difficult, although this difficulty may be avoided by
using a method such as that proposed by Nordsieck [j&3. Further,
in multi-step methods, approximations to the higher-ordered
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derivatives are available only at previously considered points of
the integration interval; for extreme problems such approximations
may not be adequate. Both disadvantages are avoided by single step
methods, but for such methods the error estimates available require
considerable computation. In Chapter VIII a relative error
estimate requiring little computation is proposed, and from the
numerical examples given it appears that its use is justified.
To complete the analysis of a numerical solution a bound for
the error is needed. In general, realistic error bounds are not
available. In deriving error bounds, there are fundamental
difficulties which are not avoided here. However, in Chapter IX,
a very restricted class of problems is considered. For this
class, an easily computed, but pessimistic, error bound is derived
for explicit Runge-Kutta methods. With a classification of other
problems, future research may yield bounds of a similar nature.
Certainly, further research in this direction Is necessary.
Results for the numerical examples in this thesis were
obtained from the Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre KDF9«
The programs were written in Atlas Autocode using single length
(39 significant binary digits) or double length (78 significant binary
digits floating point arithmetic. In tabulating results, numbers





Prior to selecting a numerical method and determining the
numerical solution of a differential problem, it is necessary
to establish that there exists a solution to the problem.
Further, if the solution is unique, then a numerical method
defining a unique approximation for a fixed steplength defines
an approximation to this solution. It may not, a priori, be
possible to determine that a unique solution exists. Indeed,
if a Lipschitz condition (defined below) is not satisfied, an
initial value problem ma.v have more than one solution. Further,
Sarafyan [37] discusses the possibility of obtaining numerical
approximations to the two "extremal" solutions of such a problem.
For such problems, special consideration is necessary if
numerical solutions are to be correctly interpreted; such con¬
sideration is beyond the scope of this thesis.
It is convenient to begin with a classification of dif¬
ferential equations, and the problems derived therefrom. Then
basic existence theorems for the classes of problems to be con¬
sidered may be stated, and further, numerical methods are more
easily examined for each class of problems individually.
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2. Classification
Consider a real linear n-diraensional space, of
vectors £ « (y^# y2» ... , yn). For spaces of finite dimen¬
sion, all norms are equivalent. Here, several results are more
easily derived using the uniform norm defined "by
Now a general system of ordinary differential equations of
arbitrary orders is defined by
(1.1) Fr(tj ^t), z(t)) 0 , r = l(l)q,
where
(n -1) (n -1)
a (yx( t),..., y± (t)|...j y^( t),.,., y^ (t))
is a point of R^ with N = n^ +=n, ...+n, and1 q'• • •
is a point of R . If (1.1) has the form
(1.2)
(n )
yr r U) = fr(tj&t))f r = 1(1) q,
then it is a system of explicit differential equationsj
otherwise, it is a system of 5 iplieit differential equations.
Further, (1.2) is a system of linear differential equations if








arpi(t) yp + ar(t) •
i
r = 1(1) q .
Unless otherwise implied, we shall mean a system in the form
(1.2) when referring to a system of differential equations.
1 * • £ ^ •' ■ * , i . i ? 4
A differential problem is defined "by a system of differential
equations together with values of the components of j£( t) and
z(t) for one or more values of t . Here, we consider only
initial value problems, for which these values are given for
only one value of t = x.
The orders of a system of differential equations refer to
the set of orders of the highest-ordered derivatives of the
system, (n,, ..., n ). This concept is different and distinctX (J
from that of the order of a numerical method defined in Chapter II.
3. Existence and Uniqueness
Theorems implying the existence and uniqueness of solutions
are to be founa. in most monographs on the theory of ordinary
differential equations. Murray and Miller (32] have collected
a number of these results together, and statements for several
of these are included here. Some existence theorems with less
restrictive hypotheses are available for special classes of
problems; for example Abian and Brown [l, 2] prove the existence
of unique solutions for certain implicit differential equations.
However, as several results for numerical methods require the
same hypotheses as the basic existence theorems, it will be
assumed that one of these is valid for any problem considered.
Theorem (1.1): Consider the hypotheses:
His fr(t| ylf..., y^), r = l(l)q,
are q real valued functions of the (q+1) real variables,
defined and continuous on an open region D of Rq+j/
H2: (Lipschitz condition). There exists a constant L
such that for every pair of points (t} ,y*) and (tj jj) in D,
we have
fr(tj /) - fr(tj £) < L jr , r 9 1(1)q .
Then under hypothesis HI, for every point (x; %Q) of D,
we can find b> 0 and q functions /$-( t) , ..., /rf(t), which
M.
have continuous first derivatives in the neighbourhood
J t - x <b such that
d0 (t)
^
88 f_( •••» /^_(^»))» P 58 l( l) It
dt r j. q
in this neighbourhood, and
/pU) yrQ • r = l(l)q.
Furthermore, H2 implies this is the only set of functions
having these properties.
The proof (see Murray and Miller [32, p. 13]) proceeds
by the construction of a sequence of bounded equicontinuous
functions approximating the exact solution. By Arzela* s
theorem (see, for example, Kolraogorov and Fomin [26, p. 54j) ,
it follows that the sequence converges, and existence is
established, by showing that the limit of the sequence has a
derivative, and further, satisfies the differential equation.
Uniqueness is proved by writing the differential equation
equivalently as an integral equation, and invoicing the Lipschitz
condition to show that any two solutions are identical. The
results are extended to a first order system of implicit dif¬
ferential equations in the next theorem, and then to a system
of arbitrary orders.
Theorem (1.2)a Consider the hypotheses:
HI: Fr(t5 y1# ...f y , yi*» yq'> * r m
are q functions of the (2q+l) real variables, defined and
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continuous on an open region D of R 2q*l
dF
H2: ~ exist and are continuous on D for r, p = l(l)q.
ayP
H3s There exists a point (xj D suc^
Pr(*s 20. a0) - o > r = 1(1)4,
and the Jacob!an
a(F F )











is not zero at this point.
dF
ttki -£ exist and are continuous on D for r, p = l(l)q.,
ay.
Then under hypotheses HI, H2, and H3, there exists b' > 0
such that for every set of (q+1) values x% y^ »•••» yq with
,yr " yro < b* and |x - x| ^b*, there exists b > 0
(b* < b*) and q. functions t), ^ (t), with
y « j6 (x ),\ if r = l(l)q ,
which have continuous first derivatives in the neighbourhood,
Ngl jt - x*| ^ b* such that
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&
• •**» -^5 s 0 r « 1(1)q.
Furthermore, hypothesis Hh implies these functions are
unique.
Murray anc Miller [32, p. 28] prove the theorem by in¬
voking the implicit function theorem to show that the system of
implicit equations may be treated as a system of explicit
equations; then existence follows using Theorem (1.1). Using
Hh, a Lipschitz condition is established, thereby proving
•uniqueness.
The basic existence theorem for solutions to the system
(1.1) is now stated (Murray and Miller [32, p. 32]).
Theorem (1.3): Consider the hypotheses:
HI: Fr(t» z = 0 , r = l(l)q,
are q real valued functions of the (N+q+1) real variables
(n -1) (n -1) (n ) (n )
t, yx».. •» , •. *, y »* * *' ^q * *^1 »•••» *
defined and continuous on an open region I) of
dF
H2: ""(n'J exists and is continuous on D for
ay p
r, p = 1(1) q.
H3: There exists a point (x; %Qf £Q) in D such that
pr(*> I0f 2Lq) = 0 -j r = Kl) <1,
and further the Jacobian
-lh-
, (n.) (n )
«(y1 1 ,..., yq g )
Is not zero at this point.
dP
Hh: / 5 —-r exists and is continuous on D for(n - V)
ay p
r, p = l(l)q, V = l(l)np.
Under the hypotheses, the given system is equivalent to
a first order system of F equations, and further, the hypo¬
theses of Theorem (1.2) are satisfied.
Equivalence follows hy assuming, for example, n^ > 1,
setting
(n-,-1)
U1 = yl» aZ" yl"nj = yl ' '
and supplementing the system of q equations with
CO * as CO , V = l(l)n_-l .
v y+l
In Chapter VTI, Theorem (1.3) is extended to include a
larger class of problems. As this extension arose from associated
numerical methods, it appears more suitable to include it with
that derivation.
Most numerical methods are derived for first order systems,
and for such methods, a system of equations of arbitrary orders
must be reduced to a first order system by the technique above
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(or otherwise). However, methods can be specially constructed
for higher order systems. For example, de Vogeleare (i*.ll
derived a method for second order systems, in which the first
derivative did not appear, and Cooper Ll6, 17] derived methods
for systems of arbitrary orders.
All of the above results are local, in the sense that the
problem itself dictates the interval over which existence is
ensured. In general, a solution cannot be continued indefinitely;
additional conditions are needed (see Nemytskii and Stepanov
(33» p. 8J). A special case follows.
Theorem (l.h): For the system (1.3)» let arf)i^ defined
and continuous on some closed interval I = [a, b] of the real
variable t. Then for any point x e I, and any vector
there exists a unique solution of (1.3)» t), for t s I such
that
To prove the theorem, Murray and Miller [32, p. 112]
reduce the system to a first order system as in Theorem (1.3)»
Continuity of the coefficients is used to show the existence of
a Lipschitz condition for all tel. Existence and unique¬
ness is proved successively in a finite number of sub-intervals
of equal length (except possibly at the end points of I) which
cover I, and linearity is used to show that the solution is
uniquely continued from one rub-interval to the next.
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k. Other Existence Theorems
In general, proofs of existence theorems are based on
showing that a sequence of functions converges uniformly to
the solution of a given system of differential equations.
Indeed the classical proof of Cauchy shows that a sequence of
numerical approximations converges to a unique solution}
Picard (see Murray and Miller [32, p. 59J), on the other hand,
uses a sequence of analytical approximations to the same end.
It appears natural to expect that such a sequence, truncated
after a large number of terms, provides a "good" approximation
to the exact solution. It appears just as natural to assume
that an existence theorem may be proved using an appropriate
sequence of approximations, for example, such as is generated
by a numerical method in decreasing the steplength. Such
proofs are given by Hull and Luxemburg [25] for multi-step
methods, and by Sarafyan [37] for certain single step methods
for first order systems. A similar result for a more general




NUMERICAL METHODS FOR EXPLICIT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
!• Introduction
Henceforth, we assume that a given differential problem
has a unique solution, and, in particular, satisfies a Lipschitz
X
condition . A numerical method specifies approximate values
for the solution of the problem at a discrete set of points of
some interval. An approximate solution may then be defined
throughout the interval, for example, by interpolation. Here,
conditions under which the approximation is "close to" the
actual solution are examined; indeed, such conditions must be
satisfied by a method if the numerical solution is to be
acceptable.
Butcher [12] expresses numerical methods for the solution
of first order differential equations in a notation which in¬
cludes both single step and multi-step methods, as well as
methods of a more general type. He defines stability and con¬
sistency for these methods, and shows that a stable, consistent
method is convergent. Cooper [16, 17] develops several classes
of methods for a system of equations of arbitrary orders. Here,
a representation for more general methods for such a system is
developed in the matrix formulation used by Butcher. Stability
k In Section 6, an existence theorem is proved, and for the
proof, neither of the above assumptions is made.
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and consistency are defined, and it is shown that a stable,
consistent method is convergent for systems of arbitrary orders.
In following chapters, subclasses of these methods are considered.
Here, it is convenient to revert to the conventional notation.
2. Notation
For a vector yQ» we consider an initial value problem in
which the differential system has the form (1.2), and for which
there exists a unique solution jr( t) in some interval I con¬
taining a point x with
£(x) = yQ •
It Is assumed that the functions fp( tj to), r » 1(1) q, are
continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition: there exists a
constant L such that
fr(tj tg) - fr(t| w1 )| < L ||& - 0?|| » r = 1(1)<1 »
for any two points (tj a>) and (t$ w') of with tel.
Also for some positive integer p, the derivatives
(n +p)
(2.1) yr (t) , r =» l(l)q ,
exist and are continuous in I.
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A set of abscissae { | i ■ 1(1 )s] will be associated
with a method (a method requiring s abscissae is referred
to as an s-stage method); it is further convenient to define
M. 1 = 1. For given (or previously determined) values
y(x), a numerical method determines approximations y(x') to
y(x*) at some point x1 c I, x* / x. The steplength defined
by h as x* - x is (usually) a small increment in the variable
t, and defines a set of points:
( xi « x + Hjh j i as l(l)s+l} , and an interval I1 as [a*, bf]
where
a' as min { x4 \ , b* « max f Xj \ •
i 1 i
As a numerical solution is required in I, x* (and also h)
is chosen so that I* s I ; further, we shall consider x
with x - x s» mh for some positive integer m, and require
that x + \l± h el, i * l(l)s+l.
It is now convenient to introduce a matrix notation in which
a numerical method may be expressed. We define column vectors
(t, jtfO, r « 1(1 )q» ■ Ofljp+np ,
of Rg where the i-th component is given by
(2.2) I4"5 (t, Els)]! - (t + i^h) ,
r a= 1(1 )q, rj * 0(1)?+^, 1 * l(l)s+l ,
and whenever there is no ambiguity, g will be omitted.
-20-
Certain linear transformationB of Rs+i t0 Rs+i are defined by
the matrix




















r * l(l)q, v *s 1(1)21^ r » 0(l)v ,
where the parameters api*T^l are defined (implicitly)








this norm is subordinate to the vector norm, For non-linear
transformations
r « 1(1 )q,
x The final columns of these matrices need not be chosen zero
for (2,k)f however as this is always the case for (2.6), this
is no restriction on the class of methods considered.
of to Rs+1> the i-th component la defined by
?r (2? I(x,h)) x ■ fp (xi ; y(xt)), i « 1(1)8+1,
where vectors defined ay aeir transposes are given by
xT « (x^..., xs+1)
and
j£(x,h) * (Y^(x,h) ,«*., (x,h) ,«*•»
r4<Dq 1) (*,u)T).
3. Numerical Methods
The derivation of a numerical method is motivated, in
part, by the desire to obtain an approximation as close as
possible to the actual solution. Indeed, the derivation is
based on an a priori assumption of the form of the error.
Here, it is assumed that the error occurs in the final term
of a truncated Taylor series for the approximation. For
certain functions f fp j , such methods give exact results for
a polynomial (solution) of appropriate degree. Other types
of approximation are sometimes preferable; for example,
Lambert and Shaw [28J derive methods based on rational function
approximation which give better results near to a singularity.
Certain additional conditions (discussed in Section 5) must be
imposed if a numerical method is to be acceptable.
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Truncated Taylor expansions for the vectors (2,2) may
"be written as
(2.3) _ _ %
(n-v) p h<r „ (n -v-kt) P+1 ('V^+l)
Y r (x,uh) » r ~r r (x,0) «• - M rr <£o (p^)«
r ■ l(l)q, v a 1(1)^ ,
where jg is a vector independent of h with j ^jjcj»
i « l(l)s+l, and p is a non-negative integer. By (2.1) the
derivatives in (2.3) are continuous, and thus hounded for
0 < p < P» Pop I hi sufficiently small, the final term of
(2.3) is negligible with respect to that for o- * 0 (whenever
£o / o); by neglecting this term, (2.3) with p a v gives
the required approximations. Approximating Y(x, 0) by a linear
transformation of Y(x, jyh) leads to more general methods given
by
^(n -v) v y^cr I v,cr]^(n_-v+or)
(2.4) Y Y (x,h) a C M°V Y (x,h)
C—0
r ■ l(l)q, v a 1(1)1^ ,
(nr). vwhere the approximations for Yr (x,h) are given by
(lL|) . y\
(2.1t>) (x,h) » fr(s( Y (x,h)) , r - 1(1)9.
It will be seen in later chapters that the parameters of the
[v,a]
transformations may be chosen so that the Taylor
expansion of (2.4) with Y (x,0) a Y (x,0) agrees with that
in (2.3) for p > v. we assume for the present that this is
possible.
-23-




liffl j » constant,
h-0 hp+1
This leads to the concept of the order of a numerical method.
Definition (2,1)1 A numerical method defined by (2.4) is
of order p if
(2.5) -(nr~v), % (nr~v),Yr r (x,h) - Yrr (x,h) * 0(hp+1) ,s+1
r as l(l)q.» v » 1(1 )nr «
It is necessary only that the error of the required
approximations y(x ♦ h) be of order p, for a method to be
of order p. The other components of Y (x,h) are defined
only to obtain these approximations, and the order of their
error is otherwise immaterial. It will be seen that certain
methods of arbitrary order are known, and thus for any problem
the maximum order of the error is restricted only by the value
of p for which the derivatives (2.1) are continuous.
4. Uniqueness of the Numerical Solution
A particular numerical method from (2.4) is defined by
the choice of parameters of the transformations A-J v,<r-' .
-2J+-
Here, conditions are given under which (2,lj.) uniquely deter-
,-v)
mines the unknown components of Y„ * (x,h). If these con-,<vr
ditlons are satisfied, and if the functions
*»(*• &)» * « Ki)q»
are linear in £, (2*k) forms a system of simultaneous linear
equations, and may he solved directly. However, in general, the
system will he non-linear, and must he solved iteratiwely.
Now (2.it.) has the form
Y x G(Y) x |Gr (Y)J ,
and does not define Y explicitly. However, if G is a con¬
traction mapping, this vector is uniquely determined hy the
iteration
^(k+i) oo
Y x G(Y ), k x 0, 1,... •
Theorem (2.1): Let â[v'o] be defined by replacing the
with zeros wheneveri-th column of
<*y-v) 7the i-th component of Yr (x,h) is given. If
*r < 1, r x 1(1 )q, v x 1(1)^
then for |h| small enough, the transformation defined by
(2,k) is a contraction mapping.
Proof! Let V and w he any points of 8^(0+1) which
components corresponding to given values of Y(x, h) are equal
(for in using the iteration these components will always he
equal to the given values). Then we may write
-25-
tv] [v]
°r G) - 0-
_ v,°: (nr-v). J»r-v)l+ V £
[ r r i <**1*r cr!
[ Vt<r]r (riy-v+cr) (nr-v+^)|
Ay |Vr - wr
+ 7T Mv 4,u,vi[7r(xjV) - ?r(5;a)
r ■ l(l)q , v - l(l)nr.
Using the Lipschitz condition this gives
[v] [v]
F (2) - 0, (w)
a! I" Ilk ' L hi" M
L v »v] ^
o»i
r S l(l)q, v » lCDn^ .
the definition of the vector norm, it follows that
2-S
G(V) - 8(W) « max
r,v
\iv\x) - gpv!02)!!1
^ 3(h) V - %
where for |h| sufficiently small, 3(h) < 1 and thus G
is a contraction mapping#
A unique solution for (2,h) may exist even if the trans¬
formation is not a contraction mapping. However, it will be
assumed that there is a contraction mapping, for in this case
-Cv»°]
(2.1|.) may be rewritten. Indeed, if A„
_[y,o] -l r
(I - ) exists, and (2.1*.) becomes
< 1, then
r
a(vv), V , Jv»o] -1 ! [v,o] Jv»oJ,A<n -v)
Yp r (X,h) - (I ~ Ay ) j (Ay - Ay )^ ^^
♦ Z1 ^'OkO*-^) (X,h)<5®1 *
hv v [v,vL a
+ 7T H *r
r » l(l)q, V a l(l)nr .
Further as the first term in square brackets is given, it may
/\(nr~v) a .
be written as a transformation of Yy (x-h, h). Thus with
a change of variable, and a modification of the linear trans¬
formations, methods to be considered may be written
, A(IU-V) [V,o]a(Hy-v) V~1 ^ [v,a]A(n^-v+a)(2.6) Yy (x+h,h) « Ay Y (x,h) + K oT M Ay Yy (x+h<Js*l
v [v,v].
* 77 M ^r(S+h£» Y(x+h,h)) ,
r « l(l)a, V S l(l)ny ,
where now we redefine (2.2) by
(2.2*) [^(t, #)] « y^ (t + (i^-Dh) ,
r « 1(1 )q, tj * 0(l)p+ny, i a l(l)s+l ,
and £ is a vector with every element equal to unity.
This representation is much more useful than {2,k)» The
solutions of both are identical? however the rate of convergence
of the corresponding iteration for the latter depends (approxi¬
mately) on the reciprocal of h, and is much faster than that
-27-
for (2,ii.). Portlier, Butcher [12] has shown for first order
systems that (2.6) leads to an elegant consideration of
analogous treatment for systems of arbitrary orders is given
in the next section.
5* stability. Consistency and Convergence
A criterion for "local" closeness of a numerical solution
to the actual solution motivated the derivation of numerical
methods. If a method is to be useful, it is necessary (and
sufficient) that the numerical solution be close to the actual
solution throughout an interval I. Repetitive application
of (2-6) defines approximations Y (x+kh,h), k » 1,2,..., m.
Although we proceed to discuss convergence in terms of these
tabular functions, some procedure may be defined to Interpolate
between these values. Indeed, such a procedure is used in an
existence theorem later.
Definition (2.^: A method given by (2.6) is convergent if
for any vectors
stability*, and therefore convergence*, of a method. The
chosen so that
h -w
a 0 , r « 1(1)q,
v « 1(1)nr ,
Stability and convergence are defined in the next section.
-28-
and any point x e I, then the solution of (2.6) with





r (x+rah, h) - Y.
(nr~v) (x+mh, 0)
r at l(l)q., V a: 1(1)1^
A numerical solution which is "globally" close to the
actual solution, must certainly he "locally" dose to it, and
the (local)* error at the k-th step is defined by
(2.7) ^ik) " Y^"v)(s+kh,h) - 4V,0l*r<nr V)(»fc-l)h, h)
- 'r 4V'0fl V+°\x+kh, h)Cssl *
- §y Mv 4V'v)?tr(S+lcha; y(k+kh, h)) ,
r m l(l)q, v « 1(1)1^ .
If p terms of Taylor series expansions for Y(x+kh, h) and
Y(x+kh, h) are to agree (for Y(x%-l)h,h) as Y(x+(k-l)h,h)), it
is necessary that ^vk) be of order p. As Y(t,h) satisfies
(1.2), (2.3) gives
3E The final component of t.,JV^(k) is referred to as the
truncation error.
-29-
« Z.rr Mr- A!^'0' (M - I)'* T ssO
,[»„] J-°1 <V**0- 2: Q 4.V,CrJ m"~~J Yp"r " '(x+kh,0) + 0(hp+1) ,
Owl
r » l(l)q, v « 1(1)1^,
since







For a convergent method, it is easily seen that typ (k) must
at least "be of order zero. Indeed, more is necessary and this
leads to another definition.
Definition (2,3)1 A. method defined hy (2,6) is consistent
if there exists a diagonal matrix M* such
that
-
V [v,0l r v /n _(2.8) M* - Aj, (M* - I) - (o-)'^Ar
Owl
s
r « l(l)q, V SB 1(1)11^, ta 0, 1,
Now for a consistent method, the abscissae (and thus M)
may "be chosen so that the truncation error is at least
of order 1, For, suppose M* M, Then conditions (2.6) for
-30-
T s 0 imply the conditions for t as l are valid with M'
replaced by M* + ol for any constant c. Then choosing c
x-1 Cv'1?
so that (M* + cl) exists, and thus rewriting M iL,
r i [v,l'Ji
as (M* + cl) [(M1 + cirA M Ay J, it follows that (2.8)
with T «s 1 is valid for M « M* « M* + cl.
In practice, it is desirable to have a method of maximal
order, and thus it is reasonable to choose the abscissae so
that M* » M.
A second condition is necessary for convergence. Using
(2.6) recursively, we obtain
• (hy—v)(2.9) Yp 4 (x+mh,h) a [Ay
r i v, o J m (Vv) (x,h)
m
♦ E Kk=l r
f v,o m-k 2 $ * h)
,-V [v,vj
+ M Ay 7r(5 + kh^; Y(x+kh, h))
r « 1(1)q, V a 1(1)ny .
It is easily seen that local errors may grow if
is not bounded, and this leads to another definition.
;4v'o] m
Definition (2«h.)S A method defined by (2.6) is stable if there
exists a constant a such that
[v,o] m < a r * l(l)q, v m l(l)ny ,
for all m.
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Butcher [12] shows that this condition is equivalent to
the assumption that the eigenvalues of L v'0^ have magni¬
tude not greater than unit;-, ana that those of magnitude
unity are simple, strong stability is now defined for use
in the existence theorem of the next section.
Definition (2.5)1 A method defined by (2.6) is strongly stable
if it is stable, and only one eigenvalue has magnitude unity.
For first order systems, Butcher L12] shows with certain
examples that a convergent method is necessarily stable and
consistent. As his definitions of stability and consistency
are equivalent to those given here, these examples may be used
to show this result for the methods considered here.- The
generalization of Butcher's results is confined to showing
that these conditions are sufficient for a method to be con¬
vergent.
Theorem (2.2K A stable and consistent method is convergent.
Proof; Here we consider a positive steplength h. (This does
not restrict the proof in any way.)
As the choice of abscissae does not change the method, we
may choose them so that M » M*. Then, using truncated Taylor
expansions, the consistency conditions give
»
-32-
4v](k) . hV „ (n>-v+2)Y• r (x+kh,€>jh)
[VJOJ-lS/.,. t%2 (n-V+2)
- Ay —C|ylL Yr (x+kh, («p-s
Lv,lJf (n-v+2)
hAy [hMY (x+kh,^ k)
)h)
"
ha t v,<rj (n -v+cr)
- z §r ^ Y0=2 (x+kh,h)
r » 1(1 )q, v as 1(1 )nr ,
where
i«. < j I * i — 1(1)8+1^ jj as 1j2j3<
As derivatives (2.1) are hounded in If so also are the vectors
ahove for (x + fch + ((i.^-l)h)e I, i « l(l)s+l. Thus there exists
a constant C such that
(2.10)
IvJ
*P 00 < Ch ,
r « l(l)q, v a. 1(1 )ny ,
provided that (x + kh + (^ - l)h)e I, i » l(l)s+l.
For any x e I, (x >x), set h as ££ for some positive
integer m, and choose Y (x,h) so that




r « l(l)q, v a 1(1)^ .
Define certain errors* vy
[y] ^(nr~v) (n-v)
Er ' • Yr (**kh,h) - Yp (x+kh,h)
r ai(i)q , v x 1(1)1^, k a 1(1 )m •
Using (2.6) and (2.7) we o"btain
. . [v] U,OJ [v] v-1 hO [v,or] [v—or!
(2.11) Er (k) . Aj, Ep (k-1) + E §T M0^ Aj. Bp ...
CT a 1 v '
},V v lv,vj [V]
+ ^ Wp(k) + (k) ,
r a l(l)q, V a 1(1)^, k a 1(1 )m ,
where
Wp(k) as fr(x + khs; Y(x + kh,h)) - fr(x + khs; Y(x + kh,h)) •
To simplify the remainder of the argument, define N(s+1)-
dimensional column vectors "by their transposes.
T [1] T [n-J T [1] T [n ] T
E(k) » (E^ ,(k),..., (k) ,Eq (k) , ««», Eg (k) ) t
T Ll] T [n,] T [l] T [n ] T
i(k) . (*x (k) (k) *q (k) 9 (k) ) .
and
T T T T T
£/(k) a (Wl(k) wx(k) Wq(k) wq(k) ) ,
11 ' r-:- ■ L ' n,/"J [v] l "" ' l':'-"u"J)l11 1 ■
x The final components of Ep CO are referred to as
accumulated errors.
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and matrices A, which is block diagonal, A*(*0 and Av(h)
which have powers of h in off-diagonal blocks, so that (2.n)
may be written
E(k) = A l(k-l) + h A*(%(k) + h A^W(k) + i(k) .
Using this recursively, we obtain
id m
B(m) = a"1£(o) + h Z am~\a WsM+ A*(n)v»(k)) + La .
k=l k=l
By definition, fr (3c;X(x»h)) satisfies a Lipschitz
condition on Y with constant L, and thus
||w(k)|j < L |l(k)|| .
m-k













A* (h) < Y and nA (h) < $ , and h sufficiently
small, stability and (2.10) give
m
E(m). 5 a E(0) + h E (aY + adL) , E(k)j| + ma C h2
k=l




e + h y
o L
k=l
(aY + aSL)e^ + maCh , m = 1,2,
Then for h sufficiently small, em >jjjS(ra)jj ; for
m
E(m) h T (aY + a6L)(ek - ||l(k)|)
k=l
is possible for small h only if the left side is positive* and
■35-





- ®ib-.1 * 11 + *<*• 0 h ,
so that
(em 4 * (1 - h a(r + fo))'1 (e^ + ^§5)
« (1 - h a(r+^L)rm (e0 + ^§j;) .
If h is chosen so that (2.6) defines a contraction mapping,
and h a (r + &»} <1, then for all m,
(1 - h a(r + *L))~n s exp (f1^ §^(y +LjL)) »
and thus
E(m) < e -a,m 1(0)1 s(r 1ft))
- 0?&rj -» &: ft)) •
By the choice of initial conditions, the right hand side
converges to zero as m increases to infinity, and convergence
is proved.
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6. An Existence Theorem
Here it is proved that there exists a solution to a first
order system of differential equations using a sequence of
approximations generated "by one of a certain general class of
numerical methods. The result extends immediately to a system
of equations of arbitrary orders hy reduction to a first order
system as in Chapter I. Initially a lemma is proved#
Lemma (2,1)1 If a numerical method is strongly stable, and
consistent,and v^, k « 1,2,3,..., is a sequence of uniformly
bounded vectors of Rs+1» then there exists a constant K such
that
m [1,0] k ll,0l
(Aj, ) (I - Ay ) vk < K, r » 1(1 )q,yL~.k«l
for all m.
ProofI Each value of r is considered individually, and Tr
is chosen so that
Jr * V1 Ar1'° Tr
is the Jordan canonical form of a],1'0^. Then T"1 exists, and
t;1 vk, k = 1,2,3,..., is a imiformly bounded sequence. Further
by (2.8) with r« 0 , has an eigenvalue equal to 1,
with eigenvector 8.J thus Jp has the same eigenvalue with
eigenvector Tp"^£. By definition, the remaining eigenvalues
are of magnitude less than unity. Let these be represented by
37-
Xi of multiplicity k^, and corresponding eigenvectors "by
£iy i * 1(1)*3» 3 * l(l)k^, k^ + ••• + k^ ss s, so that
for each value of i
Jr &11 Li &il






= £ Z a
1-1 fix+ ak
n-1Since the vectors Tr ^ are uniformly hounded, there exists
a •=- 0 such that
ia.^ijjk| < i » l(l)s , J ss 1(1 )kj
for all k. Thus
m
e (4x-a)k(i - 41,0Wlc®X ^(i Jr> 2*
m




T_ s a max Zr 1 k=l
v
Jy (I - Jjr' Hil 1
1











xi su + (i)xi Hi"x+'"+ (5-i)xi gii
XJ k + (5) IXJ k"1+.,.+ (;Hl) lxllk>3+1 ms3* gid
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and the final expression is hounded for all m (as may easily he
shown hy the ratio test for infinite series). Thus the result
is proved.
Corollary II Under the conditions of the lemma, there exists
a constant K such that
ijr ((^X'°J)k- (41'01)") Sfc|| SS , P- 1(1)5,
for all m.
Proof! As in the lemma it follows that
- (41,0l)°) V•k T. sa max
13
L (a? - J„m)s
k«l
r
and the result follows t before, since
I * * ihi ° ♦ (?) iHm"1+-"+ <A)N"~'+1 max3 sid
and is hounded for all ra (and, in fact, converges to zero as
m tends to infinity).
Corollary 21 For any vector v, (^[ljOJym ^ m « 1, 2,....
forms a Cauchy sequence.
This follows immediately from Corollary 1.
Hull and Luxemburg [25] show that the Peano existence
theorem can he proved only for strongly stable methods. Indeed,
for the solution of y* = /y , y(0) « 0, use the formula
y(x+2h) - y(x) » 2 h 7y(x) (which is not strongly stable)
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with starting conditions y(0) * 0, y(h) » h. Then y(nh) « o
for n even, y(rih) -> t /k for n odd. In this case, the
difference of two successive approximate vines is not small,
as required in the proof. The proof of the theorem "below uses
approximations generated by (2.6) for a strongly stable,
consistent method, and is much the same as that given "by Hull
and Luxemburg L25J for multi-step methods.
Theorem (2.3)1 Let fr(t; y), r a 1(1 )q, be continuous
functions in an open region D of Rq+1,
Then for any point (xj ^Q) of D, there exists an interval
I with x e I and functions *fp(t), r * 1(1 )q,
with
drf (t)
—— 38 fr(t; ^(t)), r « l(l)q ,
for t ® I, and
f<r(x) * yro » r * J-Uta •
Proof? Since the functions are continuous in D, there
exists a closed region D of D containing (xj 2^) in which
a maximum is attained,
Kn ■ max
r,(t;jr)c E *T(t;^)
Assume that Y(x,h) is determined so that
yr(x + (jx^l)h) - yroj < K2 h, i « l(l)s+l, r a l(l)q»
where the steplength h is positive (this restriction is not
neoessary), and Kg is a constant. Further, let a and b
be chosen so that 15 contains the neighbourhood of
* I ~ I yr " yj»Q £ b
and define
d a max K2, a (Kg + 4^)1 ,
where a and <3 are defined in Theorem (2.2). Then we prove
the theorem for 0 ^ t-x - a' a g«.
(i) Define a neighbourhood N-^ in R(s+i)(q+i) *>y
(x; Y(x,h)) e ITj if (x^ y(x±)) e .
Then approximations (x + khs, Y(x+kh, h)) lie in IT-, for
kh < a*. For, let x be a point with x - x = mh < a* for
a positive integer m. Then (2.9) and the first consistency
condition give
(2.12) Yr(x+mh,h) - Yr(x,0)
- (41»ol)'(Sr(x^) - TT,<*.0)J ♦ h Ji(41,0j)O"k-
liAj,1'11 fr(x+khs; Y(x+kh,h)) ,
r = l(l)q.
It follows from the starling conditions and the definition of
a* that (xj Y(x,h)) c N1» Assume that (x + khs, Y(x ♦ kh,h)) e
k « o,l, ..., m-1, and consider the iteration
-1+1-
4o)
Yp (x+mh,h) « Yr(x,0) •¥ b £ ,
Y^+^(x+rah,h) * Vx'°> + (41'°3)m(^(xfh) - Yp(x,0))
+ h "r (A^1'0^)13*"* M 4^1] ?r(x+khs; Y(x+kh,h)) + h M4Xf^'k=l
_ >S / / N
?p(5+mhs;y* f' (x+mh,h)),
P a- l(l)^| i S 1 , 2 , • * • •
Now + mhsj Y(0)(x + mh,h)) e N^ by definition of N^, and
assume this is the case for some value of I• Then for £+1
Y_(m)(x+mh,h) - Y (x,0)





+ h f (x+mhsj jr^(x+mh,h))
r ""
a K2 h + h(ra-l)a 6 Kx ♦ h & ^ ^ a (Kg + 5^) m h <b ,
(since a > l), implying that (x + mhsj $^+1^(x+mh,h)) e .
Thus by induction on I, the iteration gives an infinite sequence,
every element of which lies inside the closed neighbourhood % .
By the Bolzano-Yeierstrass theorem, this sequence contains a
convergent subsequence whose limit satisfies (2,12). By a
further induction on m the result follows.
(ii) For a strongly stable method, the difference between
two successive approximations is 0(h). Indeed (2.9) gives
-1+2-
Yr(x+mh,h) - Yr(x+(m-l)h,h)
= (A^1*0-')111"1 (Yr(x+h,h) - Yr(x,h)) + h M a],1'1^ fr(x+rahs; 2(x+mh,b))
m
+ h (A^1,°-')m 1 k (A I)M A f (x+khs; Y(x+kh,h))
k=2 r r
- h (A^1,0])m"1C M AJ-1*1! fr(x+hsj £(x+h,h)), r « l(l)q .
Since (£+khs; x-flcll»k)) e Ni» k = 0(l)n», the functions { fr]
are uniformly bounded; thus Lemma (2.1) may be applied to the
third term of the right side. Using the bounds on the starting
conditions for the firBt term, it follows that there exists
independent of m such that
j Yji x+rah,h) - Yr(x+ra-l)h,h)|| <£ h, r = 1(1) q.
For each value of ra, we define vector functions t)
by interpolation from the approximations Y(x+kh,h), k « 0(l)m.
Thus for every ra, and any t, t* with 0 g t-x, t*-x < a* ,
it follows that
u
II " im( *' '|| s K3 I *-*'! •
(iii) Consider any sequence of h's which converges to zero.
Then the corresponding vector functions £m(t) form an equi-
continuous set by (ii) which is uniformly bounded by (i). By
extending Arzala's theorem (Kolraogorov and Forain [26, p. 51+]) for
finite-dimensional vectors, there exists a subsequence suck
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that the corresponding sequence {\jr (t)} converges to a limit
3 *
\jf( t) which is continuous for 0 < t-x ^a' • Now define functions
t)} by
tr(t)] a 6 (t) r as 1(1) q,r
s+1
and we must show the vector function t) satisfies the given
differential system.
(iv) First (2.12) may be written
Yr(x+mhfh) - Yp(x,0)
[l,0] m A m
= (Ar ) (Y (x,h) - Y (x,0)) + h rr k=l -
[1,0]*-* [ 1,0] m] [l,l]
(Ap ) -(Ar ) MA,
fp(x+khs; Y(x+kh,h))
m
+ (a^'^MaJ,1'1-1 h I fr(x+khsj £(x+kh,h)),k=l
r = l(l)q .
For the subsequence which converges to zero, it
follows that the first term on the right side converges to zero
A
by the stability of the method, and the choice of Yr(x,h)« By
(ii) and Corollary 1, it follows that the second term converges
to zero. Thus for any h^ of the subsequence in (iii), we may
write
k By previous definitions and convergence, it follows that
[tr(t)J a [♦*(*)] > f0r a11 1 ^ J*i j
■4ji+-
m,-*oo mf





hi E fr(x+kh^; jr (x+kh.3 k=l ' ~ 34
Now toy Corollary 2, lira j(Ay1,0^)m^M aJ,1'1"' } exists. Further
ra^ ->00
each component of the expression in square "brackets is a Rieraann
sum. As the sequence j converges uniformly, so also does
3




&j E3 ^r(2 + ^^5 iro (x+kh^))
k=l 3
*-( tj £(tjdt a s fr(t; /(t) )dt
since each component of fr( t| J.(t)) is the same. Since the
limit of a product is the product of the limits, this gives
ra -»oo
tjr (x) a Y (x,0)+ lira [(A 1*°) Ma'1*1^ lim I h. ^ f (x+kh s{yrN j xrx » IV v , v , XX I ^
tai ~*cd k=l
♦^(x+khj))]







i(Ar[l'°))m[M- [1,0 (M-I) i
11m ([(At,1'01)™ - (Ar[l'ol)m,':l
m oo
M s+s r = .§
since Ms
component of <|fr(x) it
4(x) « yro +
completing the proof of
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Here we examine a class of explicit single step methods.
These were first examined systematically by Runge [35# 36] and
Kutta I 27]. Choose ^ = 0. From given or previously calculated
approximations to the solution and its derivatives for a single
point x, corresponding values are determined by means of a
finite sequence of function evaluations at the points
x^ = x + b, i a 1(1) s+lj the values for I * s+1 give the
required approximations at x + h.
In the previous matrix notation, the elements of each matrix
[v ol
A * are zero everywhere except in the final column, matrices
I L ^
, 0 < cf c 1 , are lower triangular, and matrices Ar^*V
are strictly lower triangular. If the methods are derived to
satisfy (3.5) and (3.6) below for p ^ 1, it may be shown that
such methods are stable and consistent, and therefore convergent.
Methods considered in this chapter are further restricted to a
i v 0"]
class for which only the first columns of Ar* , 0 < o' <rV ,
are non-zero. More general methods may be considered as a sub¬
class of hybrid methods examined in Chapter VI.
For some given accuracy, it is desirable to obtain the re¬
quired approximations with a minimum of work. In general,
explicit Runge-Kutta methods require more function evaluations
per step than, for example, multi-step methods of the same order.
-kl-
However, these methods have the virtue of being self-starting, and
thus may be used, for example, to start multi-step methods. Further,
they may be used easily for the complete solution of problems in
which non-uniform behaviour may be dealt with more economically
using a variable steplength.
Within any class of methods, numerical results indicate that
methods of high order with a large stepsize are most economical.
As function evaluations often consume a large portion of the com¬
puting time, the number of function evaluations may be considered
as a measure of the work done. Indeed, s-stage explicit Runge-
Kutta methods require s function evaluations at each step for
each equation, and Butcher [10] considers the problem of minimizing
s for methods of fixed order.
Henrici [23, p. 102] , in an example, states that there exist
explicit Runge-Kutta methods of order p, p arbitrary, with
s » (pi) stages. A better result of this nature, due to Cooper l_19]}
is given in Theorem (3.1). For a method of either type, s is
unreasonably large, and we attempt to improve on this result.
Taylor series expansions of (2.6) lead to non-linear con¬
straints on the parameters. There are fewer parameters than
constraints, and as the order of a method increases so also does
the complexity of the constraints. Butcher [7] indicates relations
among the constraints, and thus develops efficient methods of order
six. Here we write down conditions which are sufficient for a
method to be of order p, and propose a class of methods of
(arbitrary) even orders. Exploiting the relations among the
-US-
constraints leads to methods of order eight. Although it appears
that methods of higher orders in this class do not exist, the
techniques may "be used to propose similar classes which may contain
methods of arbitrary orders.
2. Parameter Constraints
The restrictions discussed in the introduction lead to a
simpler expression of explicit Runge-Kutta methods. Assuming that
(nr -V) (nr -V)
(x) = yr U) + 0(hp+1) 5
r - Kljq, V = l(l)nr 5
(2.6) may be written
,Ur-V) , v-1 (^h)* > (n±h)V 1"1.[«]^(nr)
L..
3=1
yr ^xi^ E *i'' yr ^ + vT" ^ Xrij yr
r = l(l)q, V = l(l)nr, i = 1(1)s+1 ,
.(n ) ^ (11 -m)
yr r ^xi^ * fr^xi } ^yp P ^xi^ ^ '
v = l(l)q, 1 ss l(l)s,
with p1 = 0 .
We define certain errors by
tV|
. "-1 (n -»«) i-1 rvn U,) <V#)rl
ttb *'• 7r *" + v'. Xrl3 7r 'xd'"yr '
r = 1(l)q, ^ = l(l)nrf i » l(l)s+l ,
and a Taylor series expansion gives (with a change of index)
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[ V1 PvV h"+V [7f+V\ ^ .[V] T r]^(nr+T), x „,^p+lN
*ri = cS) ^ V ) ^ Xrij " ^iJ yr (x)+0(h ) .
It
It is also convenient to define
[ V j (n - v>) (n - y)
* yr r (*t) - yr r (xA)f V « l(l)np ,eri
and
e
(n —ni) (n -m)
ri = fr(xiJ typ P (xi^ 5 ~ fr(xiJ *yp P (xi^ >»
r = l(l)q., i =» l(l)s .
Thus it follows that
, , [v] [v3 (u.*)" 1-1 U!l ( J,+1,(3.1) Erl » »rl *-yr- £ Xrl3 erj * 0(h ) ,




(n -m) tm] (n.h) r .[m] tifhP+ln i
eri - fr(xlS (yp P (li)+V + ^_ ^ V) 'P) * 0(h 'I5
(n -m)
- fpC*!* fyp p (xt) } ) ,
r « l(l)q, i = l(l)s.
We assume the existence of first ana second partial deriva¬
tives of the functions, and define
[ V J
se We refer to tjrr g+1 as the truncation errors, and
[ V J






(x± ; (y (x±)} )
Then a Taylor expansion truncated after second derivatives gives
Q. n
(3>2) = &





t— X ± e + _££ +0(h ) ,
2
where E 4 is a sum of products of second order partial derivatives
r i
with squares of errors i. Thus if






a 0(h ), r = l(l)q, 1 = 1(1)8+1.
Iml ? i
To show that e ^ = 0(h ), it is necessary to show that
a 0(h?i), and that er;j « 0(1^* ) if X1^ / 0 .
By the definition in Chapter II, a method is of order p
if
(33 'r s+l a OCh1^1), r = l(l)q, 9 a l( l)lX_ .
It is now shown that there exist methods of arbitrarily high
order, and it is convenient to begin with a lemma.
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Lemma ( 5.1)s For distinct non-zero abscissae M-fc+i'***' ^4*
and for each it i >& >0, the parameters
Xrij* d = 1# k+l(l)£, may be chosen so that
'
M 1 J*1 T „r /r+V\-l
ril 1 + E Xrij "3 3 ^i ^ ) •
j=k+l
r = l(l)q, V a l(l)nr, T = 0(l)£-k.
Proofs For each set of values of i, r and V, we have
d-k+1 linear equations in £-k+l unknowns. The matrix of the
system has a van der Monde determinant (since = 0) which is
non-singular1 and the result follows.
Corollaryt It follows immediately from the lemma that the
[o 1
parameters ^r^-j t d = 1» k+1(1)1—1, may be chosen so that
f v "1 * i**1 r v 1 r r
Xril ^1 * E ( r ) xrij ^ = ^i •
3=k+l
t* a o(l)£—k f ■& < i ,
and thus so that
*riJ = °(h^"k+2)
since v > 1.
Theorem ( 3.1)i For any positive integer p, there exist
explicit Runge-Kutta methods of order p.
Proof: A method with parameters satisfying (3.3) is constructed.
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Consider abscissae M-s+1 with » 0, M>s+1 = 3..
These are chosen so that they may be partitioned sequentially
into groups G^, k = l(l)p+l, with G1 = {m-^» gjc» k = 2(l)p,
having k-1 distinct non-zero abscissae, and - [^s+l]*
Thus for an index i, 1 ^ i ^ s+l, there corresponds an
abscissa which lies in exactly one group G^ for some index k,
Now set = 0 if pi e G^ and p^ 4 Gl ^ Gic-.l ^ ^k*
Then the corollary implies that the remaining parameters may be
chosen so that for each value of i,
(3.10 *4J1 = fi e V r = v= l(l)nr.
Now as pi = 0, the initial assumptions imply
= 0(hp+1), r « 1(1)q, V = l(l)nr,
and thus
erl = 0(hP+1), r = 1(1)4 .
For p4 e Gg, the result for erl and (3.*4-) substituted in
(3.1) give
F v ] 2
erl » °(h )t r = l(l)q, V- l(l)nr.
In (3.2) these give
.2
eri
« 0(h )# r = l(l)q.
Assume for k > 2, p ^ e G^^_7 that
ert = 0(hk"1>. r = 1(1)4, V. l(l)nr ,
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and
eri = r =
Then, we prove the result for k. Suppose i Is the first index
with p^ e Gfe. Then ^ 0 only if p.^ e Gk-1* Then the
result for and (3.*0 substituted in (3.1) give
e^] = 0(hk), r = l(l)q, V = l(l)ny.
In (3.2) these give
eri 55 r 35
Similar results follow by induction for all i with p.^ e G^.
By induction on k, it follows that
e,l " °(hk)» nt e 0k» r " •>= l(l)nr,
1 » 2(1) B+l.
Thus as ^0+1 s Gp+1 (
Er*»+1 = °C^P+1). r . 1(1)4, V = l(l)nr.,
which is the required result.
It follows easily that a method of this type requires
2
8 = "Hp ** P+*0 stagesj thus a method of order six requires at
most 17 stages. As Butcher [7] derives 7-etage sixth order
methods, these methods are very inefficient. Indeed some improve-
inent is possible for p < 8 *
k Shanks [38] develops a 9-stage method of order seven, and a
12-stage method of order eight.
-5U-







(x) + 0(hp+1) ,r ' pra ' '
r = 1(1) q, i = l(l)s, p = l(l)q, m = l(l)np .
Lemma ( j.2): It is sufficient that the following conditions be
satisfied for a method to be of order p.
s
.
, v [»a](3.5) Z_ a> i p,











for all non-negative integral k with
T1 Tic+i + m0 ^ r3 ~ °» raj ^°«
and
[m„ J ri+rai i°"*1(3.6) L ar J p
i »1 00 o
Tk+mk









0(h ) , = l(l)n
Proof: Using (3.2) recursively, and expanding first partial
derivatives in Taylor series, the errors eri may be expressed in
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powers of h. For a method, to be of order p, it is sufficient
that in the corresponding power expansions of the accumulated
errors given by (3.1), the coefficients of powers of h with
index less than p+1 be zero. In each expansion the coefficient
of each power of h is a sum of terns over the number (k+1) of
[V]
parameters occuring in each product, and the number of com¬
binations of r., i = l(l)K+l, whose sum is equal to the index
of the power. It is sufficient to show that each term is zero;
two types of term arise from the recursion:
"•i 1.-1m° 3 1 ml/. .Z1 , , , ®i
m » « ■, ri « r ^ 'r m. » riimo* i0=l ro o t1* r0 1 jL ix=l 1 o 1
• • •
i^.2-1 - k
, "k-l (rk>, , !%' 1T \ , . — .m. — f (Xi \i/






✓ o V- h) ^ ) (^i h) iQ-l ^ 1
V1 Vo fro (X)rlml V 1^1
lfc-2"1 i^i V'jy,.
ik-1=l Xrk-lik-2ik-l "k* ^rk-l ^Vk ^r
ih-l""1 f m^] E
£ Xr i i •
i =i k*-1 k 21c
/ \Now with the expression for i|( . , (3.5) implies that the
first set of coefficients are^zero for appropriate values of the
2 ?ik
indices. As S j = 0(h ), (3.6) implies that the second
k k
set of coefficients are zero for appropriate indices, and the
result follows.
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Suppose the recursive expansion giving the power series in h,
has all coefficients independent of h . Then for a method to "be
of order p, it is necessary that each coefficient of h, T ~p,
be zero. Further, these coefficients must be zero for every set of
functions having appropriate Taylor series expansions. Again each
coefficient is made up of a sum of terms (similar to those above).
The functions for a general system of equations may be chosen so
that all but one term are identically zero. Hence, it is necessary
that each terra in a coefficient be zero if a method is to be of
order p.
Of the two types of terra in the expansion above, only the
first is independent of h. Thus by expanding in Taylor
series about x, necessary conditions for a method to be of order
p would be obtained. Indeed, the condition a2 = 0 as implied by
(3.6) for methods of order greater than four-, replaces the necessary
condition given by Butcher [6] .
8 i-1
(3.6-) [ T/SJ2] . 1E £ at - -k •
Fifth order methods for a single differential equation with 0
are given by Cassity [li+l • Such methods for a system are not
known, and further, the restriction a2 = 0 for a fifth order
method (and corresponding restrictions for higher order methods)
leada to a simplification of parameter constraints given by (3.6).
Indeed, a significant simplification of this type is reflected in
the proof of Theorem (3.3) below.
-57
3. Reduction to Methods for First Order Systems
The following result due to Cooper permits a simplification
of the parameter constraints.





A* . . s A,j j •
rid id '
[mfl] ra+1/
n « max n » m = i(l)n-l, i = 2(1) s+1, j = 1(1)1*1*
v r
r i ]
Then writing X^ for '» (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied if
s V1 1-1
o rk+1
(3.6) M-j p .... j






(rk.l+1) Z_ ^i i - H..
. k+1 iv=l ik-l1k 1k ik-l
+ •••+rk+1 + (k+l) s p $
S3 0
and
8 ri+11 -1 V1
(3.9) L a n °L .... n











- Jit =0, t = 0(1) Z - 2.
k xk
Proof, (i) First for = 1, j = 0(l)k-l, it is shown using
(3.7) that (3.8) implies (3.5) for = 1,2,.., , Indeed, for
=s 1, these conditions are identical. Assume the result is valid
for all values of < Z with V >1, Then for = V , we have
s
Z a."i P-4
i =1 o o
v1 K1 a, + v
ix=l k-l
lk-1~1 J'z z(v+i+i >





« Z a4 ^4



























s T,+1 i —1 ^ i——1
_ 1 O k
£a. p.. Z • • • P--1













\ + ... + "k+1 + k + V < p .
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Here, we have used the result with ^-1 which implies (3.5) with
+ ... + + ^ ~ P*
Then the result follows by induction on m^-
(ii) We must now show that the result is valid for any set
of values of 3 = 0(l)k-l. In this case, for (3.5) we obtain
3 [m 1 ^ T-* . m im ■_ f \ -» ™ ][ 1 +m„
E a ° ,! 1 1
io=.l o xo
8
m -1 t1+l *0~* m -1
= E. m a /, > JZ ... m. , X ^ ±
i_=1 ° V Mi_ i«l ^ 1 ^-2 k-l Tt-2 nc-l
1 *
o
r „ V*• • •
V1 k-l
* i —1















k+1 .. k+1- M-x
k-l J
+ •" + Sc +rk+l + mo + •" + ^ ~ P
Since (3.5) is valid for = 1, 3 = 0(l)k-l, and all values of
m^ such that
wi th
•j = ^ (1) Tj + j = 1(1)1!;,
ri + "• + rk + Tk+1 + k + - p »
it follows easily that the right side i3 zero, and thus (3.5) is
valid for all values of m^, j = 0(l)k.
(iii) Using (3.7) and a proof similar to (ii), it follows
that (3.9) implies (3.6) for the stated values of the indices.
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Thus from a method for a first order system of equations,
the recursion (3-7) may "be used to generate a method of the same
order for a system of differential equations of arbitrary orders.
In Chapter VI, generalizations of (3.7) lead to a similar result
for more general classes of methods.
h. Solution of the Parameter Constraints.
Here it is necessary only to consider methods for a first








• • • • *s s—1
^8+1 a1 • • • 8-1
Butcher [7I associates the following sixth order explicit
Runge-Kutta method with an implicit method of the same order [9].
Certain features of this method help to clarify this association.
Indeed the abscissae are chosen (for either method) from the
quadrature points of a h-point Lobatto quadrature, and the non¬












































o ; 0 o ; JL12
JL
12
TABLE (3.1) A Method of order 6.
structure of this method is identical to that used in the proof of
Theorem (3.1). Indeed, the abscissae may be grouped (as suggested
by dotted lines) so that
(3.10) lld=0, lx1 e Om, 1^3 / <>! U Om_l U °m '
This leads to the proposal of a class of methods of arbitrary
(even) orders. Consider abscissae M'g+i' with = 0,
^s+1 = For a order p, s+1 ss ^(p2 + 2p + 16) abscissae
are required. These are sequentially partitioned into s+l= Kp+^)
groups so that G^ = 111 " has distinct
non-zero abscissae, and 31 £ ^s+i^ • Tlie at>s°lssae are
chosen from the quadrature points of an s-point Lobatto quadrature,
and the parameters fa,| corresponding to abscissae in
-62
G and G— are the appropriate weights; otherwise, a. = 0.
is A
The remaining parameters are chosen to satisfy (3.10) and
i-1
r ^
(3,11) ^ ^ £ r= 0(1)m"2,
These relations do not completely define the parameters, and
in attempting to satisfy the remaining conditions of (3.8) for











z ; 0 it 1z z
TABLE 3.2: A Method of Order h
This method corresponds to a certain fourth order implicit method
given by Butcher [ 9] in the some way that that of Tabls (3.1)
does to the corresponding sixth order implicit method. Thus it
seems reasonable to expect the existence of higher order methods
of this class. We now proceed to show how to derive the parameters
for methods of order eight.
Indeed choose s # 11. Based on a 5-point Lobatto quadrature
(see Butcher I. 9^ ) select abscissae = 0, = 1 ,
JA2»...# ^10 fr°m ^ ~ ^5 ln groups Gm 80 that Q1 3
and Gm> m =s 2(1)5# has m-1 distinct abscissae. Further,
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al = all = 20 ' ^2 — ••»
16
= Of a.Q, dg, are chosen from ^ ,
1^0 corresponding to the choice of |ig, Hgt respectively.
It is convenient to adopt the notation
"
y. b Xu
for all values of the indices.




Hi e Gm, the iQ-th component is given by
o
i -1 f L ,-1 _ jr i O •& —1 m—o
m « 3, h, £ = l(l)m-l .
Also certain (m-l)x(m-l) matrices Am are required in the proof of
Theorem (3 • 3) • For p.. e Gm, the 3-th column of A^ is defined by
11
I a
i. *i Xi i ^i ^i jio=8 xo Ao 1^=5 ol X1 *1"
11 7_
\2 * X





| i1 2 .
- ai ^i Xij^3
i=8
3 = - ai ^i2 xi3 ^32
1=8
11
1=8 ^ X±* ^
i i Xi 1xo i n 113 3
m = U
n For the first abscissa m-4 e G , i = 1. Indeed, define
. o O
iQ = ic - - 3m + h).
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- xi3 ^3 x32
3=3
With the abscissae and parameters {ar;jJ chosen above,
consider the constraints placed on the remaining parameters.
(!) =0, 3 < i# M-± e e GgUG^ ,
*1 e V 6 °2 *
1-1
(2) (t+l) E P-^3=1
p.. e G , m as 2(1) 5» f = 0(l)m-2,
«L ill
s
(3) 21 a± p^ \±i ■ a^( 1-M* j) * 3 = 0, 9, 3X3.i=3+1
s r +1 i-l
(U) E a p.
i=l 1









(r2+l)(T^T^+2) (r1+l)( r2+l) (r1+l)( r^r^l)
■
0
t = 8, + tg 5 2, r > o •
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(5) There exist constants a3i» such that
v - = a.v , m = 3,4 .ml ml mm-1
(6) det(B) = 0.
Theorem (5.3): If the abscissae and weights are based on a
5-point Lobatto quadrature, and the parameters
satisfy (1) - (6), then for p = 8, all but six of the conditions
(3.8) and (3.9) are valid. Further, the unsatisfied conditions
are interdependent (and, as seen later, are satisfied for certain
orderings of the abscissae).
Proof: (i) Constraints (5) and (6) are not sufficiently general
to permit a concise proof. Indeed, in part, each value of k for
(3.8) qjust be considered individually.
k = Os By Lobatto quadrature,
11
(a) (t+l) E a M- » (f+1)
i=l 1 1
1
jo, dp = 1, "£■'= 0(l)7 f
whence (3.8) for k = 0.
Before proceeding, we show the validity of (3) for
i « 1(1)11. Indeed it is valid for 3 = 2,3,4,11 trivially,
and for j = 8,9,10 by assumption. By (2), for e G^,
11 ri-1 v *̂
i
ij X1J +71(b) E a. pi=8 d=5
and using (a), it follows that
= 0, T = 1,2,3*
* By definition of v^ it follows immediately that







r ai "i ajd-HjJj ^3 88 ^ ' 1
since |X.j , 3 = 2(1)10, can take only one of three distinct values.
This system has a non-singular matrix of coefficients, and thus
each terra in square brackets is identically zero, so that
11
E a, M-. X. .i i -13
i=8
aa (1 - •V- 3 = 8, 9, 10.
As (jl5» |ig, iij are distinct, (3) for 3= 8, 9, lo implies (3)





i=3+l 1 1 id
10
£ a (1 - n ),
3=1 3 3
(3) is valid for 3 = 1*
Now (3-8) for k > 0 with = 0, becomes
s
E a (l-fx. )fi.









i, ii, ^i,k—1 Tr *1
ik«l k~2 k k
-
k-1
and this is valid if (3.8) is valid for k-1 for all values of
X
Thus we need only consider (3#8) for values of k > o with r > 0.1





11 \+1 a V1
at n1 ^ - -cj )
r
^3 = 0 5
~2 = 1> 2> 3, rx - + 1 - 7
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Agaln the expression in square brackets is zero, and the value of
Tg, r2 >0, is immaterial. Using (a), (d) may be written in
the form of (b) for % ~ ^* w^ence (3.8).
k»2: For (1^ e (2) implies (3.8) for ^ = 0,1,2.










(T2+l)(r1+r2+2) (T1+l)(r2+i) (t^l) ( *1+iy2).
r3 - X, 2, +r2 + 2 + fj < 7 .
For £=8, (1+) asserts that the expression in square brackets is
zero for + tg - 2, >0. There remains a system of two
equations in two unknowns, and as before the expression in square
brackets is zero for I =*9, 10. Again the value of ^
immaterial for these values of and T2, whence (3.8) for
all choices of the indices.
Further, it follows that
(e) \ \l = ° '
and as v^j / 0, is singular (and further is of rank 2).
k=3s For ^ e G^G^Ug^, (2) implies (3.8) for = 0,1.
Also, (e) and (5) imply A^ ^ = 0 which gives (3.8) for
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^2. + ^2 " T% ^3 = 0, ^ « 2. Similarly after
proving (f) (below) for k = 1+, (5) will imply v*i 35 0
which gives (3.8) for =1, r2 « 0, = 1, = 2.
There remains only (3.8) for = l, Cg «? «(),
= 3 which is not satisfied for all choices of the
abscissae.
k = U I For nm e U U U Ot^ (2) implies (3.8) is
valid for ^ » 0. Again (e) and (5) imply A^ = 0
which gives (3.8) for + fg < 2, 'v. >0,
88 0, « 0, 1, =a l. This leads to
11 2 i-1 ^2+l J-l
i=8 ai 3=5 XiJ ^ ^3 ^ X^2 = °' r2 s 0,11
by (l) non-zero contributions occur only for
3 = 5*6,7, and thus (6) implies
11
— ai ^i2 *£* Xi3 ^3 Z x34 X42 ~ 0 *
i =8 3 =3 5 £=3
giving (3.8) for = 1, = 0, = 1,
=0, T_ s 1. Further
(£) A ■j ^32 = ®»
and the proof for k » 3 may be completed. There remains only (3.8)
for
—6.9—
= 1, "^2 = r3 ~ ri* 53 = 2 which is not satisfied for
all choices of the abscissae.
k = 5: Again (2) implies (3.8) for = 0. The condition
with Tx = Tg = ... = ^ = °, rg = 1, is not
satisfied for all choices of the abscissae.
For k =a 6, (2) implies (3.8). By the discussion for T s o,
(3.8) is valid for all remaining values of the indices except
those which would be otherwise derived from the three unsatisfied
conditions.
(ii) To show (3.9) is valid, for each value of i^ we consider
different values of k.
^ - 2i \ " 2
k = 0; a2 = 0 implies (3.9).
k 3s 11 eg 3 = Qj^ = 0, Xi2" 0 for i -■* implies (3.9).
k = 2« a2 » ... » a7=s 0, X^2= 0 for j > U, implies (3.9).
k = 3* (3.8) for ^ « o, r5 = 1, implies (3.9).
ij. 88 3tb- s 3K xk
k = 0: 0-3 = al{. = 0 implies (3.9).
k = li (3) for 3 = 3,k Implies (3.9).
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5. Methods of Order Sight.
Consider now the following ten systems of linear equations,
















































t* » 0, 1, 2,
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x73 [MK-'V EV'j x32} " f X53 '^3 V]
v 3-3 * J
X7U iX53(U6-^7) i,X63 "3 X32} " x53 ^3 x32> = 0,






U8j =0, 3 a 2,3,4)
8
UW 3F1 X93 ^3 = ' r= 0(1)3,
r ,, «+
nl(|x1-a.)(^-n10) ^113 tij *J8 = a8 [<j - 3 H8 + -55)
- (1 + nM)(§ - | H8 + -|-) + - H8 + -|-)
n8 8
(X9d =0, 3 = 2,3,4) .
9 ~













0, 3 = 2,3,4).
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L. 0.^(1 — M-j)t 3 = 8 , 10$
(^113 ~ 25 *
Theorem ( 3.h)i If the choice of abscissae and weights is based
on a 3-point Lobatto quadrature, then the remaining
parameters are uniquely defined by conditions (7) to (16); further
conditions (7) to (16) and conditions (l) to (6) are equivalent.
Proof: Each of the systems (7) to (16) has a unique solution if
the matrix of coefficients is non-singular. For (7)» (8), (10)
and (13), the matrix has a van der Monde determinant, and is
non-singular; for the other systems this is found to be the case
by calculation for any ordering of the abscissae with p._, » fig
(see discussion below).
Next we observe that the 3 < 1} form a set of forty
undetermined parameters after (l) is satisfied; further the sets
(2) to (6) and (7) to (16) each have forty equations, and we show
parameters satisfying the first set also satisfy the second set.
Indeed, (7)» (8)» (10) and (13) are equivalent to (2) for the
first abscissa in- each of G2, G^, G^, G<- respectively.
For e dy (2)? and (5) giving = a3i y$2 (9)}
similarly for fig e G^, (2)? and (5) giving v^ = v^ imply
(ll)j (12) follows from these conditions for \x7 together with
(6). The first sets of equations of (lh), (15) and (16) follow
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from (2) with each of \x^f e G5 respectively. The three
remaining equations of (1U) and (15) are derived from (1+) for
+ ^2. (The proof of Theorem (3.3) implies (h) for ^ = 0).
The remaining equations of (16) are equivalent to (3).
Using similar arguments the reverse implications may "be
proved, and the result follows.
If the abscissae [ are chosen as described for a
5-point Lohatto quadrature, and further
P-j = ^3 t
then parameters calculated by the algorithm defined by conditions
(7) to (16) satisfy the constraints which were not proved valid by
Theorem (3.3). A general proof of this result has not been found.
However, in the case that
it may be shorn that the result follows on replacing conditions
(*+)» (5) and (6) by conditions of the form
i-1
^3'12^ js^+1 ^ ^ = ~U ^
for appropriate values of the indices. Indeed, the additional
restrictions on the abscissae Imply that (3.12) is trivially valid
for the cases (is 8, £=7), (i = 5, £ = h) and (i = 3» £ » 2).
Also the algorithm for calculating the parameters is simplified by
(3.12).
Even more important, (3.12) is easily generalized for any
value of p, the order of the method required. However, for p > 8,
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the proof is not valid, and indeed, it appears that, for example,
a tenth order method of this type does not exist. In attempting
to extend Theorem (3.3) for higher values of p (for the above
restrictions unnecessarily limit the ordering of the abscissae)
conditions (l) to (3) generalize easily, but this is not true of
(6). However, for p = 10, conditions corresponding to (6) may
be derived, and on setting up the corresponding algorithm, it is
found that no ordering of the abscissae will satisfy all the
constraints.
6. Numerical Example
Here, one acceptable ordering of the abscissae is selected,
and the parameters are calculated using single length arithmetic
(Table (3.3)).
We consider the second order differential equation
(3.13) y" » -y, y(o) = o, y*(o) = i ,
which has the solution
t
y( t) » sin t ,
and the equivalent first order system
<3.»> 7l' = yl<0) = ° '
y2f = -yy2^ ~ 1 *
which has the solution




.8273268351+ .6577651537 -.71+09902530 1.0832250993
.5 .3992739873 0 . 751+5875386 -.1538615259
.8273268351+ .221+221+3882 0 .1+289902366 .07871+5791+7
.172673161+6 .71+69967510 0 .1+56705151+3 -.1+91+91+11950
.172673161+6 .1+136631+177 0 0 0
.5 .0625 0 0 0





















0 0 .2722222222 .3555555556 .2722222222
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Using the recursion (3.7) to generate appropriate methods for
a second order equation, these problems are solved by the methods
of order four, six, and eight, given in Tables (3.2), (3.1) and
(3.3) respectively with the steplength h = 5. The errors for
the problems are given in Tables (3.1+) and (3.5) respectively
(with exponent to base 10 in brackets).
For each of these methods the errors for the two problems
are comparable, and with an increase in order, there is the
i
expected increase in accuracy.
X Order y-y y'-y*
.5 ; k -2.6 (-4) 2.2 (-5)
\ 6 1.0 (-5) 2.1 (-6)
A
! 8 —6.0 (—8) 6.1 (-9)
20 i
'
; * -7.7 (-3) 6.9 (-3)
j 6 -1.7 (-U) 1.1 (-U)
8 —1.0 (—6) 1.0 (—6)
32 k -1.6 (-2) 2.6 (-3)
1 6 -3.U (-U) -3.1+ (-5)
1
8 -2.2 (-6) 5.1+ (-7)
TABLE (3.1+)s Accuramulated error in numerical solution
of (3.13), h = .5.
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X Order yl"yl y2-y2
.5 ; 4 -2.6 -4) 2.2 (-5)
1 6 2.0 -7) -9.7 (-8)
! 8 -7.2 -8) -6.8 (-9)
20 ; 4 -7.7 -3) 6.9 (-3)
1 6 4.1 -6) -8.0 (-6)
; 8 -2.5 -6) 1.5 (-6)
30 i » 4 -1.6 -2) 2.6 (-3)
; e 1.2 -5) -7.3 (-6)
1
8 —4.6 -6) -4.8 (-8)
TABLE 3.5* Accumulated error in numerical solution of
(3.14), h = .5 .
Table (3.6) shows that more arithmetic operations are re¬
quired per step when treating the problem as a second order
differential equation. As the accuracies obtained are comparable
i
Order of Number of Number of
Method arithmetic operations function
(3.13) (3.14) evaluations
4 36 32 4
6 94 88 7
8 186 176 11
TABLE 3 .6: Work required in one step.
in each case, it appears better to treat a problem as a first





In an explicit method the restriction
M
XriJ " 0 ' ^ a i .
is imposed! if this restriction is not imposed, methods of a
given order requiring fewer stages may "be obtained. However,
such methods are implicit, and in general lead to algebraic
equations which must be solved iteratively. Butcher [ 8] intro¬
duced such methods for a first order system of differential
equations, and showed that some s-stage methods are of order 2s.
Cooper [ 16] developed corresponding methods for a more general
system and showed that a class of s-stage methods are of order*
at least s • As the methods given by Cooper reduce to those of
Butcher in the case of a first order system, it seemed reasonable
to expect the more general methods were of order 2s - k for some
integer k. Indeed, assuming that certain ordinary and partial
derivatives exist for a system of differential equations, two
types of s-stage methods are of order 2s. More generally there
exist s-stage methods of order p for any p < 2s. (These results
form the content of an article [39] included in the Appendix.)
Although the algebra is complicated, the principles are simple
x The definition of order here differs from that used by
Cooper [ 16 ] and the author [39].
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and we commence with an outline, several of the arguments used
here are similar to those of the previous chapter. The error
terms, corresponding to those for explicit methods, are given by
implicit equations, and may be expressed by a matrix equation.
Provided that a sufficiently small stepsize is chosen, the
matrix may be inverted, and expressions for these errors are
derived in which all terms of order less than or equal to p
are explicit, sufficient conditions for a method to be of order
p are thereby determined, givine (h.9). In Section h the order
of one particular type of method is established. A lemma is
first proved using a partial fraction expansion, equations (h.U),
and the fact that a non-singular homogeneous equation has only
the zero solution. The main result is then established using a
double induction to show that the sufficient conditions (h.9)
are satisfied.
2. Methods and Error Expressions
It is convenient to use the notation of Chapter III, and
assuming
yj r \x) « yj r \x) + OU1*1) ,
an s-stage implicit Runge-Kutta method may be written
(n -V+T) (n.h)^ ■ Jv].<
yr Ul) - £ -f- *r .4 yr
a (n ) - a (n «*m)
yr r (xt) - fr(*iJ typ P (*i^) '
r = l( l)q, >>. l(l)nr, i = 1(1) s+1 .
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r v i \ -o i *
In particular we write for s+1 3* *^Xs+l^
provides the required approximations.
These equations define a class of methods, subclasses of
which are defined by constraints on the parameters. Here we are
concerned with two subclasses, both satisfying
S_ [l] ?
iii ari 1X1 = r+l 9 T =
(U.1>) <4^] - Til v= *<«», »
r = 1(1)1, 1 = 1(1)b,
where the order p of a method depends on p*.
The first subclass is then defined by
a [l] r n'
(i) u.2) rxri. » - -k , T-0(1)8-1,
3=1
[ V ] j [ V-l ]
(U.2*) - 73 • V-2(l)nr.
r = l(l)q, i O 1(1)8, 3 a l(l)s.
For the second subclass
[ V ] ^ fx+ A —1
(ii) (k.3) TY ^rij ® ( z )
3=1
r = 1( 1)q, V = l(l)nr, i = l(l)s, r= 0(l)s-l ,
and in both cases the abscissae are chosen distinct. These are
special cases of the methods considered by Cooper [16] , and thus
the order of a method satisfying (i) or (ii) is p > min{p',s|.
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Indeed, the parameters may be defined so that (U.2) or (h.3) is
valid. For, in either case, each value of r, i and V gives
a system of s equations in s unknowns; for each system the
matrix of coefficients is non-singular, and thus the system has
a unique solution. By a similar argument p* = s is possible
for (U.l); thus some methods of the subclasses are of order s,
Further, similar results are possible for methods for
systems of arbitrary orders. Such results are implied by the
conclusions of a lemma.
Lemma (k.l)t If the parameters are defined so that (U.l) and
(i+.l*) are valid, then
s
(IwM E a^] n - (T£A 1
i=l
r = l(l)q, V » 2(l)nr, tr- 0(l)p*- V.
Proof: The result for V = 1 is equivalent to (h.l) and, we
assume (h.U) is valid for V = l(l)m. Then for
V = m+1 we have
I [m+ll t " [m] T
1=1 arl " m ^ ari (l-n^n,
Iftfl
m q +m^ -1 _ ^t+nn-1^-1
^+m+l\j -1
for T+l < pf - m+1, or t <p* - (m+l)+l. Thus by induction on
(U.U) is valid for t <p* -S>+1.
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In a similar way, (U.2) and (U.2') imply
*
Fv] r tr /r+v\-l(^•5) L. ~ ^i \ ? y »
J=1
r « l(l)q, V = 2( l)nr, 1 » 1(1) a, t » 0( l)s- 9 .
By definition, a method is of order p if
a (n -V) (a -9)
yr r (x+h) - yr (x+h) = 0(hp ), r = l(l)q, - l(l)n3
We wish to show that for certain choices of the abscissae
p >s, and even p = 2s. Indeed, if the parameters are chosen to
be zeros of the l.egendre polynomial p (2p,-l), Butcher [ 8] has
O
shown for first order systems that p = 2s. If the abscissae are
chosen in this way, and api" are for the associated





n d^ = C*1)"1 . r« 0(l)2s-lf
and thus (k.l) is valid for p* = 2s. For his proof Butcher
requires also that (U.2) is valid, and as shown above the para¬
meters may be chosen so that this is the case. Now the lemina
implies that (U.U) is also valid for t= 0(l)2s-9 in this case.
By the proof below a method for which the parameters are
chosen as for Gaussian quadratures is shown to be of order
p = 2sj this is the maximum attainable order. By not requiring
p as 2s, certain advantages may be gained. If the abscissae are
■32
chosen differently, but still distinct, methods of order 2s-k
for k > 1 may be obtained. For example, in Radau quadrature
methods (Butcher [9] ), which can be extended for systems of
differential equations of arbitrary orders by (U.1*) and (h.21),
one abscissa is chosen to be an endpoint of the interval (0, 1),
and k « 1. For methods based on Lobatto quadrature, with both
endpoints abscissae, k a 2. We wish to be able to consider any
of these choices, and thus continue to use the index p* where
appropriate.
We proceed now to obtain error expressions. Following an
argument similar to that for explicit Runge-Kutta methods, these
expressions enable us to establish, in terms of parameter con¬
straints, sufficient conditions for a method to be of order p.
We begin with errors defined by
T =0 J=»l
r = 1(1) q, l(l)np, i = l(l)s+l $
Taylor series expansions give
U]
* Again a'+1 are the truncation errors and ep B+x are
the accumulated errors for a method.
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_ 0 ^ a
[yj P~ H± h r [Y] T r i (n +tr)
(^•6) ^ri s L_ (t+y)l ^ ? ^ j-x *ri3 ^ ~ *** yr ^T =0
+ 0(hp+1) .
Thus for a method from subclass (i), y' ^ = 0(hs+1), and from
r "i ^
subclass (ii) yri" = 0(hS+>), for all values of the indices.
As before define





yr (xi) - yr (xi^ »
r » 1(1)1, V = l(l)nr, i = 1(1)8+1,
A (n -ra) (n -m)
fr (xi; *yp (xi)] > ~ fr(xi; ^yp P (xi}* >
r = 1(1) i, i = 1(1) a ,
These definitions imply that
(n -in) Tni] (p, h)m s fml .
eri = fr(V fyp P (xl} + *pl +-V epJ + 0(h>
3=1
(n -ra)
-Jyp p (**)!) ,
r = l(l)q, i = l(l)s,
and if, for example, the functions fr( tJ £(t)) satisfy a









'pi + mf L X[™] e . + oO^1)pi3 pd
whence for jhj sufficiently small
ri 0(h8+1) .
This result is used in the expansion (1+.7) of the next section.
3. Parameter Constraints
Assume the existence of first partial derivatives
fr(xi>pm
ttjt, ■
L d 3 [ra] (n - )>)
(*i?[yn (x1) 1 )
and of all total derivatives with respect to t thereof. A







-V * ~rfT 3=1 eP3
♦ 6, ♦ 0(hP+1) ,ri
r = 1(1) q, i = 1(1) s,
where
^ri " °(h2(8+1)) .
As p - 2s, it is convenient to write the final terms of (1+.7)
as /5ri with ss 0(hp+*)# In matrix notation (1+.7) becomes
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(4.8) (I - z)e = + j6'
where I is the identity matrix, 2 is an sg x sq matrix,
2 = (zrl, p;jl defined by
!? (n h)ra [ml
<*-8'> *rl,Pj= 11 Xpi)fr(li)pm •
m=l '
and e, ©•, /51 are sq-dimensional column vectors defined, for
example, by the transpose
t
eT = (en# ...f el8J eq8) *
with
q n i
u-8") = & ii *p"! '
and for methods of subclass (i) or (ii), &ri = 0(hB+1).
As m 1 in (4.8'), for all sufficiently small jhj the eigen¬
values of Z are less than unity, and there exists a power series
expansion for (I - Z) • Thus (4.8) may be written
(4.9) e = (I + Z + ... + + 0(hP+1~V) .
Lemma (4.23: For a method to be of order p, it is sufficient
that
s [ml m, + t, 8
(4.10) Z ar I E X [^3 m2+T2





I 7 + Yh \ 8 ' k
^ M Z \± x ^








for non-negative integral k, k < p-s-9 , with
<\ + ••• + \+l + m0 + ••• + - P» ~°» mj > °«
Proof: By definition, a method is of order p if
*(nr-V) (n„-^) , .
yr (x+h) - yr U+k) 0(hP+1) .
But the left side is equal to
s
?r ^ ari erl ^ ^
[M] P-y f+v
L h
p = 1(1)4, V= 1(1) n„ .
s [9] T (nr+t
+ dOi1*1)
By (U.IO) for k = 0 (which is equivalent to (U.l) and (i|..i+))
the second term of the right side is zero. To show that the
first term is oCh***1), it is sufficient that
cJ'V"1 » = OO^1-'),
r = 1(1)q, V= l(l)nr, k « l(l)p-s-V ,
where
a
r v 1 [ 91
r - (0, .Oj ... j arj»
[9]
...» <*>VoB} o, 0)
By an induction on k, the general element of Z
k-l f [. K • -1 ] h




[k-1 J q. s q s
Vo'rHlW 3 21 L £ Vo'VlO O X X K-i. J i =l p -1 i -1 ° O 11
1 1 k-2 k-1
"• Z~ 4 iT. .1.'rk-2 ik-2,rk-l k-1 *
o





i» ^ ^ = L— L— & j ^ ^ m 4
< »T -1 4 -,1 r-l„ ? 1 •SV.i, ...





i— fir\%) m + O^1*1)
-r*. pm
gives (1+. 8# ) as
"p (t4 h)» fm]
S Z —i— \ = .
m=l ml p ^zrl,p3
p-m- ^ rv-
E ^Lh)
t =0 r, 'r^p, J ♦ °<>P+1-'>,
and (U.8") with (U.6) as
9 n jp-ia-* li +m
&
ri
p=l m=l ~c=0 (t+m)l
s [ ml r













Substituting these expressions in (U. 11), it follows that conditions
(U.10) are sufficient to imply the method is of order p.
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Except for the range of summation for the indices
fi.$ 4 - 0(l)kj , conditions (3.5) and (U.10) are identical.
Further, for methods of subclass (i), (U.l*) and (4.2f) are
equivalent to (3.7)# and thus the conclusion of Theorem (3.2)
is valid for such methods. Indeed, methods of this subclass are
of order p = p* as now follows from the proofs given by
Butcher [8,9.] ; in particular, if the abscissae are zeros of the
Legendre polynomial P (2(j.-l), then p = 2s. As the proofs
of this result is more involved for methods of subclass (ii)
(and further, the complete result for (i) follows by a similar
proof), this case is considered further.
k. The Order of Curtain Methods
Here, the parameters for a method of subclass (ii) are
shown to satisfy (U.10) for p » p* . For simplicity we
assume that
Iv] [v] [7] [v]
%i = ai ' ri j * Xij ' r
(Actually this assumes that each equation is treated in the same
way, and restricts only the class of methods examined).
The basic result is presented in a lemma.
Lemma (H.5): For parameters of a method of subclass (ii),
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[>}] m-o 8 [m] t
(4.12) E aJL'V1 " C^1)
i=l ^=1
= o ,
itm = 1(l)n, or - 0(l)p*-V-m, t a 0(l)p'-v-ra-a .
Proofs Condition (k»k) gives
V- M m+cr+r
_ Jm+ar+r+ A -1
i^i * \ v / , m+o'+r < p* - v>,
and we must show that
6 S
/• ii\ Y~ ["^3 B1+ O — . [ HI j t m+tr. —1. m+ o+~+ 9. —1(4.13) L ^ H <_ *1 Hj - ( T ) ( v )
i=l 3=1
0 < t s* p*-•i-m-ar •
As the right side may be written with absent from the
numerator and factors in the denominator distinct, it may be
expanded in partial fractions
m -?
^ v t(m4-o~4-)' s Z + H ^
(ra + t )! (m+o*t+v) 1 k=l t + k 6=1 m*0+7+6
where
c, = m* V*
(-k+l),..C-lHl)...(-k+m) (.m+o-k+l).! ,vm+o--k+y;
and
= mt V* _
( -m-cr-6+l) • • •( -m—cfWi+m) ( —6+1) •••(—l)(l)...( —6+V)
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are independent of v. Then (U.7) implies that
(u.uo (T) ('1 ^ra+cr+r+v^-1
1=1 d=l
for 0 ^m + o + t+ 9 <p* . Now (U.3) implies (1+.12), and thus
(U.13), for f = 0(1)s-1. Further using (h.lh), we obtain
where the expressions in square brackets are independent of 7,
As the abscissae are distinct, the matrix of coefficients has a
van der Monde determinant, and is therefore non-singular. Hence
the expression in square brackets vanishes identically. Thus the
value of r is immaterial, and as (U.lh) is valid for
m+of+c+v sp't the lemma is proved.
Theorem (U.l): For parameters satisfying the constraints (ii),
(U.10) is valid for p = p1, thus giving methods
of order p*•




0 < a. + t, + t sr p* - mQ
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Now we assume that (2+. 10) is valid for all k < 6, some
positive integer, and further that
[mj" [m l m_ + f_ ° L J
(4.15) £ ° ^ 1 ^ \± J |i1
i =1











'm +...m _ + f + T_ + ... + t _\
O -6—1 1 -6—1
m
, -1
7r+ ^V""+m6-l + ri+,**+ ~ 1 < p' " mo »
and proceed to prove corresponding results for k = 6.
As well as a result corresponding to (4.15) we must show that
s [m l rVi







Lm J m + T-6-1
.. 6 6








m0] Y'i 8 K] Vz
Xioil %







™e + « + r •
L6-l '
^+(m^+««»+m^ + [-^+»*«+ — 1 P "* t
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whence (U.lO) is valid for 4 .
Setting r « 1 + bl + in (h,15)» the right side of
(1+.16) is equal to
As in the lemma, (h. 17) aiay be written with the numerator inde¬
pendent of t, the denominator having distinct factors each linear
in t-j thus it has a : partial fraction expansion with co¬
efficients independent of T. Now as (U.16) may be written in a
form similar to (i+.12), it is valid for f « 0(1) s-1. As in the
lemma the value of t is immaterial, and thus (k.16) is established
for other values of T.
In the course of establishing (h. 16), (U.15) was shown to be
valid for k = £. Thus (h.10) follows by induction on k, and
a method of subclass (ii) is of order p* .
It now appears reasonable to investigate the error of such
methods of either subclass. Indeed, using the expression derived
from the definition of order, leading error terms may be determined.
However, numerical calculation of bounds for such terras is im¬




Problems (3*13) and (3.14) solved by explicit methods are
used as examples here. They are solved by corresponding implicit
methods based on Lobatto quadratures - of the same orders. Para¬
meters for the solution of (3.14) are given by Butcher [9i and




Error in y Error in y*
.3 ; 4 -2.6 (-4) 2.2 (-5)
; 6 1.2 (-7) 8.3 (-8)
! 8 -7*4 (-10) 1.6 (-10)
20 [ k -2.9 (-3) 3.0 (-3)
\ 6 -5.1 (-6) 8.6 (-6)
j i 8 to.COt (-9) 1.2 (-8)
32 i 4 —6.2 (-3) 1.8 (-3)
6
1
-1.5 (-5) 6.6 (-6)
1 8 -2.1 (-8) 9.7 (-9)
TABLE (4.1): Error in solution of (3.13) by implicit
methods, ft = .5 .
Methods for problem (3.13) require fewer iterations than
those for (3.14); indeed, for s = 3» the method for (3.1-3)
is explicit. (As the results in Table (4.3) are for comparison
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only, the average number of iterations was taken to the nearest
integer.) Thus, if implicit methods are used, it may be more
economical to treat a system of equations of arbitrary orders
as such, than to reduce it to a first order system.
X Order of
Method
Error in y^ Error in y2
.5 .1 ; k 6.2 (-5) - 1.8(-5)
[ 6
•
9.6 (-8) 5.U (-7)
: a 1.0 (-10) - 8.9 (-11)
20 \ h 1.5 (-3) - 2.1 (-3)
| 6 2.2 (-6) - 3.5 (-6)
8 1.2 (-9) - 5.2 (-9)
32 ; h 3.8 (-3) - 1.5 (-3)
; 6 5.9 (-6) - 2.8 (-6)
'
8 6.1 (-9) - 5.9 (-9)
TABLE (U.2)t Error in solution of (3.1*0 by
implicit methods, h = .5 .
A comparison of Tables (k.l) and (U.2) with Tables (3.*0 and
(3.5) respectively indicates that implicit methods of a particular
order are more accurate than corresponding explicit methods.
Further, implicit methods may he used for i;he solution of special
problems. Indeed, this is the case for "stiff" differential
equations (Cooper [l8 3 ) for which explicit methods are not adequate.
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However, in general, implicit methods require more work per
step than explicit methods. For the problems solved, this is
evident from a comparison of Tables (U.3) and (3.6). (Here,
iteration is stopped when each pair of successive iterates agrees














b 3 5 52 |
6 7 16 230
8 7 23 Ul6
Problem (3.1*0
b 13 15 150




TABLE (U.3)« Work per step required for implicit
methods.
The work required for the iterative scheme may be reduced.
Indeed, only several iterations are required if the Initial
approximations are good. Here, the initial approximations are
obtained by finite-difference formulae; as the steplength is
large, and the solutions oscillate, these are not very accurate.
Better initial approximations are available from explicit methods
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having the same abscissae. For example, consider the method
of order 8 in Table (3.3)• Three function evaluations give
?
literates with errors of 0(h )j these are at least as accurate
as the finite-difference approximations. Six function evaluations
give iterates with errors of O(h^) and nine function evaluations
give iterates with errors of O(h^). The iterative scheme could
be started using any of these approximations. (Further, using
the two methods simultaneously, an error estimate is available.)
Still, additional iteration is usually required; hence we conclude
that, when applicable, explicit methods are, in general, more
economical than implicit methods.
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CHAPTBR V
QUADRATURES WITH WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
1. Introduction
In the numerical integration of a function, weight functions
may be used to compensate for difficult behaviour provided that
the nature of the singularity is known. Cooper [17] uses this
technique to develop "quadrature" methods for a system of
differential equations having singularities in one or more of
the derivatives; further, certain classes of s-stage methods
are of order p, with p > s+1.
These methods may be considered as implicit Runge-Kutta
methods. Indeed, provided that the condition of existence of
derivatives is satisfied, results of Chapter IV imply that for
a unit weight function some methods are of order 2s. Numerical
results have indicated a similar result for certain variable
weight functions. Here, such a result is given for a restricted
clsss of nroblems using correspondingly restricted weight
functions. More general results may be possible but, if so, a
different analysis seems necessary. A numerical example*
exhibits the increase in accuracy.
* A less significant increase in accuracy is exhibited by an
implicit differential equation (7.6) treated by a related
technique in Chapter VII.
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2. Quadrature and Interpolation Methods
Here the methods are described. For an explicit differential
problem, initial conditions are used to define
fy] (n
T (p-h) = > yr r (x), r = 1(1) q, V= l(l)n .r
t=0 r r
Consider a set of weight functions £&>r(t), r = l(l)qj such
that
(5.1) <o (x+p.h) a 0 ((gh)1*), o) "^(x+M-h) = 0((|ih) ^r), -1<:P<2-*
Then integration by parts gives
(n -V) ' [v] K V
y« r (x+h) a T (h) +r r " ' (V-l)l
r = 1(1) q., v » l( l)n_ »
\)«»1
gr( x+M-h) (1-n) wr( x+iah) dg,
where we assume the existence of p continuous derivatives of
i (n )
gr( t) « V (t) yr r (t)
for some positive integer p, p ^ s+ V, in a neighbourhood of t a x.
A set of distinct abscissae i = l(l)s] defines points
x^ = x + |ijh for some steplength h, and an approximation to
^(x + h) is given by
,K ~'nr"V) , CV] h> 3 [V](5.2) yr (x+h) a Tr (h) + -jr 21 ari Sr(xi)
i=l
r =» 1(1) q, v = 1( l)nr ,
[ ^]
where the weights ia,ri ] are to be determined by some quadrature
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rule. Indeed, we may interpolate either set of functions,
(i) gr(x + M.h)t v =
(ii) (1 - n^""1 gr(x + M-h) , r =» 1(1)q, i> « l(l)nr f
using the fundamental polynomials l^C^) of degree s-1 defined
by
1Av) = &<id ( 0, i £ 3,
1 i, i = d.





ljCuHl^O wr(x + M-h) d|i ,
o
(n -v1) (n -V)
y„ r (x+h) - y (x+h)
_h
(V
—( |gr(x+jih) - l^^g^x+Hjh)} (l-nx)V"1oop(x+M.h)dp.
Jo'O
s+V+Pr
as the abscissae are distinct. Further, this error is 0(h^8+^+^)
if only one weight function is used, and the abscissae are selected
as the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial associated with this
weight function on the interval Lo,l] • A method based on these
abscissae is of some advantage for problems in which each differen¬
tial equation has the same singularity; this is examined in more
detail later.
>100-





yr r (x+h)-y.(nr-V)r [gr(x+^h)(lni)v""1
s
as the abscissae are distinct. Again this eiroris 0(h )
if for a single weight function* the abscissae are selected as
the zeros of the corresponding orthogonal polynomial.
To apply (5.2) values of g^x^ are required. These are not
available} however approximations gri may be determined
implicitly from the differential equations. First, integration
by parts gives for appropriate indices
and again we consider two cases corresponding to the choices of
interpolation above. We obtain
o
+ Er Kh)
where, in the first case
101-
M v
Xri3 = £7 1;j(M-)(^1-M-)V"1 wr(x+M-li)<3^ »
RrV^ih) = ~—7 T1 |gr(x+^h) " H lj(^)«r(*j) "^ 1^*
Jo *)"1 0) (x+|i.h)d|a
i r 8
= o(h r) ,
and in the second case
Jy] « i(i_ Ha/"1
rij H± V nt;
r
8+ V+0
l x+M-h) dp. ,
9
M-
Rr (|xih) = -[—^7 p{er(^h)(ili-n)v"1
S
- ^ gr(xj)J «r(x+{ih)dp.J=1
s+l+pr
at 0(h ) •
A comparison of these two quadrature errors respectively with the
constraints of subclasses (i) and (ii) of Chapter IV. leads to the
conclusion that the parameters for those subclasses may be derived
using these quadratures with a unit weight function.
Now substituting (5.3) into (1.2) gives
(n_) f [m] (p, .h)ra * [ra1 r i ^
yr ^xi^ = Vxi ' tTp + ST" j=l Xpij sp^xp + Rp ^ihU) »
r = l( l)q» i = 1(1) s ,
and approximationscorresponding to Sr(xj) are defined by
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.1 [ lra- (^4h)ra ® [m] i
Sri = °>r (xt'fr(xi ' lTp + ~V \lj gp;)J >»
( A ** vi




£j = g . . - S (x.)ri ri r i
gives
.1 r !>] (n..h)m a. [ml
(5.U) eri = tor (x^f^Xjl lTp (P-i11) + -jjr ^ XPi3(gp^Xd)+CPd)
km s
-1
- wr (*i)'r(» i» V ,=1 Vj gP(x3)
(Hi*)- ° .[m]
*
+ Rpm\Pib) j ).
Assuming, for example, a Lipschitz condition, it may be shovra by
the proof given by Cooper [17] that at least
(5.5) erl = 0(h8+1) .
This result is assumed in the development of the next section.
The definitions and results of this section are used in
Chapter VII for the derivation of numerical methods for implicit
differential equations.
3. Error Expressions
For methods of order p > s+1, in general, it is necessary
that a single weight function be used. Thus restriction to a
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single differential equation leads to certain simplifications.
With appropriate modifications to the arguments, the results
are valid for a system of differential equations using a single
weight function.
Definitions of error and corresponding formulae are analogous
to those in the corresponding section of the previous chapter.




1 a 1(1)s, m = l(l)n •
The class of problems is restricted by assuming that f(x+|j.jh)m
has a Taylor series expansion about x. It is not known how
restrictive this condition is} however, it appears to be valid
for many problems for which g(x+ph) has a Taylor series expansion
about x,





£ *3 " R
i = l(l)s,
where /6^ is a sum of products of squares of expressions in square
brackets with second partial derivatives of the functions and
inverse weight functions} further, using the result for the
quadrature errors and (5.5)>
-loU
2s+2+p
/6± a 0(h r) , i = 1(1)b .
In matrix notation this becomes
(I - 2)e a £ + £
where the s x s matrix Z = ^} Is defined by
n (n h)m [m] ,
513 " ^L^Sr *** fU^W Ui) '
and £, ty, j6 are s-dimensional column vectors
n
tl - - E K[m)U h) f(x ) (Ax,) = 0(hs+1)m=l
By definition a method is of order p if
y (n~^(x+h) - y(n""^(x+h) = 0(hp+1) 9 a l(l)n.
i-1
If h is sufficiently 3mall, (I - z) has a power series
expansion which gives
(I + Z + ... + 8 "*")£ + 0(hp+^) •£ a
Further,
A(n-9) (n-W) *(n-v) Jn-V)
y (x+h) - y (x+h) « (y (x+h) - y (x+h))
j(n-V) (n- V)
+ (y (x+h) - y (x+h))
V 3 [V] „(n-9), s (n-T>)|r I ei + (x-h) - y (x+h)),
i»l
where, for the quadratures discussed, the final terra is 0(h2s+*+^)#
As the maximum attainable order is p = 2s, a method is of Order
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p c 2s (or p < 28 if p - 0) if
^ s r i
|r L a/'e = 0(hp+1) , V = l(l)n .v< i=l 1 1
Thus we must show that
(5.6) a V ^ £ ss 0(hp ^+^) # £ - l(l)p- V-s •
U. The Order of Certain Methods
Here we consider a more general class of quadrature rules.
Indeed, choose as abscissae the zeros of a polynomial of degree s,P(m,),
which is orthogonal on [o,l], with respect to a single weight
function, to every polynomial of degree s-k, k >0. Thai a method
derived using the appropriate quadrature formulae of Section 2 is
of order 2s-k for a differential equation having the properties
previously discussed.
The result of the following lemma is used several times in
the proof of Theorem (5.1).
Lemma (5.1): Choose the abscissae and parameters as above. If
a function d^(t) has at least (2s-V-k+2) con¬
tinuous derivatives with respect to t on [0,hJ , then
1
»-i
. v • Lv]
(5.7) 1 d (iah)(h-uh) w(x+pLh)h <fct = h E a. ^d f^i,h)+0(h2s+P"k+2
- o i=l 1 * 1
Proof: This result is a consequence of the quadrature rules, and has
already been used in Section 2. For completeness, a proof
is given. Let ^(h) represent an arbitrary polynomial of degree
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less than or equal to k.
Again there are two cases; for the first with t < 2s-k-9+2,
f 1 r ' 9 -1 ^ s [ 9 ]
I (ph) (h-ph) w(x+ph)h dp. - h l__ a. (p.h)
Jo V i=l x
r+v fl
= h \
r s r) 9-1
P - L X±(J (l-p) «(x+ph)dp.
i=l
t+9 f1 [a _ I 9-1h \ lP(^)%-k.v+1(|x) + *b-1(|ji)J (l-p) t«>(x+ph)dp ,j








*3-l(n) (l-p) to( x+ph) dp.
9 -1
H lj(p) * .,(^.,)( X-p) &>(x+ph)dp




t+v " [y] f. , „ |h
3=1 ^ lP»(,ii) Wl1"!* + *s-l 3^j
, 3 ST+V -
h L 49]^3 " E = 01-1 - 3*3— i=l
Now (5.1) implies that
n
w(x+ph)dp » 0(lr ) .
'o




Thls argument may be appropriately modified to give the
corresponding result in the second case.





( ph) o)( x+ph) h dp
o
to *( X+ph) , T - 0,1, • ' •
has a Taylor series expansion about x . (For example, the weight
function w( t) «= ta, -1 > a > 1, satisfies (5.1) and (5.8).)
The basic result is now presented in a lemma.
Lemma (5.2)t If abscissae and parameters are determined as
above, then
8
h L of/V * o(h2s+|3-lc+2)
i=l 1 1
for a problem satisfying the restrictions of section 3.
Proof: As the proof is similar for both cases, only the first
case is considered. To apply Lemma (5.1) we must
establish the existence of certain derivatives.
(a) As g(x+ph) has a Taylor series expansion we may write
1
f - i . --1jg(x+ph) - L 1 (p)g(x+p.,h)\ (hp - hp) w(x+ph)h dp
o i=l 1
w 1(x+ph)j f(x+ph)r
C * (t) i r B r \ * m-11 I S (x)h (p - E lt(p)pH ), (hp-hp) w(x+ph)h dp
7=8 i=l 1 '
—1/ * \ I / * I
w (x+ph) j f(x+ph) + 0(h )J m
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Using (5.8) the first term on the right side may "be written as a
continuous function of t = jxh (and h) on [o,h] for which all
derivatives with respect to t exist for any choice of p > 0.
Similarly, it follows that
1 m—1 o-i P
Jtx
a«1-1 V-l r / \ f ^ t a c |
(hfx-hjx) f(x+tih)m(h-hn) h djx j / g ;(x)h (jx - l^p)^ )j
l Ts=Q
may he written as a continuous function of t = ph. (and h) on
Lo, hi , for which all derivatives with respect to t exist.
■ * • i *
Now (5.6) for £=1 gives
vT j=i J J
* [v]— [*] —l
_ aH ^ R (tA^)f(X+^jh)mW (x+^t^h)v; j»l 3 ra=l T
For each value of m we may write
^ s
v> 1 [
I R 111 J(^;j'h)f(x+|j,;jh)mw""1(x+M,;jh)d»l
8 r^lX-" L -I
7 I ai^ j=i 3
rd 3 )
-—! jg(x+jxh) - L li(ix)g(x+|iih) {(hfi^-hn)10"1(m-*!) * | 1^1














(h^ -hp,) w(x+ph)h dn ' f(x+M.jh)m to (x+|x.jh)
2s-k+m+2»
+ 0(h ).
The existence of continuous derivatives implies (5.7) may be
applied giving










w( x+ph) h dp w (x+ph) f(x+ph)m
A A A
(h-hp) co(x+ph)h dp
♦ o(h2B+P-k+2) ♦ 0(h2B"k+m+2) .
As the appropriate integrals exist, the order of integration may




1 A m-1 A A ^"*1 *
(hp-hp) ^x+phj^h-hp) h dp
2s-k-9+l
E g^(x)h (p - E l^p)^ ) ( w(x+ph)h dp + 0(h2s+P~k+2) #
toB 1=1
S




(V -1)1 (ra-1) 1 i=l 3
m-1 9-1
(hp-hp) f(x+ph)m(h-hp) h dp
(A.
2s-k-9+l „ „ s t»
J r- (r), . <• , r ^ , E , 2s+i3-k+2NV '(x)h (p., - E ^Uj)^ ) f + °(h ) •\ J~ &f =s i=l
As the terra in curlicue brackets is identically zero, the result
follows.
Theorem ( 5.1): For a method defined in Lemma (5.2), p « 2s-k
(and p = 2s-k+l for 0 > 0) for problems
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satisfying the restrictions previously discussed,
rf.U*JL» fl Again it is necessary to consider only the first case.
Here we show for any choice of indices (Vfin^ .m^)
that the corresponding component of a1 v V"*1 ± satisfies
(5.9) hv | J v V"1 i
Define
G 1 "(nh) « i—
(m1—1)*
.v )
= 0(h28^"k+2), I a l(l)s-k-v+l#
s
•
g(x+fji0h) - L li^(M-0)g(x+}ii^h) xi =1
o
ml~1
(h|a-h^) w(x+n_h)h du aT1 (x+^th)f(x+nh) ,
[I] ,







(h^i-hp.^) 1 »(x4|i|.1h)h d^i<>>;L-f(x+Mh)m &fx(x+nh)J
I a 2(l)s-k-v+l •
Then "by definitions of Sections 2 and 3» (5.9) is valid if
hv " Lv ] U]
(5.10) / a, G (|x± h) a 0(hv*
i£al x*
2s+0-k+2)
, I a l(l)s-k-V+l.
Define
JU i
G (jlh) a i
(ml""l)*
|jl 2s-k-v+l
E g( l)(x)h (m-0 - Z (n0)tit j |xI O " ^0
'<■ as V1
m-i -1





/_ 2-4 Cl^ / )|tj
i^1=l x£~l 1 1 l-l
2s_k.v+1 ,t r
Z ou-1! (0)h (
T as s
m£-l
(hjji-hji^^) ©(x+n^jlOh dji^'f (x+MJi)n o)~x (x+nh) ,tf
t - 2(1)s-k-v+l .
UJ
Then TT (t) has all derivatives continuous on tO#h]f and
88 G^^(iih) + 0(h2s"k-v+m£+2), I as l(l)s-k-v+l.
Indeed, for I « 1, these results follow from the proof of the





■ |Jt 8 v r j





Lt S \ I—\ I






2s-k-v+l [ T r
- L G (0) h (jx^ -
't as
E x, CWi )l* %.•»«) ♦ »(*«•*"•*«>
aal t—1 l—l .)
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J«-l]
since all derivatives for G (p.h) exist. As the final
expression except for the order term is (|ih), the second result
is immediate. The existence of derivatives for G^J(t) follows
as in Lemma (5.2). Thus by induction on 4$ these results are
valid for -C = 1( 1) s-\>-k+l. Further (5.10) is valid if
s r i
(5.11) 7 L a"* 3^(n4 h) « 0(h2s+P~k+2), 4 = 1(1) s-k- ->-1,v'
i^=l x4 x4
since m^ >0. Lemma (5.2) implies (5.11) for 4 a 1.
Further, if T( t) is any function with a Taylor expansion, it
follows as in the lemma that
(5.12) —* T(|ih) Q (nh) 0)(x+|ih)h flu a 0(h2s+P~k+2), «al.
O-UV Jo
Assume (5.11) and (5.12) are valid for £-1^0. Thus using (5.1l),
Lemma (5.1) implies that
"l ^[4-1] V-l
















4-i=1 ^ « 1) l^i )L x£-l
,w
M U-lJ 2a-k-V+l_U-if" X X
15 - £ G (°)h
0 r =3
1 m -1
f(x+nh)m tif-^x+nh) (h-nh) w(x+nh)h cya




T(nii)(bn-hn^,;L)f(x+(jLb)m (h-nh) -1 h an •
jM"-6-1
C [-6-1] 2s-k-v+i U-ifX X
IG (n^n) - r O (o)h (n^x - Y l. (^_iH
s
=s W1 '-1 ••6-
ufx+ji^jlOh dn^
Now the integral in square brackets is a continuous function of
t a (i^^h, and has a Taylor series expansion in LO,h] . There¬
fore (5.12) implies that the total contribution corresponding to the
first term in curlicue brackets is o(h28+^""k+2). For the
remaining term, (5.7) may be applied, and each term of the summation
becomes identically zero. Thus for T(j-tli) = 1, (5.11) is established
for -6, and for V»l, (5.12) is established for -6 . Then (5.11)





(5.10) y» » ^ (7 J\ + x\ - l)
y(0) « 0, y*(0) « 0 •
'
*, %
Choosing the weight function ca(t) = t , g(0) x 3 gives the
solution
I 2
y(t) x 2tz + t2 .
Now g(t) and ■*£ x ~ have Taylor series expansions
about the origin; further the weight function satisfies (5.1)
with p x and thus the conditions of Theorem (5.1) are
satisfied. Thus choosing the abscissae to be zeros of the
u
polynomial orthogonal with respect to t12 on [0,1], methods of
higher order are derived.
Using a variable weight function, the parameters must be
recomputed at each step of the integration. As this computation
is considerable, and evon becomes unstable for later steps, it
is desirable to use a unit weight function outside some neigh¬
bourhood of the singularity. In an attempt to determine when the
unit weight function may replace o>(t) « x!2 without a significant
decrease in accuracy, accumulated errors were computed for both
, \ VX
ca(t) x t"5 and a unit weight function at each step using as initial
il •
values those previously calculated with X12, • For s x 2,3,4, and
a steplength h x .5, these errors are tabulated in Table (5.1).
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Zeros of Pg (2ji—1) Equally Spaced Abscissae
1
X s Wt. a 02 Wt. S 1 at
current step
Wt « Wt. «1 at
current step
| .5 (2 —2 .It (—It) mm -1.1 (-2) •*'
( 3 -5.5 (-12) - -3.6 (-12) mm
( k -1.5 (-11) - 5.5 (-12) -
2.0 ( 2 -1.3 (-3) -1.6 (-3) -1.8 (-1) -2.2(-l)
3 1.2 (-10) 1,0 (-6) 5.8 (-11) 2.5 (-**)
( u U.7 (-10) 1.0 (-9) 1.7 (-10) 1.5 (-5)
h* 0 ( 2 -6.lt (-3) -6.6 (-1) -8.1 (-1) -9.0 (-1)*
( 3 2.0 (-10) 1.5 (-7) -9.3 (-10) 8.5 (-5)
( u. 2.0 (-10) 2.7 (-9) k.2 (-9) 3.6 (-6)
TABLE (5*1)5 Errors in numerical solution of (5*10) with
h» .5 #
For s » 2, the expected difference in the order of the
errors occurs. For this problem with s « 5$kt the choice of
abscissae is immaterial as the solution is (effectively) a
polynomial of degree three, and thus the errors correspond to
rounding errors. Further the introduction of a unit weight function
is not justified by the results at any step of Integration for this
problem for any value of s used.





Consistent single step methods are always stable, and
s-stage implicit methods of order 2s exist. Although s-stage
multlstep methods (which are explicit) of order 2s are easily
derived, Dahlquist [20] has shown that such methods of order
greater than s+1 (or s+2 for s even) are unstable. To
overcome this inadequacy, a modified version of these methods
has been developed using additional function evaluations at each
step#
Oragg and Stetter [22] developed the first methods of this
type; using one arbitrary 'off-step* point, they derive several
methods of maximum order. Gear [2l] derives methods using a
particular point, and indicates that either multi-step or these
'hybrid* methods are preferable to Runge-Kutta type methods for
a well-behaved problem. Butcher [ill integrates a Hermite inter¬
polation polynomial to derive a class of methods of high orders*
using one arbitrary 'off-step' point. He derives a graph of the
range of stability3® for the choice of points in [o,l ] • Later
he uses the residue theorem from complex variable theory to derive
methods using two or three bff-step' points.
as The methods given by Butcher [11 ] have order less by 1 than the
optimal methods given by Gragg and Stetter [22]. In the latter
xx This graph is a plot of the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue
other than unity of the matrix Ali»° J (defined by (2.6 Y) for
these methods against the choice of fo* 8 * U(l)10.
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Uslng appropriate starting values (obtained, for example,
using a single step method with a small steplength if necessary),
these hybrid methods may be used to solve a system of first order
differential equations. Here associated methods for a system of
differential equations or arbitrary orders are developed. Indeed,
two recursions analogous to (3-7) are obtained. As methods
generated by the first recursion may be of lower order, and
further, have a limited range of stability, they are in general
inferior to those generated by the second.
2. Parameter Constraints
For a set of s abscissae, the first 4 will denote those
for which previously calculated values are used. Indeed choose
= 4-if i = l(l)£. Assuming that
^ (n -v) (n -v) _
yr (x±) • yr (xJL) + 0(hp X) ,
r * l(l)q, v « l(l)nr, i as 1(1)4,
for(explicit) hybrid methods, new values are defined by
A (nr~v)/ ^ K1 (n^-v+cr)
y (x+^h) as E —Z X .. yr (x+u^jh),r 1 dao oi jxl rij r 3
r as 1(1 )q, V* 1(1)^, i as 44-1(1 )s+l ,
(nr) CA (n -m)
yr (x-n^h) x fr(Xl ; iyp H 1) ,
r = 1(1 )q, i x 44-1 (l )s j
and
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where we choose M-s+1 " 1# so that the corresponding values
are those required at (x+h).
Similar to the approach in Chapter III, we proceed to




i-a [v, c j (j^.v+T) x
yr <xp-yr <xi>
TsbQ i»i
r ■ 1(1)q, v * 1(1)nr, i ■ £+l(l)s+l,




r as 1(1 )q, V as 1(1)1^, 1 as £+l(l')s+l ,
and
r ss 1(1 )q, i as *+l(l)s.
Thus it follows that
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lv] [ v j v (n.,h) i-»l [v,t.i i V- t]






t« 0 ri 3»(+i riJ rJ





- (n -m) [mj ®
er(^;iyp p (xt) + ♦pl + E
(n -m)
- f^Xj J ly^ 9 (xi) ] )
r x l(l)q, i x £+1 (l)s •
(^h) i-1 [m,r] [m-T]
rl ^x£#i Pi;5 £P^
♦ 0(hp+1)} )
As before we assume the existence of first and second partial
derivatives of the functions, and define
om
1 df(ts
I m l1 ay ■ - (xi» } ) •




'p» .'pi T <- —r
TxO L* Jx£+1
in i "0 f t»J ° (jM*)' i«l Lm»t1 [m- f]




r x 1(1)q, i « £+l(l)s,
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where Epi is a sum of products of second derivatives with
squares of terms given in square brackets.
Lemma (6.1)1 The parameters may be chosen so that
[v ] , [vj .
*pl * 0(h ), Cpi « 0(h ) 5
for all appropriate indices. Further such a choice leads to
Epi > 0(h2*), r * 1(1)q, i » £+1(1)s.
Proof* Ab the abscissae jj^, i * l(l)s, are distinct, for
any choice of l\ x >0f and 3 > I,
the parameters j < l9 may be chosen so that
* [v,0] * a v /(J\ r v-t l~} [*,o]
£l ^ ^ "a ^l^K ik X*U ^ ~tl+l ^ ^
cr m 0(l)/-l, r = 1(1 )q» v x 1(1)^, i » *+l(l)s+l ,
since the matrix of coefficients for each system of I equations
(given by a choice of r, v, i) is non-singular. Thus
fv] ,
*rl * 0(h 5 '
Now the assumption on the starting conditions and this
result inply by a straightforward induction on i in (6.2)
and (6.3) that
M /
epi x 0(h )





r « l(l)q, 1 ss *+i(l)s.
It follows that
* 0(h2')
for this choice of parameters*
Assume that
(S.h) Eri • 0(h») , p > 21 .
We wish to ohtain methods of order p < p, and thus by choosing
a sufficient number of starting values (t), methods of
arbitrary order will be obtained.
Lemma (6.2): For a method to be of order p, p < p, it
is sufficient that
s
(cr\ __ [v,r] <r-t
(6.5) ^ Ir] L a J \x± • 1 , o- ■ 0(1 )p,
t *0 i«l 1
and
a_ [m0,T0:i<r1+ti i0-l [a^]
'6-J ' /-l a'roio % 1,-1 Xrl1o1l tllk-2O X
<n. Ir\> W1!W ^v- ^L k-1* k-1 k
iv_1 r
Jj—U * 'ik-1=l rk-lik-2ik-l ik-l
cr
" M-iVi J
for all positive integral k with
f /OA "k-l * t*"k^kJ k
L- tar Pi. i L * |x,r.«o^ K i, =1 k k-1 k ik
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0, m. mJ-l ~ X 3 s8 1(1 )&» unless = ^-3.
[ V, X ] [v, t ]
Again we write a.,^ for \» s+1 i * ^°r a me-fcll0<1
to "be of order p we must show that
yJ^W) - yr(nr_V)(x+h) . 0(h*+1),
r « 1(1 )q» v n 1(1 Jiij, .




















ri ®ri + 0{hP+1) ,
r * 1(1)q, v ss 1(1 )nr •




r as 1(1 )q, V SB 1(1^, T as 0(1 )v •
Now arsnroe that the first order partial derivatives have
Taylor series expansions. Then using (6.2) and (6.3) in one
another recursively, we obtain an expansion of the errors
[v-x]
®ri in powers of h. For a method to he of order p,
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it is sufficient that the coefficients of powers with index less
than p+1 be zero. (Here, these coefficients are independent of
h. Hence, for a method to be of order p, it is necessary that
they be equal to zero. Indeed, using arguments similar to those
following Lemma (3.2), it may be shown that (6.5) and (6.5*) are
necessary.)
IV- T]
In deriving terms recursively from (6.2), again requires
(6.2), unless Cx=Y , in which case (6.3) is required. As in Lemma
(3.2), the coefficients of each power of h involve sums over the
i* £ y J 2
number of parameters occurring in each product, and the
choices of 1 * 0(l)k. It is sufficient for a method to be of
order p, that each term of the sum be zero, A typical term of this
sum is given by
I V1 X^ •
V1 ^ L*» 'A °r J V- 11=1 VA
2': 2 k 1 ik"2>1 x
L rl r2m2 'r2* J T2* 'k-l' . . rX-l1k-2ik-l
* ' ' 'l? H "k ^ *
lo * i-l r^"liX 1k 'iik-lk=° V1
/ v (m-I *0
4V(jc) 'K
where an expression in dotted brackets for
®k-l = W ««»«*■«> "k - "k-l - Vl'
of the lemma is valid.
k occurs only if
and thus the statement
-12U
3. Reduction to Methods for First Order Systems
Here, as in previous chapters, it is convenient to treat
each equation in the same way. Thus parameters for a method for
[ 9.11 r v, t ]
a system of equations are given, for example by ^r£.j 38 <
Theorem (6,1): If
oj\ ir1 r n (f»i a-z
ij ^d " **i ' = o #(6.6) Z WJ L - fi
f =o d=i
cr = 0(l)p, i = £+l(l)s+l ,
and for S> >1, the following conditions are valid
rU) 0» d / ^ #
(2) 4d'X^d + ^i xid'L+lJ 81 ^i hi" ' °^1)v"1
Jy'o] « l- T x[v'oJ(3) Xu « i - id
Xlt ' t » 1(1)V .




cr a 0(l)p+V-l, i a -6+1(1)8+1 .
(6.6*) jr Qj Z hi ^ ~ ^ s 0
Prooft Per Va 1, (6.6) is identical to (6.6*), Then assume
(6.6* ) is valid for all positive values less than some v> 1.
Then we show this implies (6.6') for V# and there are three cases
to consider.
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Por & » 0
i"1 Iv,o3
X I, - 1
3=1 id
"by (3). For 0 < o ^ ^ » certain well-known identities for the
"binomial coefficients give for all <7
k l<r\x ^ ,[v'xl °'"t




c-l\ i-1 [ ^ ,01 ^
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,'~1 cr -1—1 cr
."3 * "i = 0



















ki3 ^3 + ^i Xi3
tV+il (T-l-T
-
using (1){ as before this is equal to
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V -1
z C"1) [v-l^F <r-i-t <r
t =o 3=1
cr-l < p + (V - l)-l f
since (6.6') is valid for V-l. Nov/ the result follows by
induction on s* •
Now suppose that a method for a first order system of
equations is chosen as in Lemma (6.1), Then the method is at
least of order £, and the recursion defined by the hypothesis
of the theorem generates methods for systems of arbitrary orders
in which lower-ordered derivatives are of higher order*. How¬
ever, methods of order p > t (and even p » S+-6-1: Butcher L13J )
exist, and thus methods for systems of arbitrary orders generated
by this recursion may be of lower order than those frcm which
they are generated. Indeed, if (6.5*) with m., = 1, 3 = 0(l)k,
is valid for some value of p for which (6.6) is not valid,
(6.5') may not be valid for this value of p for values of
greater than unity. This appears to be the case for the method
using three 'off-step* points in the numerical example below.
Methods derived using this recursion have an additional
limitation. Indeed, certain methods of high order (for example,
ft This increase in order is a local phenomenon, for, errors in
higher-ordered derivatives will eventually dominate the order
of all components of the solution.
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those given by Butcher [11, 13J ) have a restricted range of
stability. The stability of a method is determined by the
parameters As (6.7) imply a change in these para¬
meters for V >1, methods for higher order equations may be
unstable for all choices of 'off-step' points. Consider, for
example} a method of order 5 (Butcher ill]) with -6=2, a-ki
[2,0] [1,0]
X^ 35 and a method for a second order equation is
stable whenever that for a first order equation is (at least for
any choice of p.^ in [o,l]). However, for 9=3> methods are
unstable for *8» and for V >• 3, all methods with e [o,
are unstable.
The recursion given below generates methods which do not
have these limitations.
Theorem (6.2): Suppose (6.5) and (6.5') are valid for p with
nLj = 1, d = 0(l)k, and for 9^1
C I 9,0 J [V-l,oi
(5) Xi;j = Xi;J ,
[v#x] iv-l,T-l]
(6.8) (6) ^x^id 23 (^i ** * L=s 1(1)9—1 t
[9> V "J ^ N I V-1,V-1j
^(7) (M-x - M-^) ,
i = 4+1(1)s+1, j = 1(1) i-1 .
Then (6.5) and (6.5') are valid for p for all values of
m^j , d = o(l)k.
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Proof: Here (6.5) is given by (6.5*) tor k * 0, and thus we
need only consider (6.5')• Assume (6.5') is valid for
« If d = 0(l)k-l, and ra^ = 1(1) V- 1, and we prove (6.5*)
is valid for = V . First, conditions (5) and (6) imply by
an easy induction that
(8) nt X^
IV, *1 [ V—1, ~1
"id • <v-i.
Now we examine the expression in square brackets of (6.5'), and
as in the previous theorem we must consider three cases. For <r = o
1-1
r i
I x//'0 3 -1
1-1
r T
V 9—1,0 J —
~
idd=i J d=i
by (5), and as (6.5*) is valid for m^ = 9—1, it is valid for
xn^ » 9. For 0 < cr < V , the expression in square brackets may
be written
cr r [9,i] c-t <r
Z H± {-J L X^ ^
r=o 1 V c y^Zi id
mi 1
9-1
cr 1 / cr \ i .1
I T
t =1 x W xid' j=i 13
i 9, -t] <r— £ cr
Z fx.( V-l- *) ( % j Z X^ +,i^i
X1-1 [Vf-J <T-X
d=i id
- ( <r+ y-1-0)^







<r ^ i-i [9,1+1] (7-'r-i
d




^ r , . 1-1 E v>-l, r] <r.t
♦ r nt (*-a-T)(*) E xia - (v-i-oV,
•x =0 d=i
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since the only term with t >v-l has ^ 88 v-1, and the
corresponding contribution is zero. Using (6) in the first









|xi-H1 K - M-i
LT»U ~ J. -« *■ <i 0
i $ * . [v-i,rl
♦U ^ (v-X-^U^ xia
f""1 Tfrf-i'\ A"x [v-l,rj f.i-t <r-i





+ "T^r z:I t =0 (?)
i-1
E v, * ^
3=1 13 "3
As (6.5*) is valid for mk « v-1, the latter expression implies
that it is valid for mk » v. For cr>v, the proof is similar
to that above, using (6) and (7) in place of (6). Then it
follows that (6.5*) is valid for all values of m^ by
induction. t
The result of the theorem now follows by induction on
3 88 0(l)k-l. For suppose (6.5*) is valid for >0,
3 / i, and mj « vA - 1. Then one of (5), (6) or (7) may
be used to establish (6.5*) for m^ « by reducing it to
one or more similar expressions for - 1.
Thus (6.8) generates a method of order p for systems
of arbitrary orders from one of order p for a first order
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system. (However, there is not the increase in (local) order
for lower-ordered derivatives provided "by (6.7).) Further
(5) implies that a method for higher-ordered systems is stable
whenever that for first order systems from which it was generated
is.
Theorem (6.3)S To obtain an s-stage method of order p, choose
I so that p kl* If
[v]
*ri 38 °<h )» 1 ■ *+l(De+l»
then (6.5) and (6.5*) are necessary and sufficient for a method
to be of order p, p ^ 2*.
Proof; Sufficiency is implied by Lemma (6.2).
Butcher [ 11, 13J shows that the parameters may be
chosen so that
^ = 0(h2/), i > *+l(l)s+l .
Indeed, with t solution values and * derivatives, a Hermite
polynomial may be used to approximate a new value, and this is
exact for all polynomials of degree less than 21• The result
follows, for example, by integrating the Hermite polynomial to
obtain the parameters. As before Eri » 0(11^), and for
P < klf it is necessary and sufficient that the accumulated
errors be of order p. From the discussion for Lemma (6.2),
the necessity and sufficienty of (6.5) and (6.5*) follows.
Butcher [ 11, 13j gives methods of orders p * *+s-l >2*.
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(Further, he proved that no method exists with 4 = 1,
s-4-1 = 3, in which case 4+s-l >h4.) It follows from the
theory that these methods satisfy (6.5) and (6.5*) for p as 4+s-l,
and they may "be used with (6.8) to generate methods of order p
for systems of arbitrary orders.
k• Numerical Example
Here we solve a second order system
(6.9) yx* = y2y3» y2* = yly3*» y3" = /"y3y5'
which has the solution (for appropriate initial values)
y1 as sin(exp(-x)), y2 as cos(exp(-x)), y^ * exp(-x),
and the first order system derived therefrom
(6.10) y2x • y^, y3f - y^» y^* * /-y3y^ •
Recursions (6.7) and (6.8) are used to derive methods for the
solution of (6.9) from several methods given by Butcher [11,13]
for first order systems. A comparison is made of the time
required for, and errors given by, these methods and explicit
Ruage-Kutta methods given by Lawson* [. 29,30].
In Table (6.1), the methods used are listed, and the
(pinimum) orders are tabulated.
* The method of order 5 quoted [29, P- 597 ] should^have














L5 Lawson 129 3 1 4 2 5 5
L6 Lawson [30 ] 1 5 2 6 6
B5 Butcher [111 2 1 5 5 5
B7 Butcher [ill 3 1 7 7 7
A
B7 Butcher [13 1 2 3 5 7 7
B9 Butcher [ 11II 4 1 9 9 9
Bll Butcher [11] 5 1 11 11 11






X-6 - 308.0271 283.5278
B5 117.3570 117.3620 110.1482
B7 114.3.0687 143.0608 133.9037
A
B7 225.6817 225.6989 208.9102












































































































SOLVING (6• 9) WITH
RECURSION (6 &)
SOLVING (6-10)
THE STEP-LENGTH AND TYPE OF
METHOD IS WRITTEN WITH EACH
ERROR CURVE. ALSO, FOR EXAMPLE,
THE LOWEST POINT ON EACH CURVE (B)
IS OBTAINED WITH METHOD ( B5 ).
1
40 . 60
TIME IN SECONDS FOR -p; STEPS
80
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The problems are solved using exact starting values for each
method, and for h = the errors at x = 1 are tabulated
3^
in Table (6.2). The third table gives the time required for
250 steps for each method. A further comparison is given in
two graphs in which the error at x = 1 is plotted against
steplength and time respectively for methods used.
The results of Table (6.2), in general, support the theory
of the foregoing sections. As the accuracies for the solution
of (6.9) using (6.8), and (6.10) are comparable, Table (6.3)
indicates for this problem methods for (6.10) are slightly more
economical. (As methods for (6.9) generated by (6.7) are
inferior with respect to accuracy and stability, it appears that
they are of no practical use.) However, for problems such as
those examined by de Vogeleare [Ulj, in which lower-ordered
derivatives are not required in the function evaluation, methods
generated by (6.8) may be more economical.
Figure (6.1) provides a comparison of the error versus the
steplength for the methods examined for problem (6.9). Figure
(6.2) indicates (for this problem at least) that the most
economical of the methods examined is a hybrid method of high
order using one * off-step* point with a large steplength.
-137-
CHAPTER VII
QUADRATURES FOR IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1. Introduction
Methods for the numerical solution of a system of differential
equations are usually based on the assumption that the equations
are respectively explicit in each of the highest-ordered derivatives.
If this is not the case, the equations may be differentiated with
respect to the independent variable provided that the new deriva¬
tives are sufficiently well-behaved (Collatz [15# P» 97])* This
yields another implicit system which is linear in the new
(highest-ordered) derivatives, and may be solved explicitly for
these derivatives provided that the matrix of coefficients is
non-singular.
It seems reasonable to determine if there exist more direct
methods for solving such problems. Indeed such methods are
required if the technique outlined above is not valid. As the
behaviour of higher-ordered derivatives is not known or may not
easily be determined in general, it would be prudent to use
direct methods if they were available. Thus this chapter is
principally concerned with the development of a computationally
efficient numerical method for solving implicit differential
equations directly. As a result of this investigation a useful
extension of an existence theorem for implicit differential
equations is obtained.
As seen in the preceding chapters, the es ence of a numerical
method is the replacement of the differential system by an algebraic
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system. The solution of this system provides numerical approxi¬
mations to the highest-ordered derivatives for several values of
the independent variable. The algebraic system derived from an
implicit differential equation will, in general, be non-linear,
and may be derived using any suitable method for an initial value
problem for explicit differential equations. Only single step
methods are considered, and, for example, an explicit Runge-Kutta
method could be used. However a smaller algebraic system arises
by using an implicit method (of the same order of accuracy) of
the type examined in Chapter IV, and as the system must usually
be solved by an Iterative technique, it appears more economical
to use a method of this class. Indeed, a suitable method will be
chosen from the more general class of methods examined In
Chapter V. There remains then the problem of developing a
reasonably efficient iterative scheme for the particular solution
of the algebraic system required.
Thus we shall consider a differential system of the form
(1.1). Before describing the methods in detail, certain existence
theorems are investigated.
2. Existence Theorems
The introduction of a weight function leads to sane interest¬
ing questions of existence, even in the case of explicit differen¬
tial equations. For example, if f( t,y) is a continuous function
in an open neighbourhood of the origin, does there exist a unique
solution to the problem
-139-
y* = t^f(t, y), 0 < a < 1
y(o) * Op f(o,o) = fQ £ Of
In some interval [o,a] , a>0? Although we shall not attempt
to answer this question, we note (with some interest) that, with
the discontinuous weight function w( t) = t"*a, a numerical
solution for this problem can be determined using a quadrature
method of Chapter V.
An analogous question arises for implicit differential equations.
Indeed, it is shown below under certain conditions that the implicit
differential problem is equivalent to an explicit one, and has a
unique solution if and only if one exists for the explicit problem.
As the methods described provide numerical solutions to an implicit
differential problem with a discontinuity similar to that of the
explicit problem above, this analogy seems reasonable.
First, using continuous weight functions, the existence of
solutions for certain implicit differential equations may be
proved, and we begin by modifying the statement of the implicit
function theorem. Consider a partially open (non-trivial) region
D of real Euclidean space *
2it Z) lies in D if 0 < t - x <a,
iui ~ \o\ " a» 1 3
lvi ~ Viol * a» 1 =
for some point (xj Uq, vq) of the space.
Then with appropriate adjustments to thei • proofs, Theorems





l)f 1 = lU)n»
"be a set of real-valued functions of (m-nn-1) real variables,
defined and continuous on D of
H2» Let these functions have continuous first derivatives
relative to the variables v^, j = l(l)n, at every point of D.
H3t Let (xj uQ, v^) be a point of D such that
g±(x} uQ, vq) =0, i = l(l)n,
and the Jacobian
d( G.., • • • , G )
j _ ±i-
d(V;L,..., vn)
is not zero at this point.
dGi
Hl+i For some fixed value of j assume exist and are
du,
continuous for i = l(l)n. J
Then under hypotheses HI, H2, and H3 there exists a positive
number b a and n continuous functions /5j^( tj u) such that
vio = ^i^x> -o^» 1=3
and
A ) 3 °» i = l(l)n,
for a vector u such that
[u^ - ukQ| 5 b, k = l(l)m, 0 < t-x .5b .
In addition, under hypothesis HU, the pai*ial derivatives
«X<i
•s-— exist and are continuous for these values of u .
aud
-ihi-
Thls theorem leads to the following extension of the existence
theorem for the solution of implicit differential equations given
by Murray and Miller i5» p. 32 J • The adjustments to their proof
follow the statement of the theorem. Consider a partially open
region D of real Euclidean space !
(If &) lies in D if 0 ^ t < a,
(n -m) (n -m)|
yp yro I < a, r = l(l)q, m = l(l)nr ,
sr " gro I < a 9 r = 1(1) q.
Theorem (1.2) l Define w^t), r = l(l)q, a set of weight
functions which are continuous in the half-open
interval [x, a), and a vector ^ such that
zro = gro r =
Consider the functions
(** Zt &) = Fr (t| X, {a>p( t)gpI), r = l(l)q,
in the region d. Suppose that
are continuous in D for r = l(l)q..
dF«
H2s -3—- (11 Xt fi) exist and are continuous on D for r#p = l(l)q,
H3« F* (xj JCqj j£0) » 0, and the Jacobian
»■•••# F )
J a ± SL
d(S^»6^)




Hi+J —(nr~in) exist and are continuous on D for
dy ^yP
r, p = 1(l)o.» m = l(Dnp
Then there exists a number b > x such that (1) has a
solution t) which has continuous first derivatives in [x, b]»
and
= Iq, z(x) = zQ i
furthermore the solution is unique for each vector g satisfying
o
the hypotheses.
For each choice of ^ Theorem (7.1) implies the existence of
q continuous functions
gr = /*pU} %), r = l(l)qf
such that
F* (t; 2# /) = 0. r » l(l)q.
As the weight functions are continuous so also are the functions
(n )
yr r - (t; z), v ® i( i)q»
and existence follows. Uniqueness follows from a Llpschitz con¬
dition on the functions £) (as that shown to exist by
Murray and Miller [5# p. U5l)» and the boundedness of wr( t)
in some subinterval of [ x, a) containing x.
For example, consider the problem
2
"ycos - y + 1
t ts
y(o) = l, y*(o) = o
-1U3
It does not appear that we may apply the existence theorem given
by Murray and Miller. However, by choosing w(t) = t , and
g0 = k = 0, tl, so that
y'(o) = gQ cd(0) « 0,
2
P (t| jj) « gQ cos gQ - yo + 1 « 0,
(0| ^ B0)
f| (t| 2» e) = g0(2 COS g0 - so sin gQ) 0,
(OJ jr0. £0)
Theorem (7.2) guarantees a unique solution for each value of gQ»
This approach is also useful in considering an implicit
differential system for which the hypotheses of Theorem (7.2) may
be satisfied only by weight functions which are discontinuous at
the origin. The proof again leads to the existence of continuous
functions /$p(tj £) as above, but as the weight functions are
discontinuous, the question of existence of a solution to the
differential problem
y^nr^ « tor(t) /5r(t; £) , r « 1(1) q,
is a generalization of that asked at the beginning of this section.
When a unique solution does exist for a problem associated
with either continuous or discontinuous weight functions in this
way, it will be shown using Theorem (7.1) that the numerical methods
proposed are convergent under suitable conditions. Henceforth we
assume that there exists a -unique solution £( t) of (1.1),
-1dis¬
continuous on some interval I = [x, a] of the real variable t,
satisfying the initial conditions at t = x (and, if necessary,
associated with some particular vector ^ as given in Theorem
(7.2)). For some positive integer p (p i max nr), it is
assumed that there exists a set of weight functions wr(t),
r = l(l)q, such that the derivatives
P~nr (n )
(7.1) -^5 {»,"*(t)y r (t)} , r = 1(1)4,
at r
are continuous in I .
A numerical solution of (1.1) is determined when approximations
•$r(x+h) to ^(x+h) are defined, where h, the steplength, is some
interval length of the real variable t, chosen so that x+h lies
in I .
3. Numerical Methods and Convergence
Here quadrature methods are applied to obtain a numerical
solution of (l.l). Indeed, for a set of distinct abscissae, let
the parameters be derived using the quadrature formulae of
Chapter V. Then approximations to gr(xi)»
gri = gr^xi^ + eri r = 1(1)<1» 1 = lU)s»
are required, and these are defined implicitly by
(7.2) »r(v tlp (n^) - -k~ )5l \i-3eP3]'
i = l(l)s, r = l(l)q.
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In general equations (7.2) are non-linear, and the approxi¬
mations I £r^ * = iC1)8# r * have to be obtained
iterativelyj a suitable iteration scheme is described in the
next section. Provided that the errors {Epli are small, these
approximations provide adequate approximations ^(x+h) to ^(x+h)
by using (5.2) as described in Chapter V. It will now be shown
that h may be chosen sufficiently small that the errors {er;jJ
may be neglected, and further that the method converges.
Theorem (7.5): Suppose there exists a continuous solution of
(l.l) which is unique to a choice of gQ. Let
the hypotheses of Theorem (7.2) be satisfied for a set of weight
functions which provide the continuous derivatives given by (7.1).
Then there exist continuous functions gri(L), i « l(l)s,
r a l(l)q, which satisfy (7.2) and such that
gri(h) = Sp( ) + 0(hs+1)
for sufficiently small h.
Proof: (i) By Theorem (7.2) there exist continuous functions
gr = ^r("fc| £), r » 1(1) q,
and as there exists a continuous solution to the differential
problem, these functions may be considered as continuous functions
of t on I' as [x, b ], b a, and further they satisfy
Fp (*l l(*)» £(t)) » 0, r = l(l)q. ,
As in the proof of the implicit function theorem given by Murray
and Miller [5# P. 23J , there exists a (convex) neighbourhood N
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of (xj y , £ ) in D such that the Jacobian9 *»Q O
F )
J - i Si—
gg)
is riot zero in this neighbourhood.
(ii) There exists a continuous solution £gri(h)» i » 1(1)s,
r = i(l)q.l of (7.2). For, consider the equations
[ml s_ [m]
pri(HJ £!>•••# fis) S pr (xiS ^Tp + m; ^ xpij
fgplO = 0 ,
r = l(l)q, i = l(l)s,
and a region E of R , j
qs+1
(hJ %#...# fis) lies in E if 0 <h < a,
|grl - gro| < a, r = l(l)q, i = l(l)s,
A
HI J By HI of Theorem (7.2), pri^h} £;].»•••» &B)» r =
i = 1(1)s, are continuous in some neighbourhood of
(0; fiQ»#..» fiQ) contained in E .
H2: By H2 and Hh of Theorem (7.2) there exists a.neighbourhood
dP
M2 of (O; fi0,...f £q) contained in E in which (h;^,.. .,£s)Spd
exist and are continuous.
H3* By H3 of Theorem (7.2),
prl(o» £0 s0) = U» {ypop 'i.fSpoD - 0.
Further, the Jacobian matrix
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{Jj 8 ^la'"*' .
*- d(8]2*" ** ®lg* * # # » ®qg) -
at the point (Oa £ • •••• £ ) has non-zero elements only in the
o o
q x q sub-matrices on the diagonal
re(F P )]
{ill} = - . 1 = 1(1)8,
i — ' eqi) J
each of which has a non-zero determinant at (Of j£0»...» £Q) since
it is identical with the Jacobian of H3 in Theorem (7.2). We remark
that off-diagonal sub-matrices occur as powers of h, and thus
vanish at the point (Of i20).
Thus by Theorem (7.1) there exists a positive number hQ and
qs continuous functions
gri(h), r = 1(1) q, i » l(l)s,
for 0 s h < h such that
o
erl(0) = £pQ, r = l(l)q, i = 1(1) s,
and
^ri(h5 g-jU),..., £g(h)) = 0, r = l(l)q, i = l(l)s.
Further these functions are -unique in some region E* ^ E.
(iii) Since gri(h)» r = l(l)<l» 1 = l(l)s, are continuous,





(xi» *Tp Wh) + •" ^ X
(ix4h)m ® I'm]
I pid 8P^'^-Spi^m*.
lies in the neighbourhood N of (i). Then let h be chosen so
that 0 f h Sh^, and further so that (x^J £(2^), Jg(xi)) lies
in N. As IT is convex, any point (x^J t E± ) whose
components lie between those of (x.^; and (x^j JS^x^jfiCx^) )
is a point of N . Now (7.2) may be expanded in a Taylor series.
This expansion is equivalent to
(7.3) 0 = (xtl {y ^ p \xt) } , fg (x1)5)
n
+ T L (~Rpi
p=l m=l p






i pi dg. «. « # r m l(l)q, i « 1(1)8,p 1 (V
where (x±; £*) lies in N .
By (i) the first term is identically zero. Further the
Jacobian matrix
{J* | = ia(Pl-"> Fq y
^d(g^,..», s„5 -
(*il 3.1,)







\ 0 • {J*>
has a non-zero determinant, z is a continuous function of h,




and the parameters may be chosen so that
as 0(h ^") •
Thus for small enough h»
e = (J* + hz)"1! ® 0(hs+1)
and the theorem is proved.
To prove convergence, a little additional work is required.
The expression t'^CuJi) of (7*2) must be adjusted to include
P x r -I
the accumulated errors; a smiliar adjustment to (7.3)
will account for this error in the proof of Theorem (7.3)» and the
result of the theorem must be correspondingly restated. Convergence
of the method then follows by a proof similar to that given by
Cooper Ll6],
As the weight functions need not be continuous for the proof
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of the theorem, good numerical solutions may be obtained for
certain problems in which the highest-ordered derivatives are
discontinuous.
U. Iteration scheme
As (7.2) is a non-linear system of algebraic equations, it
will, in general, have more than one solution in 11116 unique
solution in E* given by Theorem (7.3) is required, and this may
not be determined by a general iterative technique for (7.2). We
now restrict attention to a system of the form (1.1) in which
yr(nr)(t) occurs only in the r-th equation, and in this case the
Jacobian matrix of Theorem (7.3) is diagonal. Successive Iterates
will be denoted with superfixes, and for some fixed steplength h,
a generalized Newton method gives
(k+1) (k) (k) [m]
(7.U) Srl = gri - Crl f; (XjJ Tp (^h) +
B [ml (k) (k)
+ ^ Vl ^ gni 1 » Spi^ P3







^gr [ml (\i h) [m] (k)
(xl8fTp £ xplJ Bpj j, )
If Cpx sma11 ( < l)» it may be accurately approximated
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by C(rf throughout the iteration. This is not true for larger
(k") 1
values. Indeed if Cv > h » the iterative scheme may not
converge at all, for, small errors in the current approximations
(k)
may cause larger errors in the factors • It appears that
the best we can do is given by the result of the following theorem.
Theorem (7,h): Suppose the conditions of Theorem (7.3) are valid.
If g<J> is sufficiently close to g^, r = 1(1)4,








0 ia < 1, r = l(l)q, i = l(l)s, k » 0,1,,,.,






for 0 < h < hQ •
Proof: Define
8^ a - gri» r a l(l)q., i = 1(1) S.
Suppose that (x^ lie3 in N. Then a Taylor expan¬
sion for (7.U) gives
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P5i Ji s TTv®dy Pyp (Xii y± 4k))y
x (M-^) Lm]\ — Ex.. ^7m# j-1 Pi;i P3
♦ 4W £ri dgr 4K), i£k^) J
where (x±; 9 ^) lies in IT .





!<5(ri+1)! s a fl(« S1 - °ri dg; (XiJ £1*(k) )
+ K c<*> hri 6(k) ,
where K is a bounded positive cohstant for ( x^J
in N. Since -r-^ » r = l(l)q. are continuous in D, there
dgr
exists h^# such that 0 s h £h- implies the first term in
curlicue brackets is less than seme positive number Jf (b <1).
Further as C <*)ri
~
, there exists hg such that 0 s h - hg
implies that the second term is less than ■£. Taking hQ = mi^h^fhg)
it follows that
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6(k+1) < 8.6W < bW •
Now if there exists a spherical neighbourhood !]_£ N of
(Xfjl containing the point (xthe same is
true for the point (x^ ^k+1\ It follows by induction
that the iteration converges to ^ if (xi; £i°^) is
appropriately chosen in N .
Although the points (x.^5 ) are not known»
(Xi« X^k^» is usually a sufficiently good approximation
that the iteration will still converge to the required solution,
(]r)
and this point will be used in the computation of At the
initial point, may be taken equal to the vector z (or the
appropriate vector g in the case that a weight function is used).
o
Prom a set of values gri(x) at x already determined, finite
difference approximations give for the next step
Srf} U+h) = grl(x) + h (fss^ fslifi) , r « l(l)q, i = l(l)s.\ f-tsh - ^ I
These appear to be adequate starting approximations.
5. Numerical Examples
The methods described here were applied to several implicit
problems. For some of these problems the differential equations
could be written explicitly, and corresponding methods for explicit
problems were applied. In a comparison of the two types of method
for each problem it was found that only a few more iterations were
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required to solve the algebraic system in the former case. It
appears that the three examples included here may he solved only
by appropriate methods for implicit equations. In particular, a
singularity occurs in the second example, and none of the approaches
described by Collatz [15J appears suitable; however results
obtained for this example indicate that the methods described above
i
may be of some use.
For a single wei^it function satisfying (5.1) and (5.8)» it
was shown that certain quadrature methods for a class of explicit
differential equations are of order 2s-l or 2s. Here such
methods are used, and in two examples the errors are compared with
those given by methods based on equally spaced abscissae.
For the examples, we choose s » 2,3,4. Values of 6^?^ and
(k)
C^ are calculated using the formulae of the previous section.
A Jacobl-type iteration is used to calculate a new set of iterates
using only those of the previous set. Iteration is terminated when
the relative error in two sets of iterates is less than 10~10J
we remark that substitution of these iterates into the quadratures
*
giving y(x+h) further reduces this error for small I hi • In the
tables the errors are expressed with a base 10 exponent in brackets,
(7.5) (y+y*)ln(y+y*) + y = 0
y(o) = o, y*(o) a i,
has the solution
y( t) = te~^ •
A unit weight function is used with abscissae chosen as zeros of




becomes very large in the final step. Further as ^ does not
have the same type of singularity at this point, different choices
(v)




F,rror in yrW . JL < 1ri ~ VE" Cri * h
.125 2 10 10 -7.2 (-7)
3 12 12 ij.,0 (—10)
h 12 12 -5.0 (-11)
.500 2 11 11 -2.1 (-6)
3 10 10 1.7 (-9)
k 9 9 -5.0 (-11)
1.000 2 116 37 -2.7 (-3)
3 175 63 -8.6 (-4)
U 263 96 —3.U ("h)
TABLE (7.1) s Solution of (7.5), h = .125 on [0,1.1 .
iterative scheme. For a = 1, there is faster convergence than
for a =s .5 } if a is not bounded, there is divergence. Further,
this singularity causes a significant loss of accuracy in the final
step.
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t2(y* )5 - y(y*)2 ♦ rfg = 0
(7.6)
y(0) = 0, lim t2 y* (t) = 2^ ,
t o
has the solution (Probenius)
y( t) = t^ (2.82842712U75 - 3.U526698 x lo'^t - 2.0170 xlO~7t2
- 2.36 x lo^t3 - 3.6 x lO-13^ ... ).




Number of Error in y Number of Error in y
* s Iterations Iterations
.125 2 7 1.1 (-10) 7 8.9 (-10)
3 7 5.5 (-12) 7 3.6( -12)
k 7 -1.3 (-11) 7 5.5 (-11)
1 .500 2 3 l.U (-10) 3 1.5 (-S)
3 3 1.1 (-11) 3 3.6 (-12)
k 3 -1.8 (-11) 3 5.1 (-11)
1.000 2 8 -3.8 (-7) 8 -1.7(-U)
3 9 —U-.J+ (—10) 8 -U.3 (-7)
i
k 9 -2.1 (-11) 9 -2.U (-7)
TABLE (7.2): 3olution of (7.6), h = .125, on [o,l] .
~£ &
Choosing the weight function w( t) = t , gQ = 2 , it
follows that
= 5t-i > - zt"1 y g
0g ®
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isinfinite at t = 0 ; however multiplying the differential equation
£ -£
"by t , the assumption that lirn t y( t) is finite, gives a
t -* 0
finite (non-zero) value to the partial derivative at t = 0. Thus
the result of Theorem (7.3) is valid.
±
Here the weight function co( t) » t2 is introduced only to
integrate away from the singularity. As the parameters must be
recomputed at each step, and further the computation becomes un-
£
stable in later steps, t is replaced by a unit weight function
beginning at the seventh step. The example is solved by methods
based on zeros of the polynomial, Ps(2p.-l), orthogonal with
respect to the (appropriate) weight function on L0,l], and by
methods based on equally spaced abscissae.
1
For the first six steps (in which w( t) = t^ is used), there
is only a slight difference in the errors. As these are olose to
the accuracy of the computer, no conclusions may be drawn. However,
after the introduction of the unit weight function, the errors are
larger for both choices of abscissae. For the method based on
zeros of P (2jj,-1), the errors are significantly smaller, and
s
thus it appears for a unit weight function this type of method
is of higher order.
^ ^2*) + y2* C sin t - 2y - y^') + y * + y0 - 2 sin t = 0
y1 (.5) = .23971 27693 02 y2 (.5) = .97942 35386 0
^*(♦5) = .91821 68195 5 y2*(.5) = 1.87758 25618 9
yj"( .5) = 1.51545 23544 8
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ha8 the solution
y^( t) = t sin t, yg( t) = t + sin t »
A solution is found for this system in the interval [,5»l]
using a steplength h = .0625. In this interval the factors
(k)
Gri are toounded toy 3 | this is not true in the interval
[l, 1.5] and if a smaller steplength is not used, it is found
that the iterative scheme does not converge, for example, when
t = 1.25. Further, in problems which have oscillatory solutions,
there is, on the average, faster variation in the derivatives,
and smaller steplengths may be required to obtain comparable
accuracy. In the interval chosen there is no change in signs
of the required solution components; however in other intervals
where a sign change does occur smaller steplengths may be required
to get sufficiently efficient Iterative schemes.
As for the previous example, the results of Table (7.3)
imply that methods constructed using zeros of P_(2p,-l) as












































































































The choice of method for the numerical solution of a differen¬
tial problem is often a compromise between accuracy and economy.
It is desirable to obtain a solution on some finite interval to a
specified tolerance with a minimum of work. Although this con¬
tingency is too optimistic, for most well-behaved problems a
discrete method with a constant stepsize may be acceptable. For
some problems, a large variation of the solution or a derivative
occurs within one or more sub-intervals of the domain of integration.
Here, certain adjustments to stepsize may lead to a considerable
reduction of the work required.
An algorithm is developed to control the magnitude of the
accumulation of truncation errors. The arguments used are
heuristic. It appears that more precise arguments would lead to
a more pessimistic algorithm. The results obtained in the numerical
examples exhibit the suitability of the algorithm.
By an m-step strategy for a particular problem we shall mean
a choice of method together with a sequence of m steps, possibly
of different sizes, which cover the interval. One m-step strategy
will be better than another if the maximum value of the accumulated
error is smaller for the first than for the second strategy. (Such
a criterion could be replaced by the magnitude of the relative
accumulated error} however, a result of the next section indicates
that this choice may be inferior to that selected.) Further an
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m-step strategy will be better than an n-step strategy if in < n
and the maximum value of the accumulated error for the first
strategy is not greater than that for the second. Except for
certain trivial problems, it does not appear possible to deter¬
mine, a priori, an optimum m-step strategy for large m (m > 10,
for example). This is certainly the case if there exist some
self-correcting* strategies for a particular problem. However,
it seems reasonable to attempt to develop general techniques
which lead to good strategies for at least some classes of problems.
Here, any advantage gained from self-correcting strategies is
neglected.
The accumulated error at any step is precisely the accurnula
tion of the local (truncation) errors, and may be controlled by
appropriately controlling the local errors at each of the previous
steps. In general, the local errors depend on current values of
the solution and its derivatives as well as the step-size. As
these values are not known even approximately until the numerical
solution is available, it appears best to control these errors while
obtaining the numerical solution. Indeed, this has been the approach
of several investigators who have developed criteria for the
adjustment of step-size.
However, for single step methods, such techniques (as that
developed by Merson [3l]) involve extra computation both in terms
of arithmetic operations and function evaluations. Nordsieck [3U]
* A strategy is self-correcting if truncation errors in later Bteps
partially cancel the accumulated errors arising from truncation
errors occurring earlier.
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has developed a method which is related to a certain multistep
method for which no extra function evaluations are required.
However, approximations for certain derivatives closely approxi¬
mate actual derivatives at previous step (or off-step) points,
and this may introduce large errors when a rapid variation occurs
within several steps. Indeed, it might "be expected that for a
problem with rapid variation a good method uses function and
solution values corresponding to points only in the current
integration step.
Here an algorithm for stepsize adjustment is developed for
the class of single-step methods proposed earlier. For problems
i
with extreme behaviour, it appeal's from a numerical example that
this approach is quite adequate.
It is convenient to consider only first order systems of
differential equations here. This restriction is not necessary,
and indeed, the principles may be extended easily to methods for
systems of arbitrary orders.
2. Control of Local Error
It has been decided that control of the absolute accumulated
error rather than the relative accumulated error may lead to good
strategies. This decision is supported by the result of the
following theorem.
Theorem (8.1): For linear differential equations, the accumula¬
tion of a particular local error is independent
of any of the solution values in the interval of integration.
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Proof: Using the notation of Chapter II, the local error at
x + kh for a first order system is
Er(k) = Yp (x + kh, h) - Yp(x + kh, h), r = l(l)q, k = 1,2,... *
If Bp(t), r — l(l)q, are continuous matrices defining the
function evaluations, (2.6) may be written
[1,0 J* [1,1]
(8.1) Yr(x+kh,h) = Ap Yp(jo(k-l)h,h) + hMAp Bp(x+kh) Yr(x+kh,h),
r = l(l)o., k = 1,2,... ,
♦
where the matrices are independent of any of the (approximate)
solution values or their derivatives. For explicit methods (8.1)
may be written
(8.1*) Yp(x+kh,h) = Ap Yr(x+(k-l)h,h) + hBpk Yp(x-f(k-l)h,h)
x (A + hB )
3=4+1 r T3 Yp(x+£h,h) + Ep(-d)
Hence the accumulation of the local error Fr(£) depends only
on the product
* (A + hB )r r-i
3=4+1 J
of matrices which are independent of Yp(x+jh, h), and the result
follows easily.
For a sufficiently small h, a similar result is easily
proved for implicit methods. In this case, we have
-16k-
lc
(8.1") Yr(x+kh,h) = * ((I - hB^)"1 Ar)jYr(x+6h,h) + ErU)j •j—6+1 *'
Thus for linear differential equations the local errors may
reasonably he controlled independently* of the solution values,
(indeed, the solution of a problem, for example with oscillations,
may require an unnecessarily large number of steps if the relative
local error is controlled.) This approach also seems reasonable
for mildly non-linear problems, for example, in which the Lipschitz
constant is small, or the function evaluation is otherwise insensi¬
tive to small changes in the solution.
On the other hand, in a problem such as
(8.2) y' « g1 , y(-l) = -1
y + o
for small positive values of 8, local (and accumulated) errors
in y near to zero will accumulate relative to the corresponding
value of y. For this problem, it would probably be better to
control the relative local error in a neighbourhood of y = 0.
In general, such behaviour may be established from the differential
system, and an error control technique suitably constructed if
necessary.
For linear differential equations, a further analysis of the
accumulation of local errors is possible. Indeed, the theorem
* For a problem, for example, with an exponentially increasing
solution, the solution may be required with the accumulated
error bounded relative to the solution. In this case a
relative local error control would probably be better.
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implies that the accumulation depends on the eigenvalues of the
matrices,
(8.3) A , j = £+l(l)k,1 rd
'e
for explicit methods, and of
(8.3*) (I - M^)"1 Ar, } =
for implicit methods. If these are all less than unity, the
accumulated effect of any local error is one of decay. If at
least one eigenvalue is greater than unity the accumulation is
a growth of error for at least one component.
In the case of decay, the accumulated error will be dominated
by the local errors from points near to the current steo. Here,
it appears best to adjust the stepsize so that the local error
is (approximately) constant for each step. If a growth of error
is expected, the maximum value of the accumulated error is usually
at the end of the interval. Here, larger contributions arise
from earlier errors. If R is the growth rate per step, a good
strategy may be expected if the local errors are bounded so that
jc—i
the k-th bound was R times the first bound. In practice, to
obtain R, the maximum eigenvalue of (8.3) or (8.3*) is required;
as these depend on t in general, such a task is unjustified.
Further, for sufficiently large values of m, Rm approximates
some power of the natural logarithm base e. Thus we may still
expect some improved strategies in this case, if the local errors
are all bounded by the same constant.
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It is also suggested that non-linear problems be treated in
this way, with the provision that the relative local error may be
controlled for certain problems as outlined above.
3. Error Estimate
Previously, for single step methods, the local error has been
controlled by bounding an estimation of this error. In general,
such estimates are not bounds, and it appears that any relative
T i
measure of the local error would be suitable. Nordsieck [3*4-3
bounds the difference between.predicted and subsequent corrected
function evaluations. This suggests that a similar estimate may
be adopted for single step methods with In
particular, we consider the methods developed in Section h of
Chapter III.
For an s-stage method of order p the local (truncation)
error is given by
s
Er(h) = yp<x+h) - yr(x*h)-« h Z arl erl + *r S+1
1=1
where each term on the right side is 0(hp+1). Also it has been
shown that
§ •- »
epl 3 0(h- ), ari ^0, p = U, 6, 8.
• r ' *
Thus the first component of the error is bounded by
8
le.(h) = h ^ ari rn
|+2
which, in general, is 0(h ). Thus we may expect this term
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to exceed Sp(h) in absolute value. Further, a suitable
(relative) error estimate may be given by h epij for some value
of i with ari ^ 0. Although erl is not known for any
A
value of I, by writing kr ^ « f(x+h; z(x+h)), it follows
that
e s
I rs I krs "
| +10(h ) ,
and
Thus
'r s+11 r s+1 ry '(x+h)| = 0(hp+1) .
j e ss1 rs ^rs " kr s+1 + oCh1^1) §
and the local error will be controlled by bounding
» r = 1(1) q .(8.1+) ep(x,h) = h k — k ,rs r s+1
As kr a+l(x) " krl(x+h), the only (significant) increase in
the computation of this estimate is a subtraction at each step.
In general, ep(x,h) will be non-zero for the methods con¬
sidered, and will provide a suitable (relative) error estimate.
However, if fr(t} £) is a function of t alone, or y (t)
is a polynomial of degree less than (^ + 1), then ep(x,h)
will be identically zero, and the local error is equal to B+^.
The former case may be adequately treated using high order numerical
integration; in the latter case, it is unlikely that step size
adjustment will reduce the computation significantly. Such
problems are not considered further.
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Attempting to estimate an appropriate stepsize at the
! f
beginning of each step may involve considerable computation.
For most problems, it appears adequate to halve or double the
stepsize when appropriate. Thus the stepsize will be halved
when er(x,h) exceeds some constant, and provisionally doubled
when it is less than another. Hopefully, this will ensure that
the actual local error is bounded.
The choice of constants for bounding er(x,h) is now
motivated. First er(x,h) may be written
P i
(8.5) er(x»k) ~ 2l. or,j(x,h)h + oCh^^) , (jt s i - |
1=>§ +2
where Gr^(x,h) depend- on x,h, and the derivatives and
partial derivatives of £ 311(1 £• Some authors assume that
cr^(x,h) is nearly constant, and that for h small er(x,h)
may be replaced by the first term of this expansion. If diffi¬
cult behaviour is expected, this assumption will not, in general
be valid. However, for many problems the coefficients cri(x,h)
are continuous for a small stepsize (and even have continuous
derivatives).
Consider the ratio
e (x,2h) -i+2 f'c -(x,2h)+2h c_«(x,2h) + ... }
Rr(x»k) = « 2 — [
®p(Xft) -Cj,2_(x>^1) ^ J
i4"2
If the computed value of this ratio is approximately 2 ,
0 , . P/2+2 }then we may reasonably assume that |cr^(x,h) h ' \ is smooth,
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and approximates ep(x,h). Further, if the stepsise is halved
when er(x,h) exceeds a constant &p for some value of r, it
may he provisionally doubled when
8 .
er(x'h) £ ~i?T2 ' r "
2 2
In this case a reasonable strategy may be expected.
P/2+2
If the ratio differs significantly from 2 , then a
P/2+2
good strategy may not be expected. Indeed Rr(x,h) <<2
indicates that cpl(x,h) changes rapidly for small changes in
h, and thus that very rapid variation occurs in a nei^ibourhood
of x. (This may possibly be remedied by using a much smaller
steplength, and a correspondingly smaller constant to bound
P/o+2
er(x,h).) If Rp(x,h) > > 2 ' A , probably er(x,h) is approxi¬
mately equal to a later term of expansion (8.5). If Rr(x,h) - 2P+"L,
this problem is serious, for in this case er(x,h) is not a good
estimate of the error |eps|. (This difficulty is similar to that
in which e (x,h) = o, and may be overcome by using a method of
P/o+2
higher order.) If 2 ' <cRy(x,h) <2*^ , adequate results
may be possible by reducing the constant bounding ep(x,h).
k. Algorithm for Stensize Adjustment
The following algorithm is suggested by the foregoing
discussion.
(i) First step:
From control constants 5r, r = l(l)q, determine the
starting stepsize h so that
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er(x,h) 5 5r , r = 1(1)a.
If necessary, this stepsize is reduced to h so that
p/2+1
Rr(x,h) > 2
and the control constants reset to
8r = min {dr, 2/2 er(x,h) j .
The ratio Rr(x,h) is obtained to indicate the quality of the
strategy (at least at this step).
(ii) Stensize reduction
For any step at t for which
e (t,h) > 6^, for some r,
the stepsize is halved, and the integration repeated.
(iii) Stepsize increase
For any step at t for which
6 p/2+3
(8.6) er(t,h) ~ ^ t Mr ® 2 > r =
r
the stepsize is provisionally doubled. If, on doubling
e (t,2h) > 8 , for some r,
the stepsize is rejected. Further, we set
Mr = % [Mr + Rr(t,h)]
for k steps (here k = 5). Thus, stepsize will be (provisionally)
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doubled at later steps only if the doubled stepsize will probably
be accepted. Further, in problems involving oscillation, it
appears better to require that (8.6) be satisfied at least twice
in succession before a provisional doubling occurs. This prevents
doubling if e^Cxjh) is small occasionally by chance (possibly
if crl(x,h) is not smooth).
A flow chart indicates the basic form of the program used.
If no adjustment of stepsize is required, additional computation
consists only of the tests for stepsize adjustment. These in turn
require storage of the constants z & 1 plus a few arithmetic
operations.
5. Numerical Sxamples
Two problems exhibiting different types of difficult behaviour
are solved by Nordsieck* s method with stepsize adjustment, and
that described above, similar to (8.2) the problem
(8.7) y' = —§— • 6 = sfe » y(-i) = -1.
3y +d J
has the solution
A.53 . (t-i»2 t-S /,S3 t-ay(t) =y(27+ v > +~ - y(2?+ t'-t •
The method of Table (3.1) is used with three different
strategies: absolute local error control, relative local error
control, and fixed stepsize, respectively. For each of these and
■









b ,22 e (x,h){
Stepsize Increase Stepsize Decrease
Figure (8.1)j Flowchart for adjustment of stepsize.
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A.
y( t) was a minimum (underlined in Table (8.1)). In the neigh¬
bourhood of this value, the accumulated error increased to and
decreased from the maximum smoothly.
As expected (slightly) better results are obtained in the
neighbourhood of y(t) =0 using a relative local error control
than using an absolute error control. However almost twice as
many steps are required for the former strategy, and this is not
necessarily better than the latter. A fixed stepsize is inadequate.
For Nordsieck's method the accumulated errorsare slightly larger
than using an absolute error control. However fewer than twice
ME
as many steps are used, and thus in terms of function evaluations
NorcLsieck's method i3 more economical.
For this problem, the difficult behaviour is restricted to
a small neighbourhood of y( t) = 0, and although higher derivatives
are large in this neighbourhood, they are smooth throughout
(-1, 1), and the difficult behaviour can be predicted. In this
case, Nordsieck*s method which depends significantly on smooth
derivatives may be expected to give adequate results. This may
not be true if higher derivatives vary significantly in small
intervals.
Consider the system
y-j/ = y1 - x5 + 5x\ y^X-i) * -i
(8.8)
y2* « lOrcx1* cos(2x yx), ~ 0 *
se Nordsieck* s method requires two function evaluations per step.













Absolute -.93750 1 .0625 -.9787313654 2.6l(-8)
2.22( -7) 0 56 .000488 -.1197938019 1.00( -6)
.00195 87 .0000038 .0000242592 2.^3(-5)
.94995 229 .0625 .9816925226 1.55( -8)
Relative -.93750 1 .0625 -.9787313654 2.6l( -8)
2.22(-7) 0 80 .000122 -.1197943027 5.03(-7)
.00195 171 .00000095 .0000116095 1.16( -5)
.96050 4o6 .0625 .9853264752 3.38( -7)
Fixed -.99130 1 .008696 -.9970949092 3.8o(-7)
Stepsize -.00870 114 .008696 -.2170444790 1.85( -6)
0 115 .008696 -.1201726107 3.78(-4)
.00870 116 .008696 -.0808159651 2.66( -1)
.99130 229 .008696 1.0061828480 1.04(-2)
Nordsieck -.93750 1 .0625 -.9787313659 2.65( -8)
1.0(-6) 0 io4 .000122 -.1197920259 2.78( -6)
.00195 163 .00000196 .0000645088 6.45(-5)
.99155 376 .03125 .9958683576 3.32(-7)
TABLE (8.1)I Accumulated error for (8.7) on (-1,1).
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which has the solution
y1(t) « t5, y2(t) « sin(2xt5) .
Here, the difficult behaviour persists throughout the Interval,
and, indeed, becomes worse as t increases in magnitude. Adequate
results could not be obtained using Nordsieck* s method on (-1, 1).
This may be due to an inadequate starting procedure at t = -1
where higher-ordered derivatives vary rapidly.
Much better results are obtained using the single step method
with any of the three strategies. The absolute error control
gives the best of the strategies. As the Lipschitz constant is
large, it could not, a priori, be established that this strategy
is better than that for a relative error control. However as all
solution values are less then unity, the main difference in the
strategies will be a reduction in the stepsize for small solution values
for the relative error control. It appears, in general, that a
corresponding increase in accuracy is not forthcoming. This sug¬
gests that if no direction to the choice of strategy is available,
that an absolute error control should be used.
We conclude that if extreme variation occurs in a problem, a
single step method is required. Further, to minimize computation












Absolute -.99219 1 .0078125 .2392875551 2.00(-7)
1.0(-5) -.86719 17 .0078125 -.0601799058 l.l8(-6)
—.023UU 6k .0625 .0000000583 1.03( -7)
.976563 99 .015625 -.6^62178822 1.71( -5)
Relative -.99219 1 .0078125 .2392875557 2.00(-7)
1.0( -5) -.86719 17 .0078125 -.0601799058 1.18(-6)
0 126 .00390625 -.000000970U 9.70(-7)
.99219 237 .015625 -.2393061589 1.88( -5)
Fixed -.980198 1 .01980198 .56295U0637 1.0U(-5)
Stepsize -.861386 7 .01980198 -.1612599071 5.13( -5)
-.009901 50 .01980198 -.0000^23771 U.28( -5)
.980198 100 .01980198 -.5630318081 8.82( -5)
Nordsieck -.99609U 1 .00390625 .122U1U2571 9.5K-U)
1.0( -5) -.867188 33 .00390625 -.5573837602 k,97( -1)
.003906 112 .015625 19.0025 19.00
1.000000 217 .00390625 37.7596 27t76





If a numerical solution is to provide any information of the
actual solution, an error bound is needed. Indeed, it is desirable
to obtain a good bound - one which is sharp*, or at least close
to the actual error, and economically computed - if possible*
» ■ "■« '
Such bounds are not, in general, available. Indeed, one bound for
the classical Runge-Kutta method due to Bieberbach [5] requires
considerable computation even for one step, and is often pessi¬
mistic. Slight improvements to this result are possible (for
example, Babuska et alia [U# p. 97] provide a better bound
for analytic functions).
It appears that by restricting the class of problems con¬
sidered, better error bounds may be available. Here, for first
order differential equations, we consider the solution on an
interval in which the derivatives are monotonic. An easily com¬
puted error bound for explicit single step methods is given for
problems in which, for example, a Lipschitz constant may be cal¬
culated for the whole interval. However, it appears that this
bound is still pessimistic. *
* An error bound is sharp, if it is equal to the error for
some problem of the class considered.
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2. Error Expressions
Assume for the system
yr = fr(x»Z)» r = 1(1) q.» £(xo) = £o ,
the derivatives y *(t), r = l(l)q, are monotonic for
t e [x0, x^]. A set of abscissae f, i = 1(1) s+1, =0, ug+1
defines points of the interval by
xki = xk+ v±h, xk = xq + kh, i = 1(1) s+1, k = 0(l)m.
Then xk e+1 = Vl = *k+l 1- Approilmatlons Jr(x,ci) to
are defined by
i-i
yr(^i> = yp<\) * ^ *rlJ »
yr*^xkl' ~ *ki' ^*ki^ •
|f
It will be convenient to consider errors defined by
i-1
*rkl " yr(xk> + 11 lh Z Xrij V<*kj> " •
Here, the accumulated errors are distinguished from corresponding
errors at "off-step" points. Hence define
Irk " yr(xk' ' '
erki - yp,(xki) - yr'(xki> >
and
i-1








= yr( ) - yr<\i) •
= Irk + *rki
Assume that the functions have continuous first partial derivatives,
and it follows that
(9.1) Erki - V*kl < " fr (*kl '
q
df
- £ # (xki > S*ki» I 1 Pk + *Pki
p=i J"
— A
where the components of ^(xk^) between those of y(x^
and y(xki).
3. An Error Bound
We assume that L may be determined, and h is chosen
• ' /' ' V f' . *
sufficiently small that
3 df
^ih 21 -57- (xki } Sxkl)) < 1 , r = l(l)q,
p=sl P i ss 1(1) s+1
Then
(9.2) 'rki
< L - max
P %k + pki
The mean value theorem implies that
i-1
^rki »lb < f.^rlJ V <**;)> " V(xkl»J=1 f i S ^ l)48+l f
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where xki e As y *(*) is monotonic, then
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ijti Xri3 y***k^ " yv^\^ rk6
For certain methods, a judicious choice of ,1 (other than i) may
lead to better bounds on
rki Here, it is convenient to
examine the case for i_ = i which is valid for any explicit v
Runge-Kutta method.




yr(xk) + Z. XrlJ y>(Xkj) - yj,(xjcl) = 0(h h ,
where p^ i 1. Indeed, by writing the solution and derivatives in
Taylor series expansions, the left side may be written in terms
of higher derivatives. However, bounding of these derivatives is
difficult in general, and requires considerable computation when
possible. By using (9.3) we hope to minimize the computation
required to obtain a bound, even though the bound may be pessimistic.
Substituting (9.3) in (9.2) gives









r •= l(l)q, i = 2(1)8+1 .
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Also (9.2) implies
e s L maxrki I p 'pk
— N,
Thus the right side of (9.U) can he maximized over p for -6=1.
For £=d, we obtain an implicit inequality. However, the index
r on the left side is immaterial, and thus if p = p maximizes
the right side with I = i, it follows that
pki - M w"1 i{hpkl+khl £ Vd V**3'" yp(Xfci)l




(i-LIm-^PN-l Nk+ L j^j^hj max
i-1
V"
,5. Vd yp'(3Ck3)- V (3Cki5!3=1
Thus, aasuming, for example, that a Lipschitz constant L is
available, and that the derivatives are monotonic in [xQ, x^j ] ,
(9.5) provides an easily computed bound for e . ,I • Bounds forrki I
the accumulated errors are required. Using the bound for
lerkil (9.3), these may be obtained from
(9.6) 1 rk+1
UJ
'rk s+1 Hrk rk s+11
* h rk
s
+ h I max arj yr^ ^ ~ yr ^*kl^ +Nk'
Z ar j " y'^xk s+1^ + s.'k s+1
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Thus only Ek Q+1 is required at each step.
Better bounds of a similar nature are possible. For example,
by bounding each of the first partial derivatives individually,
(9.2) may be rewritten as a matrix inequality. Solution of a
related matrix problem yields bounds on erls;;|_» which are
different, in general, for each index r. Further improvement
may be possible using i, different from i in (9.3). However,
such improvements require additional computation which does not
appear justified.
k. Numerical Example
We consider a single differential equation, and for the
classical Runge-Kutta method (9.5) and (9.6) give
0,






7(xk) = | (y'Uja) ♦ 2y'<\2) + - Hiy,)) .
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The problem
y* = f(t,y) a y - + 5t # y(l) » 1»
has the solution
y(t) t5 .
An examination of f(t,y) implies that y* (t) is mono tonic in
the interval [l#Uj at least. Further L = 1. If this problem
is solved by the classical Runge Kutta formula with Ih! <1, the
expressions above provide an error bound. For example, for
k * .05»
E
15 &2ZL 1.2 x 10
-7 ^ .0337.
Bieberbach*s bound 5 for one step is determined by




- "k3T » (0 <4 < U) ,
N
jnX | ^E = |h|3 f MN 3.68061+2361 + M^N 5.3618055 + M^N 1.220833
+ M +N 0.01666666 j ,
For h « .05, using exact maximum values for the partial deriva¬
tives in the interval [l, 1.05] ,
N = 5(1.05) , M = iSL
5(1.05)'
and
E = .0036 .
-181+-
Neither 1)0011(1 is sharp. Although Bieberbach* s bound is
better for optimal bounds on the partial derivatives, in general,
it is difficult to obtain bounds for these derivatives at all.
The bound given here (for a problem with morotonic derivatives)
appears more useful as it may be computed easily for all steps
concurrently with the numerical solution.
A classification of problems as that above may lead to
techniques for obtaining error bounds which are practical.
Certainly, to improve the status of numerical solutions for
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^tfhciT METHODS FOR IMPLICIT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
I. H. Verner
Department of Computer Science, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Quadrature methods are used to obtain numerical solutions of certain
.. -cotis of implicit differential equations. Several examples indicate the




Methods for the numerical solution of a system of differential equations
are usually based on the assumption that the equations are respectively
explicit in each of the highest-ordered derivatives. For otherwise implicit
differential equations, differentiation yields a new system which is linear
in tho new (highest-ordered) derivatives provided that the new derivatives
are sufficiently well-behaved (Collatz [2,p.973)o ■ As the behaviour of
derivatives may not easily be determined a priori, it would be prudent to
use more direct methods if they were available. Here we present a
computationally efficient method for solving implicit differential equations
directly. Further a useful reformulation of a basic existence theorem is
obtained. The major results stated here may each be proved by application
of the implicit function theorem, and are to be found in a more comprehensive
treatment elsewhere.
We consider the system of differential equations
(0 (t> y (t), s (t)) =0, r = 1 . (l)q,
wnere
(n ,-m) (a,-l) (n -1)
y(t)'s{y p (t)l =(y (t),...,y (t);...;y (t),.,.,y q (t)
~ 1 t 1 q
a
vis a point of real Euclidean space R , M -= \ n . and
^(t) 5 \y (t)3 = (y. U;,...,yq (t;)
is a point of real Euclidean space Rc. A differential problem is defined
by (1 ) together with initial values y.Q - y(x) and - sz(x) for some value
x of the variable t.
2. Existonea of Solutions
Problems exhibiting difficult behaviour may be solved numerically be methods
employing weight functions. Although the methods are valid whether or 'not the
weight functions are continuous, it may be difficult initially to establish
the existence of a unique solution. The following reformulation of Murray
and Miller's C53 basic existence theorem provides a partial answer.
tially ooen region v of real Euclidean space R
Ktc+1
(t; y, P) lies in D if 0 <t <a,
mr-m; (nr_n)
7r -yro j <a, r=l(l)q, m=i(l)nr,
jPr - P J <a> r=l(l)q.1 J. <
Theorem 1 : Define wr(t), r='j (';)<!» a set of non-negative weight functions
which are continuous in the half-open, interval Cw»a), and a vector F. such
that
z-n = Kr. W ' r=lO)q._o ro r
Consider the functions
f* ("fc;;y, ?) = fr (t; y, {wp(t)?p}.), r=l(l-)q,
in the region.D. Suppose that
H1: f* ^t; y} f) ' are continuous in ?D for r=l(l)o.
H2: gf*" (t; y, £) exist and are continuous on iD.l-for
8
? '
r,p = 1 (1)q.
K3: f£' ■ (x; y0? Fq) = 0, and the Jaccoian
3( ff f* )J «
^ j • • • ? 1 _ j
is not zero, at the point (x; y f F^J .




r,p = 1 (l)q, m=1 (1 )n ..
Then there exists a number b > x such that (l) has a solution y (t)
which has continuous first derivatives in [x, b], and
I (x) =Io , £ (x) =2oj .. ..." • ' ' ' -• '
furthermore the solution is unique for each vector Pq satisfying the hypotheses.
For diecontinuous weight functions, the proof of the theorem implies
tho existence of continuous functions {$ (t;y), r - 1 (1 )q} vsuch that (l)
is equivalent to the system .
,(nr)
7
. (t) = w (t) p(t;y(t)), r=l(l)q.
However, as the weight functions are discontinuous, the question of existence
of solutions of this system remains unanswered.
Henceforth we assume (l) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and has
a unique solution y(t) in an interval I = [x,cj such that the derivatives




exist and are continuous in I.
Numerical Methods and Convergence
In a numerical method the differential system is replaced "by an algebraic
system, the solution of which yields approximations to the highest-ordered
derivatives. Relatively small algebraic systems are derived using implicit
methods developed by Butcher ll] , Indeed a suitable method is selected from
a more general class in which weight functions compensate for difficult
behaviour (Cooper [43 )»
Let a set of distinct abscissae {jx_. , i — 1 (1) s + 1} define points
x. = x -r u^h in I, Then defining
[m] m-1 T Ov-nH-r)
,r (jm) . Z mh. 5-ro ,r. Id)q, m - 1(1)V
T o
a quadrature method gives - ■
(3) y m\x+h) = T^ ](h) '+j£ F(z±) + ^(h),X j r~~~A J/jL J? — '
ZZU
r = 1 0 )cl, m - 1(1 )nr,
whe re
-1, \ (nr)
Pr(t) = (t) yr (t), r = 1(1)q, m - 1 (1
Cm] Em]
and the weighus a^_. nay 'be chosen 30 that the quadrature error, R_ (h),
is of order at least s, indeed, if the abscissae are chosen to be zeros of
the Legendre polynomial ?o (2yi—1), the error is of order 2s. To find




— jj1 (z ) -r c _ r = l(l)q, i = l(l)e.
defined implicitly by
(5) fr (x,; {Tp t^h) + (uh) ^ x P }' ? (w ( ) ? ) = 0
i=1 pij pj p 1 • Pi
- n \
x = H1ja 11*» r = i (. i Jc,
, .
cix o us 0 d J.U ^ j •
Theor2: Suppose there exists a continuous solution of (l) which, is unique
to a choice of F , and let a set of weight functions satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 1 provide continuous derivatives (2). Then there exist
continuous functions ■ P .(h) such that for sufficiently small h
Fri(n) -?uJ1+ o(ns+1).
Thus the approximations (4-) defined by (5) are adequate and further
convergence of the method follows by a proof similar to that given by Cooper C3"3'»
/n \
We restrict attention now to a system in which y^ r(t) occurs only in the
r-th equation, and consider the iteration
",) t ?k+1>=? w _ 0 Oc) '
rx rx rx r v x»1
1 ml r-.
infih)4lf £ ?^)f p W y
i=i. pij pc rirp i
=l(l)q, i = 1(l)s.
Theorem 3: Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2 are.valid. If
(0)
N 2*3- /V)









< a < 1 , r = 1(1 )q, i = 1(1 )s 0,1,....,
he partial derivative is defined by a truncatec
'aylor series expansion of (o), then there exists hQ > 0, such that •







.re used to evaluate Cri , and, for the
Starting
values for the iterates are given adequately by finite difference appx-oximations.
( I
numerical example, is a sufficiently good approximation.
we consider one prooiem
.?/ i.5t"(y') - y(y' )2 + _y
y(o) = o ,
512
y (t) - 2*
t -> o
which has the solution (Frobenius)
1
y( t) = t2(2.82842712475 -3.4526698 x 10"4t
-2.0170 x 10-V -2.36 x 10*"'°t3-4.8 x 10"° t4,...) •










: .125 2 7 1.1 (-10) i 8.9 (-10) 1
3 7 5.5 (-12) 7 3.0 (-12) |
I
■ 4 7 -1.3 (-11) 7 5.5 (-11)
oo
•
2 3 1.4 (-10) y A r~' .0 (-9) !
j 5 3 1.1 (-11) zrJ rr 2-y.o (-12) !
4 3 -1.8 (-11) 3 5.1 (-11) I
j 1.000 2 s -3.8 (-7) , 8 -1.7 (-4) |





QJ -2.1 (-11) | 9 -2.4 (-7) |
2al solution of example with h = .125 on C0,1j.
Using the weight function w(t) = t 2 and assuring that lin t~2y(t)
t -> o
iay be shown that the result of Theorem 2 is valid.
use on this weight function requires considerable computation
becomes unstable in later steps, a unit weight function is in
As tne .
dliix h. "LcJT wiiCA
roduced at step
seven ; unfortunately this leads to a significant decrease in accuracy for
which there appears to be no remedy.
'
For a unit weight function and abscissae chosen to be zeros of the
Legendre polynomial, the author [6] has snown methods ;or exnlic:
mere, a comparison of errorsdifferential equations are of maximum order
using zeros of
Che table ( where number's in brackets represent exponents to base 10 ).
U and. equally spaced abscissae respectively is given
These results indicate that certain choices of the abscissae lead to
more'accurate methods for other (than unit) weight functions, even for
implicit differential equations.
Ac1~owlod~?~ents; The author is grateful to G. J. Cooper for suggesting
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The Order of Some Implicit Runge-Kutta Methods
J. H. Verner
Received February 2, 1968
I
Abstract. The orders of some single step methods for the solution of a general
system of differential equations are established. Leading error terms are given.
1. Introduction
Butcher [I] produced methods for the numerical solution of a system of
first order differential equations, and showed that some s stage methods have
order 2s. Cooper [3] produced methods for a more general system of differential
equations, and showed (with an appropriate definition of order) that a class of
s stage methods are of order at least s. For a system of first order equations,
a method of the latter class reduces to one of the former; this suggested that
for systems of higher ordered equations the methods given by Cooper might
be of order greater than s. By assuming the existence of certain ordinary and
partial derivatives, for a system of equations whose maximum order is n, it is
shown that two types of s stage method have order 2 s — n +1, and that leading
error terms can be isolated. The results appear to be of some interest.
Although the algebra is complicated, the principles are simple and we com¬
mence with an outline. In Section 2 the methods are described using the notation
of Cooper [3] with one slightly different definition. We then obtain implicit
equations (2.6) for certain error terms; these equations may be expressed in
matrix form (3-1). Provided that a sufficiently small step-length is used, the
matrix may be inverted, so that expressions are obtained for the error terms in
which all terms of order less than p (the required order of the method) are ex¬
plicit. Sufficient conditions for a method to be of order p are thereby determined,
giving (3-4). In Section 4 the orders of two particular types of method are estab¬
lished. A lemma is first proved using a partial fraction expansion, Eqs. (2.2'),
and the fact that a non-singular homogeneous matrix equation has only the
zero solution. The results are then established by using a double induction to
show that Eqs. (3.4) are satisfied.
Thus we consider the system of ordinary differential equations
(1.1) y(;r){t) =/r(t',y{t)), r = 1(1) q,
where
1 (0 s {><»•—> (t)} = (yf (t), .... y[n>-1] (<);...; y<°> (t), ..., y^"1' (/)).
Initial values y(x) are given for some value % of the real variable t, and for
some given step length h, approximations y_(x-\-h) to y(x-\-h) are needed.
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We shall require a set of s parameters //,•, i = 1 (1) s, and define /u0= 0, /us+1 = 1 •
For a given step length h, these parameters define a closed interval [a, 6],
Xi — x+jUih, t = 0(l)s+l,
a= min (x.), b — max (x,).
t=0 (l)s4-l i=0 (1) s+1 "
It is assumed, for some positive integer p, that the derivatives yipr+p'> (f), r = 1 (1) q,
are continuous for [a, b~\.
2. Derivation of the Methods
The numerical methods for solving (1.1) are described briefly. Define
Trl!] = X, y("'-v+T) {x),
T = 0 T*
r = i(\)q, v = i(i )nr, i = l(l)s + l,
= A (x*-, [tW + f}) •
r = l(l) q, i = 1(1) s.
Then an s stage method which provides approximations to y(x-\-h) is defined by
(x + h) = rM+1 + ~Z 41K i .
;=i
r = 1(1) q, v = 1(1) nr.
This defines a class of methods, subclasses of which are defined by constraints
placed on parameter values. The subclass of methods considered by Cooper [3]
is defined by the constraints
/t+i>W r!v! =y w r
(2.2) \ T ' D+v)! A} " Mk




f = 1(1) s, r=\(\)q, v = \{\)nr, x = 0 (1) p" — v — 1.
The order of a method for the numerical solution of a system of differential
equations is defined to be p if
y(">—') [x + h) — y!?r~">(* + h) = 0 (hp+v), >- = 1(1)9, j< = 1(1)m,.
It is then shown by Cooper that the order of a method from this subclass is
given by p, p^ min (/>', p"), and the parameters can be chosen so that p^zs
(or even s + 1). Certainly if the /r,-, f = l(l)s, are chosen to be distinct points,
(2.2) and (2-3) can be satisfied for r = 0(l)s — 1; (2.2) for r = 0(l)s —1 gives s
16 J. H. Verner:
equations in the s unknowns ai = l(l)s, for each value of r and v; similarly,
(2-3) for r = 0(l) s —1 gives s equations in the s unknowns A$.-, /=l(l)s, for
each value of i, r, and v. For distinct {/q}, in each case the matrix of coefficients
is non-singular, and these equations have unique solutions for {ajd} and {A£d}
respectively.
We wish to show that for certain choices of the parameters {/q}, p> s, and
even p — 2s — n-j-i. Indeed, if these parameters are chosen to be zeros of the
Legendre polynomial Ps(2/x — i), Butcher [1] has shown for first order systems
that p — 2s. If {/q} are chosen in this way, and ajb are the weights for the as¬
sociated Gaussian quadrature on (0, 1), then
s 1
Z«£V.T = fpzdp = r^1) X- t = 0(1)2s-1,f=i j \ /
0
and thus for v = i, (2.2) is valid for p'=2s. For his proof, Butcher requires
further that (2-3) be valid for r = 0(l) s — 1, and as shown above the parameters
{AW} may be chosen so that this is the case. For v> 1, the following lemma
shows that there exist solutions of (2.2) with p'>s.
Lemma. If the parameters {/iq}, and {ajb} are defined so that (2.2) is valid
for r< p', for v = 1, and
(2.2') (1 — &) * = 1(1) s, r = \[\)q, v = 2(i)nr,
then (2.2) is valid for r<p' — v + \, for all v.
Proof. The result is valid for v = i; we assume (2.2) is valid for v — 2(i )m,
and for v = m +1 we have
Z kh +1] Pi = Z «r?] (1 ~ Pi) Pi
m-f 1 /r+w + l^-i
t / t+ lm
^t+w + 1\-i
for r -\-Kp' — or r<p' 1)+1; thus by induction on v, (2.2) is
valid for x<p' —
By the proof below, a method for which the parameters are chosen as for
Gaussian quadratures is shown to be of order p — 2s— «+l; as Cooper [3]
points out this is the maximum attainable order. By not requiring the maximum
attainable order, other advantages may be gained. If the {/q} are chosen dif¬
ferently, but still distinct, methods of order 2s— « + l— k, for ie 1 may be
obtained. For example, in the case of Radau quadrature methods (Butcher [2]),
which can be extended for systems of differential equations of second and higher
orders by (2.2') and (4.1'), one of the /q is chosen to be an endpoint of the interval
(0, 1), and k = \. For methods based on Lobatto quadrature, in which two of
the /q are chosen to be the two endpoints, k = 2.
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We wish to be able to consider any of these choices, and to do so we find
sufficient conditions for a method to be of order p, and in Section 4 continue to
use the general indices of (2.2) and (2-3).
We proceed now to obtain explicit expressions for certain errors; in the next
section these expressions enable us to establish, in terms of parameter constraints,
sufficient conditions for a method to be of order p.
As kri forms an approximation to y)"r'(*j), we define errors
£n = Ki-y'?T)(Xt), r=\(\)q, i' = l(l)s,
and using (1.1) and (2.1) we obtain
(24) £„■=/,(*,; {?;w + -Ti ww+«,/]
(*;)})■
If the expressions in curlicue brackets were approximately equal, eri would be
small, and thus we define
= TW + J] y<V (*,-) - yg».—> (*<),
•
J=1
p = l(l)gr, w = l(l)«e, f = l(l) s.
Using Taylor expansions about x, we obtain
t>—m—1
p.9 *■- 2 fS(T) 2 y(«e+d +0(^).
We assume from now on that p>p">n= max {nr\ (for otherwise no new resultsr —r —
r=Hl)q 1 r> V
are obtained); then if (2-3) holds we obtain
yW=0(hP").
We can now rewrite (2.4) as
(2.6) {yf®-"'W +^7] +
(^; (%,-)}), r = 1(1) * = 1(1) s,7 Q
and if, for example, the functions (t\z(t)), r=l(l)^, satisfy Lipschitz con¬
ditions, Cooper [3] has shown that
£ri~ 0(hp");
this will be required to establish the order of a method.
3. Order of a Method
We now assume the existence of first and second partial derivatives of
£ (* 1 {H""1}) "with respect to z^1, r = 1(1) q, g = 1 (1) q,m = 1(1) ng, and the existence
of all derivatives with respect to t of these first partial derivatives. Define
2 Numer. Math., Bd. 13
J. H. Verner:
and a Taylor expansion for (2.6) gives
q rig
•„=X X M+^XW'.,
g = l m=1 /=1
<t>ri=o(h*n-
where
We assume henceforth that p^2p" (this does not restrict the attainable order).
In matrix notation we can write
(3-1) [I~Z)e = d+P,
where e is an s q column vector, the transpose of which is
eT= (eu, ..., £ls; ...; sql, sqs),
and also




The elements of p are of 0 (h2p"), I is the identity matrix, and Z an sqxsq matrix
Z {pr i, g ;'} •
where
— y (W*)» .[m] j> \r i, g j Z_J m\ gij r r \ i) g m •
m=1
Since m 2; 1, for all sufficiently small h the eigenvalues of Z are of modulus less
than unity, and (3-1) gives
(3.1") e = (/+Z+Z2H pZfi-t"-1) 6+0 {hf).
For a method to be of order p, the definition requires that
y(n,-v) _|__ y(n,-v) f^x
hv S P + v—1 7T
= rw+1+7r2«r6?(«H + ^)W)- 2 -^ryyr+r-r)(*)+0(hfi+>)(3-2) "i=i T"=o
i=l
y{*+*)(x) JrO{kf+v)




«M = (0 0; ...,aW; ...; 0,..., 0).
By an induction on I, the general element of Z'_1,
^2,
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is given by
(3-3) 7\iti] . _ y y ... y y , .,rxix Z. L-i ZJ .ZJ *rin, ri-iH-i '
q s q s
ri-i=l ii-i=l r2 = l Jo — 1
Thus the elements of oc^s may be obtained from
z'-1 e = K'r1], • • •. ; • • •; ^"1] <^"1]).
_ y y y-u. q .
rx=l j,=1
















no , 7 \\p-m-l
= V (WA) ;[m] V
.87 Zj ml 8»7 Zj"r«, J—l w
m= l ct=0
CM)"
cr! frw 8 - 0 (F)
{^)gm — dta OewJ,




..m-i+oi-i y 1] ..mi-2+01-2 ..mi+ai V |W.




L ' i0=l J
for all possible choices of {rk}= [rl, .rlt r0), rt= 1(1) q,
mk = \{\) nn, ok=0(\)p—mk — \,
r = 0(l)p, p = p — fai-x 4 +w0 + ff/-iH + °o) — 1 •
If (2.3) holds, the expression in square brackets is zero for r = 0(l) p" — m0 — i.
To obtain (3.3) we assumed 1^2; however we require (3.4) also for 1 = 1 subject
to an appropriate interpretation indicated by the dotted brackets. Thus if (3-4)
holds for Z = 1 (1) p—p", aJJ^e has order p, as follows from (3-f")-
4. Methods of Maximum Order
Particular methods of the subclass defined in Section 2 may be defined by
adding further constraints to (2.2) and (2-3). For distinct parameters /uit i = 1 (l)s,
we shall show that the two types of method defined by
(i) Eq. (2.2) with />'2gs+« for v=\ and (2.2') for v>i, and Eq. (2.3) for
r = 0(1) s —1,
2*
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and
(ii) Eq. (2.2) with p'f^s+n for v — \ and (2.2') for i»>l, and
= y ;jy. ut
(4-1) r+i Zj
f = 1(1) s, r = l(l)gr, t = 0(1)s — 1,
(4r) Hi Wj = ^7".
» = 1(1) s, / = 1 (1) s, r = l(l)£, r = 2(l)»r,
are of order p' — n +1 where n is the maximum order of the system of equations.
We have to show that parameters satisfying (i) or (ii) also satisfy (3-4). For
simplicity we assume that
o£] = «W, AW-=AW nr=n.
(In effect this restricts attention to a single differential equation. However,
provided (i) or (ii) holds for all r, the proofs given below remain valid for a system
of equations.)
Lemma. For parameters satisfying the constraints of (i) or (ii),
(4.2) i—12«rvr+°(T) ZHf7=1 = 0,
«j = l(l)n, a= 0(1) p' — v — m, r=0(l )p, p = p'—v—m — o.
Proof. By (2.2') we have
m+a+x _(m+a+ t+vY12 «fV v „
1 = 1
for m-\-a r< p' — v +1, and we have to show that
(4.3) i «?vr+° i; j&v?=fw+Trl ^+a+T+v
»=1 7=1
for
T = 0(1 )p, p = p'—v—m—a.
(i) For the first case it is necessary to establish (4-3) only for r=s(i)p,
p — p'—v—m—a. As the right side can be written with r absent from the
numerator and terms in the denominator distinct, it can be expanded in partial
fractions
m! r! v\(w + ct + t) ! V c* _l V
(m-j-r)! [m-\-a-\-r-\-v)! <£-> z-\-k f—1 m+a + z-\-l '
the coefficients being independent of r. Thus
(4.4) (™+*)",r+°r+T'-2e.2411ft-+*-'+2^i«!'Jft-+w-+'-*V ' V ' A=1 7 = 1 ( = 1 7=1
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holds for w+ct + t +v — \<p'. As (4.2) holds for t = 0(1) s —1, using (4-3) and
(4.4) we obtain
2 Pi 2 «lv]p?+aW] -2 caoPW-1 - 2
7 = 1 U=1 A = 1 Z = 1
w+a+Z—1 o,
T = 0(1) S — 1 .
For distinct parameters fij, j= 1(f) s, the matrix of coefficients is non-singular,
and hence the expression in square brackets vanishes identically. The value of r
is thus immaterial, and as (4.4) holds for m +ct + r +v —1< p', so also does (4.2).
(ii) For m = 1, by (2.2) and (4.1) the proof is the same as for (i). Assume
that (4.2) holds up to some m —1^0. Then by (4.1') and (2.2') we have for m




/=1 »=1 ; = 1
'm — 1 +T\~1[m—l+<r-(-l (m— 1 +T+i\~1(m—1 -j-ff+T+l +jq_1
t+1m — 1
/w + r'p'1 /m+cr + r-l-j''
—
I t
= (mtTYl2^]pT+a+T. r+w+ff+f-K^',v r ' i=i
(noting that the range of r is reduced by 1 by both applications of (4.2)) and
(4.2) follows by induction on m, and the lemma is proved.
Theorem. For parameters satisfying (i) or (ii), Eqs. (3.4) hold for p=pv =
p' — v +1 giving methods of order p' — n +1.
Proof. The lemma establishes (3-4) for 1 = 1, and (2.2') gives
2^pi=(r+vv) • -c+v-\<p'-
H= 1
We now assume that (3.4) holds up to some I — 1 2i0, and that
s s s
2-1 a»; ("ti 2-1 ilil-i Pil-i ' 2-1 »i»i
tj= l t|-l= l *1= 1
_ ("h + T)"1 _ +W1+(T;_2+ ••• T^lT
(4-5) \ m1 ) " \ mi-i /
+OT1+cr/_1-f bT + T+rj-1
T + (w,_! -I +ml + oi_1 -I + ffj + j>— 1 < p',
and proceed to show that corresponding results are valid for I. As well as a result
corresponding to (4.5) we have to show that
s s s s
2 M mu+01-1 V mi_2 + ai-2 V 3 ["J .,"»•+<»• V 3 Mo] *a«! pil 2-1 2-1 »i*i Ph 2J h» A4*!)
»I = 1 tj-i=l ij=l *0=1
(4-6)
_ + y1 aM „W|-1+01-1 y1 mi-i+oi-2 y1 -itw,] m0+o0+r\ T / i ll-i * * * *t4i rh '
»j=l ij_l = l ii=l
i + {mi-i + • • • + + CT;-i + "' + °o) + r 1 < P' •
whence (3-4) holds for I.
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Again we must consider the two cases individually.
(i) By replacing r by TJrm0Jro0 in (4.5), we obtain for the right hand side
of (4.6)
(4-7)
^m0+rn»«1+W0 + (T0 + T'm. w«;_14 +m0+a^2+ H-ffo + r^-1)
id +w0 + cr;_14 +u0 + T+v\-1
which has an expansion in partial fractions whose coefficients are independent
of r, and the proof of (4.6) proceeds as in the lemma. To establish (4.5) for I,
we increase the subscripts of the indices {ik,mk,ak, k = 0{\) 1} by 1 in (4.6)
with (4.7) replacing the right hand side.
(ii) For m0 = 1, (4.6) is established as in the proof for (i). Assume (4.6) holds
up to some m0 —1^0. For m0, the right hand side of (4.6) is equal to (4.7) as
in (i); by (4.1') the left hand side is equal to
2«i■ ■ • w+a> Z Z ~~r • K - /h„) A&-1] /<
«,=i »«i=i
M»n-1
'm„—1 +t\-i !m1+m0—\ +ff0+l +t\-i
m.
m0 — 1 -f T+l^-l /»%+»«„—1 +ff0 + T + l^-l
T + l
■j+Wj+wto +^+ffo+ rN-i /»»/_! 4 +w0+(T;_1H +ff0 + *+r\-i
which is also equal to (4-7), and (4.6) follows by induction on m0 for
T + (mi-i 4 + mo + H + CTo) +v — 1</>'.
Again (4-5) is established as in (i).
Thus (3.4) follows in each case by induction on I for p=pv~p' —v +1, and
the order of these two types of method is p p' — n +1.
5. Error Terms
It seems reasonable to investigate the leading error terms to get an estimate
of the discretization error. This is possible for those terms of 0[ht), p^p<2p",
as they will be given by (3.2). The term of order p ^p in a^]e is given by
p—p" q nrj p — nrj—l
£i®=Z z ___ _
1=1 r0,...,n-i=l m0,...,mj_i=l \ii=l
Z Z | Z a<m tx« Zj An-iit-i
il-1= 1
m1+a1 y itWi] m0+o0





/K) I 4ai) (<?(-:
(T+JM0)!(T0! mjlffj!
T = p — (w^j + • ■ • + w0 + C/—1 + • • • + °o) •
mz_i! ff^l
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In addition for p — r + 1, there is a contribution from the second term on
the right hand side of (3.2) given by
e2(p) 1(p+»)! t = l y(^ + nr) >
For the leading error terms we obtain
2p"—l ,
^i hV~^v ' x—1 —
<«,->(* +A) (x + h) =
_ £ (£) + _ 2 E2(p) + 0 (A2» ).
p = p'—v+1 p=p'~ V + l
2 x hp+* 2^x
V. . .
" • ' V
With the possible exception of some simple cases, these expressions are not
easily calculated. Estimates of the derivatives may be difficult to obtain, and
thus these error terms appear to be of little practical use.
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